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12-AB16-4175 

DIGITAL MEDIA, POLITICAL CROWDS, AND PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY 

MR. FREDERICK TUCKER1   

ABSTRACT 

Prior to the 21st century, representational democracy was the most democratic political 

procedure feasible on a national scale. Limitations to information and communications 

technologies rendered alternatives governing methods less democratic, or infeasible at the 

national and global scales. The recent burgeoning of digital information and communications 

technology has rendered representational democracy relatively undemocratic and labor-

intensive. This paper will discuss the benefits and limitations of representational democracy 

and experimental democratic processes, along with democratic procedures that use sociological 

polling methods to maximize direct political participation while enhancing representation of 

traditionally marginalized social groups that disproportionately lack the time and resources 

necessary to meaningfully engage in representational democracy, and access to digital 

communications networks. 

 

Key Words: digital media, participatory democracy, sociological methods 

 

INTRODUCTION 

For centuries, people across the globe have imagined, fought to establish, and struggled to 

maintain more democratic forms of government. Democratic procedures, however, correspond 

less with the ideals of their founders, and more with geographic, demographic, and economic 

factors, as well as the information and communications technologies (ICTs) utilized by these 

polities. Until the manipulation of radio waves, ICT had been tethered to human transport, 

which along with economic and military considerations resulted in a certain level of 

geographical determinism in politics, typified by the dynamic between political cores and 

peripheries (Wallerstein, 1974, p. 401). Radio essentially negated space-time considerations 

for oral communication on Earth. Its one-to-many nature (Shirky, 2008, p. 86-87), however, 

made it unsuitable for facilitating global dialog and democracy. Rather, radio mostly intensified 

pre-existing political dynamics, suiting polities based on even fewer leaders dictating 

communiqués to millions of constituents. 

 Until recently, large-scale representational democracy and local, anarchic democracy 

have competed for hegemony, both equally flawed and irreconcilable. One entails a pyramid 

of gradually fewer, more distant and powerful individuals theoretically tasked with 

representing the interests of their constituents, who have no rights to vote on policy themselves, 

and limited resources to consider debate policy. The flipside of this centralist, representational 

democracy has typically been to restore power to the periphery, where local decisions can be 

discussed and voted on by residents or workers, despite the anarchy that arises from lax 

coordination of a dangerously technologically advanced, global society that presently shares a 

single planet. Until the advent of digital media, all widespread democratic experiments, such 

as those described by Erik Olin Wright in Envisioning Real Utopias (2010), far from being 

utopian, were restricted to one of these paradigms: representational or anarchic. 

                                                 
1 Mr. Frederick Tucker, Adjunct Lecturer, Borough of Manhattan Community College. 
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Decades into the digital age, representational and anarchic democracies still prevail, and 

have begun experimenting with digital media to better facilitate their respective processes. The 

digital age has also witnessed democratic experiments that push beyond national borders, while 

making government more direct and participatory. Europe’s pirate parties (Almqvist, 2016, pg. 

104) and Argentina’s Net Party (Mancini, 2015, p. 71) have developed direct, participatory 

democratic procedures based on digital social networks, around which they seek to build mass-

based political parties in their respective nations. These parties are structured around websites 

that enable users to formulate, discuss, and vote on proposals (Almqvist, 2016, pg. 104; 

Mancini, 2015, p. 71). The Net Party and pirate parties encourage others around the globe to 

utilize their open-source software to create similar polities (Almqvist, 2016, p. 103-105; 

Mancini, 2015, p. 71-2), and recently were taken up on this offer by Tunisian activists involved 

the creation of the nation’s new constitution. 

This paper will begin by examining the impact that digital media has had on both 

established and experimental democratic organizations and networks. Consideration will be 

given to socio-economic and political factors that inhibit these democratic institutions from 

achieving their stated goals. Critique of these institutions will ultimately rest on whether digital 

media is being utilized to maximize direct participation in a manner that is replicable on a 

global scale, and whether these political procedures challenge or subvert the authority of 

traditionally empowered social groups. The author will conclude by suggesting how various 

components of these existing procedures can be reorganized and combined with sociological 

polling methods to develop a practical, digital, democratic polity that is global in scale, and 

which helps rectify ongoing social injustices. 

THE BENEFITS OF REPRESENTATIONAL DEMOCRACY 

The prevailing democratic paradigm is so skewed toward representational democracy that 

republics are regularly referred to simply as ‘democracies.’ This is not merely the result of 

propaganda. In fact, it’s the other way around. For hundreds of years, republics were the most 

democratic form of national governance possible. The benefits of representational democracy 

are significant. Amartya Sen won the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences in 1998 for his 

conclusion that “no famine has ever taken place in the history of the world in a functioning 

democracy” (Sen, 1999, p. 16). India, the world’s most populous republic, may rank lower than 

autocratic North Korea on the Global Hunger Index (Von Grebmer et al., 2015, p. 18 and 31), 

due to more than a third of Indian children under the age of five experiencing stunted growth 

due to malnutrition, partially because 20-40% of its food is wasted (Artiuch and Kornstein, 

2012, p. 2), but has nevertheless managed to avoid the hundred-thousand casualty benchmark 

for a famine since its independence from Britain. Representational democracy, while far from 

preventing war altogether, can make it harder for republics to conduct wars that span multiple 

election cycles. In the United States, former Secretary of Defense Robert Gates complains in 

his 2014 memoire (p. 325 and 553) of being unable to successfully conduct the Iraq War due 

to obstruction by Democratic Party politicians pandering to the anti-war sentiments of the 

American public. The ability for citizens of republics to temper the power of politicians and 

military figures might explain why China refuses to allow its citizens to vote for game-show 

contestants (Zhao, 2016, p. 401), lest it lead its citizens down a slippery slope toward 

demanding political representation. 

Perhaps the greatest indicator of the success of representational democracy, however, 

is its resiliency. Of the eighteen major social revolutions examined by Jeff Goodwin (2001, p. 

4), as well as the three major social revolutions since the publishing of No Other Way Out, 

including the 2006 Nepali revolution, and the 2010-11 Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions, none 
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has overthrown a republic.2 The United States republic, for example, has endured over 200 

years despite at one point enslaving 13% of its population (New York Times, 1860), not 

allowing women to vote for most of its existence, establishing the most thorough system of 

mass incarceration in the world today (Hartney, 2006, p. 2), and committing nearly one-

thousand extra-judicial killings of its own citizens per year since journalists began keeping 

track in 2015 (Guardian, 2016; Fatal Encounters, 2016). Despite these human rights abuses, 

the U.S. republic has not only been safe from a major social revolution, but is widely considered 

by its citizens to be the organization best equipped to address its own abuses and deliver justice 

to its victims. Considering the political stability and perceived legitimacy that representational 

democracy brings to a nation’s dominant political and economic organizations, it is no wonder 

that despots everywhere stage sham elections in which they inevitably receive an 

overwhelming majority of the votes (Keating, 2012). 

The Limits to Representational Democracy 

Systematic marginalization of historically oppressed communities takes many forms. U.S. 

voter records show that nearly every traditionally empowered group besides men—including 

white people, rich people, more educated people, and older people—votes disproportionately 

to its population (File, 2015, p. 4-7). Moneyed interests, however, do more than vote more. In 

the U.S., political parties may no longer be able to sway voters with cash and alcohol (Stokes 

et al., 2013, p. 200), but exert their influence via direct payments to electoral campaigns, which 

pay for rallies and political advertisements (Huber and Arceneaux, 2007; Spenkuch and 

Toniatti, 2016). Less well known is the more convincing, albeit more expensive tradition of 

door-to-door canvassing (Green, Gerber and Nickerson, 2003; Barton, Castillo and Petrie, 

2014), which sways voter behavior in similar ways to direct payments without actually 

benefiting the voter’s checking account. 

The entire representational democracy paradigm, however, was questioned by Martin 

Gilens and Benjamin I. Page (2014) in what has become known colloquially as their ‘Princeton 

oligarchy study.’ Gilens and Page (2014, p. 568-70) conducted a multivariate regression 

analysis, with the independent variable being policies enacted by the U.S. republic, and the 

dependent variables being policy positions taken by national interest groups—including 

corporations and labor unions—as well as policy positions held by “average citizens” and 

“economic elites,” as determined by public opinion polls. The authors found that mass-based 

interest groups, such as labor unions and the American Association of Retired Persons, impact 

public policy significantly, but not nearly as much as business interest groups, who were 

outpaced by economic elites (Gilens and Page, 2014, p. 570-575). Political positions taken by 

average U.S. citizens were found to have practically no independent correlation with public 

policy (ibid, p. 571-2). 

 Another widely accepted feature of representational democracy is the Balkanization of 

humanity into various voting districts based primarily on national borders. Residents are further 

Balkanized into regional, metropolitan, and neighborhood districts, and cannot vote outside 

their districts, despite neo-liberal globalization allowing for the ever-freer flow of commodities. 

These administrative districts were mostly made when paper, horses, and trains were the 

dominant ICTs and transportation mechanisms, and votes had to be physical recorded, 

                                                 
2 This knowledge is based on the author’s witnessing of live television broadcasts of the Egyptian Revolution, and 

conversations with participants in the Nepali Revolution. The author’s claim about republics never having been overthrown 

in major social revolutions is based on his categorization of the 2011 overthrow of Hosni Mubarak in Egypt as a major social 

revolution based primarily on a mass, urban insurrection, and the 2013 overthrow of Muhammad Morsi a primarily a 

military coup. As has been the case in many revolutions, however, both incidents involved both mass urban insurrection and 

military coups, just in unequal parts. 
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transported, and counted. In the digital age, however, a New Yorker can more easily complete 

an electronic absentee ballot from a computer in China than walk down the street to the nearest 

public school. Requiring people to vote at physical polling sites has gone from a logistical 

necessity to an impediment. 

The interests of presently empowered corporate entities and political parties are clearly 

opposed to the institution of a digitally administered political system that would allow 

individuals to vote on policy directly, thus obviating the need for representatives. This is not to 

say that powerful political parties are opposed to utilizing digital media altogether, as anybody 

who has ever given their email address to a politician knows. Parties, however, are typically 

only interested in harnessing digital media to increase voter turnout for their party. Increasing 

total voter turnout isn’t necessarily good or bad to a party, but rather fluctuates by case. 

Still, the representational democratic paradigm pervades even the most liberal circles 

in the United States. Progressives U.S. Americans who advocate for enfranchising 

undocumented immigrants are often fearful of the idea of including people living in the Middle 

East in their voting community, despite international polls suggesting that a global vote would 

not lead to Sharia law (Pew Research Center, 2013), but would have prevented the invasion of 

Iraq (Pew Research Center, 2012). Allowing New Yorkers to vote on local policies in Chengdu 

may sound ridiculous to some, but could be justified on the grounds that carbon emissions in 

Chengdu affect air and water quality worldwide. Global, democratic participation in local law 

might also help reduce the political power of Wall Street executives who take advantage of 

administrative Balkanization to fund industrial projects wherever labor is cheapest (Rawthorn 

and Ramaswamy, 1997, p. 10), and might even help restore power to the Central American 

immigrants who currently spend their days serving these Wall Street executives after having 

lost their land in the aftermath of NAFTA (Greene, 2010). However, a global vote on carbon 

emissions would turn out, the fact that it is feasible is not something that could be said a 

thousand, a hundred, or even twenty years ago. 

Participatory Democracy: Successes and Failures 

Interest in direct, participatory democracy is on the rise throughout the world (Bowler, 

Donovan and Karp, 2007, p. 351). There are benefits to direct, participatory democracy beyond 

the main idea that it might lead to policy that actually reflects the interests of the average 

citizen. Theories, experiments, and polls all suggest that another expected benefit of direct 

citizen participation to be increased acceptance of results that do not go one’s way (Morrell, 

1999, p. 295, 309-313). This may not seem important to the typical U.S. citizen today, but is 

especially relevant to citizens of countries where various political parties have their own 

militias—often funded indirectly by U.S. taxpayers—that threaten to pull out of the democratic 

process if their position is not voted on. 

Mainstream experiments with direct, participatory democracy, however, have not been 

without controversy. California has long had a binding referendum process that is widely used 

by Americans (Muncie, 1998) as an example of how untrustworthy the populace is, or how 

participatory democracy cannot be scaled to the regional, national, and global levels. Some 

academics (Morrell, 1999, p. 294) claim that the blame lies not with Californians, but with the 

democratic process for being too infrequent, arguing that democratic cultures require frequent 

decisions on a variety of issues. Similar criticisms about the flawed nature of Election Day 

(Hessami, 2016, p. 263, 285) have been levied against Switzerland’s referenda system, where 

evidence shows that increasing the number and complexity of measures being decided on in 

one session reduces their likelihood of being affirmed. All of these studies suggest that 

democratic processes are hurt by the concept of an Election Day, and that a digitally 

administered system that allowed people to vote—and change their votes—at any point, from 

the publication of a proposal until its agreed upon expiration date would lead to more 
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meaningful participation, as well as less labor. Restricting democracy to participation in an 

annual Election Day, moreover, does not address the aforementioned deleterious effects of 

moneyed interests using advertisements and canvassers to get-out-the-vote (GOTV). 

One of the most widespread contemporary forms of participatory democracy, practiced 

in thousands of cities, districts, and universities around the world, is the Participatory 

Budgeting (PB) process, in which residents attend local town-hall meetings to brainstorm ideas 

that are turned into budgetary items by volunteers working alongside local politicians, and 

which are eventually are voted on by local residents on an Election Day (Baiocchi, 2005, p. 

34-39). Such a process was well adapted to conditions in Porto Alegre, Brazil in 1989, but has 

seen little alteration during the digital age. Despite its widespread practice, PB is not practiced 

on national, or even large municipal scales. As a result, in New York City, PB voter 

participation is also disproportionately high among white people, middle-aged people, more 

educated people, and economic elites, albeit not as disproportional as participation in local 

elections (Community Development Project, 2015, p. 7; Tucker, 2014, p. 37-39).3 

The main logistical impediment to digitizing the PB process in NYC, according to 

members of the PBNYC Steering Committee, is online verification of voters’ residency. This 

is just one example of how conforming to republican administrative districts impedes 

democratic experimentation. Digital media has suddenly made it easier to allow anybody to 

vote on anything than it would be to Balkanize people into voting districts; similar to how 

centralized libraries were once the most feasible way to ensure widespread access to literature, 

whereas now more labor and money goes into keeping people out of online databases than 

would go into allowing open online access.  

Having participated in PBNYC, volunteered as a budget delegate, attended Steering 

Committee meetings, and researched PB as an intern with the Community Development 

Project, it is the author’s opinion that the real resistance to digitization comes not from the 

PBNYC Steering Committee, but rather the city councilmembers who fund PB, and wish to 

see residents of their districts attend meetings and Election Day festivities in order to conduct 

meet-and-greets, and obtain residents’ phone numbers and email addresses in the service of the 

councilmembers’ reelection campaigns. Unfortunately, this convoluted, labor-intensive 

process only provides critics of direct, participatory democracy with more arguments as to why 

direct, participatory democracy can never work beyond the local level. 

Liquid Democracy: The Pirate and Net Parties 

In 2006, digitally administered participatory democracy finally broke onto the national political 

scene. The pirate parties of Europe and Argentina’s Net Party have all built online platforms 

that allow participants to initiate, discuss, edit, and vote on proposals (Mancini, 2015, p. 71-2; 

Miegel and Olsson, 2008, p. 212-215). The Net Party’s founders, meanwhile, have recently 

released Democracy OS, an open-source version of their digital platform that allows users to 

create profiles, propose ideas, comment on each other’s ideas, and register votes (Mancini, 

2015, p. 71). This platform was used by Tunisian activists to debate and popularize ideas for 

their new constitution (Mancini, 2015, p. 71). If humanity can manage a digitally administered 

global banking system, there is no reason to believe that software such as Democracy OS could 

not be used to institute a direct, global, participatory democracy. 

 As political organizations, however, the Net Party and pirate parties conform almost 

completely to the representational democratic paradigm and its GOTV logic by contending 

popular elections in local, national and international parliaments. The pirate parties have won 

                                                 
3 The lowest income bracket, <$10,000/yr, is disproportionately represented in PBNYC as well, which may be due to the fact 

that many organizations who help administer PB are non-profits that serve low-income communities. 
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as much as 9% of a popular vote in Berlin (Almqvist, 2016, p. 102), and temporarily held a 

seat in the European Parliament via its Swedish chapter. Argentina’s Net Party has thus far 

failed to win a single seat in the municipal government of Buenos Aires (Mancini, 2015, p. 71). 

The biggest difference between these parties and typical political parties is their promise, once 

they achieve power, to uphold the proposals that have been formulated and voted on by their 

constituents (Mancini, 2015, p. 71).  

In a hypothetical global society of seven-plus billion people, where minutia around the 

globe is decided upon democratically, even the most active citizens would only be able to vote 

on a fraction of contested policies. One procedural innovation of the Pirate Party that seeks to 

address this, and which is championed by the Net Party’s Pia Mancini (2014, p. 72), is that of 

Liquid Democracy (Almqvist, 2016, p. 108), whereby voters can delegate their votes on 

particular matters to other individuals or organizations. While advocates of Liquid Democracy 

rightly point out that individuals could alienate their votes based on trust (Mancini, 2014, p. 

72), they neglect to mention the potential for Liquid Democracy to further amplify the voices 

and votes of disproportionately powerful individuals and organizations, a criticism that has 

already been levied at Pirate Party leaders by its own members (Almqvist, 2016, p. 107). As 

long as global, participatory democracy is conceived of within the capitalist paradigm, it is not 

hard to imagine the burgeoning of a new form of political party that uses patronage networks 

and zero-sum, two-party politics to entice allegiance of individuals in exchange for votes. Such 

behavior may be impossible to outlaw in a digitally administered, direct democracy, and will 

likely exist as long as oppression itself. Liquid Democracy, however, institutionalizes behavior 

that is antithetical to the democratic ethos, as well as to intelligent, collective decision-making. 

Power to the Polls: Toward a Theory of Sociologically Representative Democracy 

There are, of course, methods of proportionally amplifying the voices of traditionally 

marginalized communities. Presently, sociologists use weighted adjustments and regression 

modeling (Gelman, 2007, p. 153) to ensure that survey samples accurately reflect the 

population. Political scientists, such as Gilens and Page (2014), then use these sociological 

surveys to judge the merits of our political system. Digital media finally enable us to remove 

the middlemen—politicians—and institute a political system based on sociological surveying 

methods. 

 Since 1994, social scientists in Britain and the U.S. have been organizing National 

Issues Conventions, where hundreds of randomly sampled individuals gather to deliberate 

political issues, consult and question experts, and read arguments from both sides (Fishkin & 

Luskin, 2009, p. 3). Surveying participants before and after deliberation, one such session 

found that participants became less likely to support certain armed conflicts, and were more 

likely to support democracy promotion and steps toward rectifying climate change (Tirtanadi, 

2006, p. 43). Since the initiation of these forums, social scientists have been debating how to 

institutionalize them, whether it is Bruce Ackerman and James S. Fishkin’s Deliberation Day 

(2004, p. 3), or Adrian Tirtanadi’s Deliberative Policy Councils (2006, p. 43).  

Meanwhile, information and communications technologies, for the first time in history, 

are able to provide all of humanity a common platform to deliberate, consult experts, read 

arguments from both sides, and vote, all without the logistic nightmare of organizing common 

free time, transportation, catering, and ballot filling and counting. Where digital networks 

currently lack in quality of deliberation compared to National Issues Conventions, they more 

than make up for in quantity, as they have millions of active users all day, every day. 

Insofar as power dynamics between races, classes, genders, nations, etc., continue to 

lead to underrepresentation of traditionally marginalized groups, statistical weighting methods 

can be utilized to amplify their votes. In the case of a community being so marginalized that it 

fails to register a statistically significant sample with which to weight it results, such as the 
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millions of people living in the hills of Nepal who lack access to roads and electricity, GOTV 

tactics can be used to mobilize pollsters to canvass these communities for votes. A society 

seeking an educated, unbiased populace might consider allocating resources to send canvassers 

door-to-door to dispense knowledge, rather leaving it to partisans plugging for a particular 

proposal.  

A digitally administered, statistically weighted democracy would not necessarily rid the 

world of oppression. As long as money exists, moneyed interests will disproportionately 

influence the terms of debate. As long as hierarchy exists, the oppressed will be coerced into 

voting in the interests of their oppressors. As long as anti-democratic institutions exist, they 

will continue to lobby for decisions to be taken out of the public realm and rendered unto 

private hands. And as long as militaries still exist, they will occasionally forcibly dismantle 

democratic institutions altogether. An egalitarian society, however, is not even possible without 

direct, political participation in global democratic institutions, which was never feasible until 

the advent of digital media. 

CONCLUSION: WHERE ARE WE NOW? 

Nothing exemplifies the current state of direct, digital democracy better than the case of Boaty 

McBoatface. In 2016, Britain’s Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) announced it 

would hold a non-binding online poll to determine the name of its new boat (Chappell, 2016). 

The British public, not allowed by its government to vote on life and death matters like war, 

pensions, and carbon emissions, flippantly voted for the name Boaty McBoatface (ibid). The 

U.K. Science Minister Jo Johnson reacted to this spectacle by deepening his paternalism, 

stressing that a £200 million boat needed a serious name (ibid). Katie Rogers (2016) of the New 

York Times wrote an article entitled “Boaty McBoatface: What you get when you let the 

Internet decide,” which disparaged the British public as capricious, the Internet as 

untrustworthy, and the name Boaty McBoatface as undignified. As Roger’s (2016) title 

suggests, the NERC eventually moved unilaterally to christen their new boat the RSS Sir David 

Attenborough. 

 Direct, global, participatory democracy may now be feasible, but is far from a reality. 

The world is largely run by an anarchic amalgamation of families, castes, tribes, corporations, 

labor unions, political parties, military republics, and dictatorships, each with competing claims 

on territories, commodities, and bodies. Every so often, ordinary people gather en masse to 

demonstrate their anger with the status quo and exert their influence on their governments. 

Very infrequently, but increasingly often (Goodwin, 2001, p. 4), largely unarmed, unorganized 

citizens have succeed in overthrowing their governments altogether, but until recently have had 

nothing more democratic to institute on a national scale than representational democracy.  

The advent of digital media has transformed what is possible. Experiments in direct, 

participatory democracy are flourishing like never before, especially in neo-liberal countries 

where governments are eager to alienate core public functions, allowing corporate arbitration 

to usurp the judiciary (Stipanowich, 2010), ethnic and private militias to their fight wars 

(Scahill, 2007), think tanks to write legislation (Hertel-Fernandez, 2014), and democratic 

neighborhood councils to allocate local budgets. These democratic experiments, however, are 

pigeonholed into the local level by anarchist activists and patronizing politicians, both of whom 

wish to confine limit the power of neighborhood groups, albeit for different reasons. Now even 

larger scale referenda and international political parties have begun utilizing digital media, but 

are rendered politically useless, or even problematic, by their attempts to transform republics 

from within. National republics, meanwhile, continue to utilize representational democracy 

insofar as it enables them to survive, but have shown a willingness to shift back and forth 
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between representational democracy and autocracy when threatened. Efforts toward 

democratization must never underestimate the state’s capacity for violence. 

Democracy’s proponents, moreover, cannot treat it as a panacea for all social ills. 

Democracy is merely the fairest way of resolving conflict, and requires people to accept 

collective decisions and submit to the will of the majority. If the same historical conflicts 

continue to arise despite democratically conceived solutions, people will resort to politics by 

other means, including organized violence. Other measures, such as the transformation of 

privately owned commodities into globally shared infrastructure, must be considered to avoid 

conflict in the first place. Finally, democracy advocates and activists must keep in mind that 

various democratic processes implicitly favor different interest groups. If representational 

democracy, with all its problems, can become nearly synonymous with ‘democracy’ 

throughout the globe, another problematic system calling itself ‘democracy’ could easily take 

its place. 
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CHILDREN PERPETRATOR OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE: THE PERPETRATOR OR 

VICTIM? (A REVIEW OF COURT DECISIONS ABOUT SEXUAL VIOLENCE 

COMMITTED BY CHILDREN IN INDONESIA) 

DR. EVA ACHJANI ZULFA1   

Sexual violence in Indonesia actually becomes a dilemma due to increasing numbers of cases. 

It makes attention and response given was exceptional. Start of change provisions in the 

legislation, including changes and developments weighing type of sanctions. This development 

became a positive thing when applied to adult offenders, but what about the perpetrator is a 

child? The position of the child in many criminal acts actually becomes a dilemma in which 

his position if he is in fact the perpetrator or the child is a victim. This paper describes the 

various backgrounds of sexual offenses committed by children to prove the failure of parents 

and the State in protecting that child sexual abusers is basically a victim that must be protected. 

This paper is a review of court decisions about sexual violence committed by children. This 

study will illustrate a few examples that illustrate the response of the judge 's decision in 

Indonesia to cases that occur which is a form of protection against the child criminals 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Sexual violence is getting more and more common in Indonesia lately. Some cases showed the 

increase in quantity and quality of its inhumanity in almost all areas in Indonesia. The example 

of this is the data gathered by Banten’s Child Protection Agency (LPA): in 2016, there were 

already 14 cases of violence against children with 47 child victims (Sindo.com; 2016). In 

Bandung, there were 91 cases of sexual violence against children which were handled. This 

number was a rise from the previous year, which was 82 cases (Sindo.com; 2016). On the other 

hand, based on the data collected by Women Crisis Centre (WWC), in only four months, from 

January to April 2016, there were 17 sexual violence cases in the form of rape of minors or 

children (Sindonews, 2016).  

Those cases illustrate that sexual violence can happen to anyone, including children as a 

victim or offender. Sexual violence often attracts public attention; for example, the case at 

Jakarta International School (JIS) where some employees and teachers were suspected of 

sexually harassing their student (liputan6.com; 2016). Another example was the “Emon” case, 

where Emon was proven of sexually assaulting tens of children (liputan6.com; 2016). Also, 

happened in Kutai Kartanegara, a father was proven of impregnating his biological daughter 

(Kompas.com; 2016). 

In many cases, the perpetrators of outraging public decency are adults towards children. 

However, in recent cases, a phenomenon was found where sexual criminal offences were in 

the form of child-on-child, with egregious sadism. The Government Regulation in Lieu of Law 

(PERPU) Number 1 of 2016 on Child Protection, which weights punishment for perpetrators 

of outraging public decency with children as victims, becomes a dilemma when the perpetrators 

are children. 

Admittedly, this phenomenon is interesting considering that children are in the process 

of growing up. When they commit a crime, is this entirely their fault? Or could it be that they 

are victims of negative development process? Referring to Kartini Kartono, juvenile 

delinquency is the symptom of social pathology in teenagers, caused by social neglect (Kartini 
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Kartono; 1988). As a consequence, they develop deviant behaviour. On the other hand, 

Santrock suggested that juvenile delinquency is a group of teen behaviour which is socially 

unacceptable and leads to crimes (Sudarsono: 1991).  

Child protection to ensure that they can grow and develop well is basic for every children, 

including child perpetrators. Assuming that the judges had never given maximum penalty for 

perpetrators, whether they are adults or children, the Government Regulation in Lieu of Law 

which weights the criminal sanctions is likely not going to be actually given to child 

perpetrators. It is curious to find out how a public prosecutor prosecuted and a judge sentenced 

child perpetrators who outrage public decency before this Government Regulation in Lieu of 

Law is in effect. What was the reasoning and consideration behind the judge’s sentence for 

child perpetrators of sexual offences? This study will discuss the illustration of sanctions giving 

in 76 District Courts’ judgments in Indonesia whose perpetrators and victims were children. 

PROTECTION FOR CHILDREN AS PERPETRATORS 

Children, despite the fact that they are either the perpetrators or victims of a crime, are generally 

stated as “the mandate and blessing given by God Almighty, and in whom the value and dignity 

as a complete person are inherent” (Irsan: 1991; 1). Children are social beings, as do adults, 

because children were born with weaknesses, and they cannot reach the normal standards of 

humanity without others. We have to protect children because: 

a.      Children have specific characters and characteristics. 

b.      Children are the future of a nation. 

c.      Children cannot protect themselves from others’ misbehaviour. 

Children in conflict with the law (this terminology is used to refer to child perpetrators in Law 

No. 11 of 2012) have some privileges adults do not have, among which are regulated in Beijing 

Rules, Convention on the Rights of the Child, Law No. 11 of 2012 on Children in the Criminal 

Justice System, and Law No. 23 of 2002 on Child Protection Juncto Law no. 35 of 2014 on 

Law No. 23 of 2002 Amendment Act. Although child perpetrators must be given criminal 

penalty, that penalty has to consider the physical as well as psychological growth and 

development of the child. In Law No. 11 of 2012, the criminal sanctions and penalty which are 

different from those for adults are regulated. 

According to the Law on Children in the Criminal Justice System (UU SPPA), a child 

perpetrator is charged with two kinds of sanctions, action, for perpetrators under 14 years old, 

and penal, for 15 years old or above perpetrators. 

Action Sanction 

Action Sanction, based on Article 81 Law No. 11 of 2012, the sanctions which are subjected 

to child perpetrators include: 

 Return to parents/guardian; 

 Surrender to someone; 

 Treatment at a mental hospital; 

 Treatment at Social Welfare Institutions (LPKS); 

 Obligation to pursue formal education and/or trainings provided by the government or 

private institutions; 

 Driver’s license revocation; and/or 

 Criminal damage repair. 

 Penal Sanction 

According to Article 71 Law No. 11 of 2012, the criminal sanctions which are subjected to 

child perpetrators are divided into Principal Penal and Additional Penal: 
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(1) Principal Penal consists of: 

 Warning penal; 

 Conditional penal, which consists of: mentoring outside the institutions, or supervision; 

 Work training; 

 Mentoring inside the institutions; 

 Prison. 

 (2) Additional Penal consists of: 

 Appropriation of the profit obtained from criminal acts; or 

 The fulfilment of customary obligations. 

 

UU SPPA also regulates that when children under 12 years old which have been proven or are 

suspected of committing a crime, Investigator, Community Supervisor, and Professional Social 

Worker decide to (Article 21 Law No. 11 of 2012): 

a) handed them back to their parents/guardian; or 

b) including them in education, mentoring, and guiding program in government instances 

or Social Welfare Institutions (LPKS) in instances which handle social welfare, whether 

in central or regional level, up to 6 (six) months.  

The punishment for children who are sentenced to prison is inclined to be mitigated, compared 

to adults, and this is reflected in Law No. 11 Of 2012 on Children in the Criminal Justice 

System, Article 81 Paragraph (2) “The longest prison sanction which can be given to Children 

is ½ (a half) of the maximum criminal prison sanction for adults” whereas if children receive 

death penalty, based on Article 81 paragraph (6), the sentence is mitigated to prison sanction 

up to 10 (ten) years. 

Especially in subjecting punishment to children: 

 In children justice, the punishment is ½ of the heaviest adults’ criminal sanctions.  

 Sanction in the form of fines can be given to Delinquent as much as ½ (a half) of the 

maximum fines for adults. (2) If the fines as mentioned in paragraph (1) cannot be paid, it 

is to be replaced with work training. (3) Obligatory work training as a replacement of fines 

is done up to 90 (ninety) work days, the duration is no longer than 4 (four) hours a day, and 

it is only done during the day. 

 For the purpose of investigation, the Arrest as mentioned in paragraph (1) is valid only up 

to 20 (twenty) days. 

 The Sanctioned Child who have carried out 2/3 (two-thirds) of the subjected sanction, 

which is at least 9 (nine) months, and is well-behaved, may be given conditional release. 

(2) The Sanctioned Child as mentioned in paragraph (1) is under the supervision of 

Prosecutor and Community Mentor held by the Community Association. (3) Conditional 

release as mentioned in paragraph (1) is accompanied by a probation period as long as the 

rest of the sanction time they have to carry out. (4) In conditional release, the general and 

specific conditions are determined as mentioned in Article 29 paragraph (3) and (4). (5) 

Observation on the practice of mentoring as mentioned in paragraph (2) is conducted by 

Community Observer Team. 

In reality, the research suggested that there are 78 decisions regarding the perpetrators of 

outraging public decency where both the perpetrators and victims were children, which are 

investigated from many courts throughout Indonesia. A profile was found as follows: 

a) The relationship of Perpetrator’s age with demands and indictment 
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Generally, most of the perpetrators (62%, based on the studied decisions) are in adolescent 

phase and biologically mature, between 16-17 years old. This can be a consideration for 

prosecutors to look at the crime as a deviant behaviour/delinquency or as a crime. It is 

intriguing, then, to find out whether the young age is also considered by judges in giving 

sanctions. 

It is interesting to see, quantitatively, that of total 140 indictments which were handed 

down on children regarding sexual abuse, 40% were mostly indicted with Article 81 (2) Law 

23/2002, followed by Article 82 Law 23/2002 in the second place with 23%, and Article 287 

paragraph (1) of Indonesian Civil Code with 6.3%. The rest of it, about 30%, were indicted 

with other articles in the above tables. Although there was a specific legislation, some 

prosecutors still prosecuted using the clauses in the Indonesian Civil Code. There was a belief 

that the perpetrators were not children; instead, they were almost adults. This belief caused 

some prosecutors, although the number of the percentage was small, use the clauses. 

The groundwork of this demand illustrates the choice of sanctions which were threatened 

by prosecutors in their requisition. Even though the perpetrators were children, the data showed 

that the majority of indictments handed down on the perpetrators of the specific crime (sexual 

offences on children) were prison and fines sanctions. Based on the collected data, the most 

common punishment for perpetrators sanctioned with prison and fines was 4 years and 4 

months as well as 60 million rupiahs fine, with 57.5% percentage. This number was followed 

by prison sanction for about 2 years and 6 months, amounting to 27.5% of the total data. 

Demands for prison sanction and training was 7.5%. The data also suggested that judges 

demanded actions against the perpetrators, which measured up to 7.5%. The actions included 

training, conditional release by the polity, becoming the polity’s protégé, and return to parents. 

However, the actions have not been fully applied at Indonesian District Court. They are still 

the minority in specific requisition against child perpetrators (in child-on-child sexual offences) 

due to the consideration that they are ineffective as punishment. 

Compared to the prosecutors’ demands as expressed above, it is curious to see the law 

clauses used as the basis of the judges’ decisions. Out of the 78 decisions concerning sexual 

offences which were made at Indonesian district courts, most of them were primarily 

determined by Article 81 Law No. 23 of 2002 on Child Protection, with 43 articles of 78 

decisions made by all Indonesian district courts, amounting to 55.12%. The second most-used 

article in sentencing was Article 82 Law No. 23 of 2002 on Child Protection, measuring up to 

20.51%. The percentage of other used articles was: Article 76 Law No. 35 of 2014 with 

11.54%; Article 290 Indonesian Civil Code (KUHP) with 3.84%; Article 289 Indonesian Civil 

Code with 1.28%; Article 287 Indonesian Civil Code with 5.12%; Article 286 Indonesian Civil 

Code with 1.28%; and Article 285 with 1.28%. According to the data, the majority of judges 

used Article 81 and 82 Law No. 23 of 2002. However, it was observed that there were some 

judges who still used Article 285, Article 286, Article 287, or Article 289 of the Indonesian 

Civil Code. Seemingly, some judges overlooked lex specialis derogat legi generali in this 

matter. 

CHILD PERPETRATORS’ AGE AND ITS INFLUENCE TO DECISION 

Looking at the context of perpetrators as child perpetrators, the record obtained by writer said 

that the choice of punishment as mentioned above is fixed: prison sanction as the prima donna. 

It is based on the data collected from 78 decisions, with 81 child perpetrators in total. The age 

of those child perpetrators was between 13 and 17 years old, which is illustrated as follows: 

13 years old 

There were 7 child perpetrators who were 13 years old. The demand for Prison sanction was 

28.57% with the average length of 3.5 years in prison; Prison and Fines sanction was 42.85% 
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with the average length of 4.4 years in prison and 60 million rupiahs fine; Mentoring and 

Training sanction was 14% with the average amount of 1 year of rehabilitation and 3 months 

of work training, and; Action sanction was 14% in the form of returning them to their parents. 

The sentences imposed on child perpetrators at the age of 13 were Prison (28.57%) with 

the average length of 1 year and 5 months in prison, Prison and Fines (42.85%) with the average 

length of 3 years and 2 months as well as 60 million rupiahs fine, Mentoring and Training 

(14.28%) with the average length of 3 months and 2 months at institutions, and Conditional 

Penal (14.28%) with the average length of 6 months in prison, general condition of not doing 

other Crimes in 1 year, specific condition, mentoring outside institutions for 10 months and 

work training for 2 months. 

14 years old 

There were 9 child perpetrators who were 14 years old. The demand for Prison sanction was 

40% with the average length of 3 years in prison; Prison and Fines sanction was 17% with the 

average length of 2 years and 3 months in prison as well as 45 million rupiahs fine; Mentoring 

sanction was 17% with Mentoring at Social Welfare Institution at PSMP for 2 years. 

The sentences imposed by the Judges were Prison (22.3%) with the average length of 1 

year and 3 months in prison, Prison and Fines (55.6%) with the average length of 2 years and 

4 months in prison as well as 48 million rupiahs fine, Mentoring and Training (11.2%) with 

the average length of 3 months Training along with 1 year and 2 months Mentoring, Prison and 

Training (11.2%) with the average length of 1 year and  5 months in prison along with 3 months 

training. 

15 years old 

There were 14 child perpetrators who were 15 years old. The demand for Prison sanction was 

28.57% with the average length of 4 years in prison; Prison and Fines sanction was 35.7% with 

the average length of 3 years in prison and 48 million rupiahs fine; Prison and Training sanction 

was 21.4% with the average of 3 years and 6 months in prison along with 2 months and 3 days 

training, and; Training Sanction was 7.14% with the average length of 3 years working at prison 

for children for 3 months. 

The sentences imposed by the Judges were Prison (14.28%) with the average length of 

11 months in prison, Prison and Fines (64.28%) with the average of 2 years and 4 months in 

prison along with Rp158,900,000 fine, Prison and Training (14.28%) with the average of 2 

years and 3 months in prison along with 1.5 months of training, and Mentoring (7.14%) with 1 

year Mentoring at an institution. 

16 years old 

There were 22 child perpetrators who were 16 years old. The demand for Prison sanction was 

18.19% with the average length of 2 years and 8 months in prison; Prison and Fines was 63.6% 

with the average length of 3 years and 4 months in prison along with 60 million rupiahs fine; 

Action sanction was 9.09% with the action of release to the Polity and becoming the Polity’s 

protégé, and; Mentoring with 4.5% with work Mentoring at a social house for 6 months. 

The sentences imposed by the Judges was Prison (9.09%) with the average length of 13 

months in prison, Prison and Fines (68.18%) with the average length of 2 years and 6 months 

in prison along with 4 months of training, and Conditional Penal (4.5%) in the form of 6 months 

in prison, general condition of not committing another Crime in a year, specific condition, 

mentoring outside institutions for 10 months, and work training for 2 months. 
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17 years old 

There were 28 child perpetrators who were 17 years old. The demand for Prison sanction was 

25% with the average length of 1 year and 7 months in prison; Prison and Fines sanction was 

67.8% with the average length of 7 years and 5 months in prison along with 60 million rupiahs 

fine; Prison and Training sanction was 3.75% with the average of 1 year and 6 months in prison 

along with work Training at a prison for children for 3 months, and; Action sanction was 3.75% 

in the form of release to the Polity. 

The sentences imposed by the Judges was Prison (3.75%) with the average length of 2 

years in prison, Prison and Fines (90.9%) with the average length of 2 years and 7 months in 

prison along with 95 million rupiahs fine, Action (14.28%) in the form of return to parents and 

becoming the Polity’s protégé, Prison and Training (9.09%) with the average length of 2 years 

and 6 months in prison along with 3 months of Training, and Mentoring (3.75%). 

From the comparison of the child perpetrators’ age range and the variation of the types 

and weight of the punishments, it can be seen that younger age does not mean lighter criminal 

sanctions. The table above shows how the phenomenon caused by the decisions is unexpected, 

with child perpetrators at the age of 13 being given heavier criminal sanctions than child 

perpetrators at the age of 18, whose physical and mental conditions should have been 

considered more mature in fulfilling their criminal responsibility. It also seems that in the 

relationship of giving criminal sanctions and the age of the perpetrators, there is no punishment 

system which binds judges to consider the relationship between the perpetrators’ age and their 

criminal responsibility. This finding is interesting because the fact that the perpetrators were 

children was not heeded in the judges’ consideration; except, formally, the punishments which 

were handed down (exclusively for prison sanction) were half than the sentence for adults. This 

clause to give lighter punishment for children than for adults cannot be found in laws and 

regulations about the amount of fines. As a result, the amount of fines given is the same for 

both children and adults. It was difficult for Writer to find the argument which based the judge’s 

decision in giving Fines sanction compared to, for example, Action sanction. Therefore, the 

consideration of the aims of the chosen sanction and its benefits for the child perpetrator was 

not illustrated in the decision. 

CONCLUSION 

The explanation above describes that law enforcers, including judges, still regard children, as 

child perpetrators, as the same with adults, in that children are still considered at fault and need 

to be punished. 

In that capacity, the sentenced punishments still prioritize prison and fines sanctions. 

There is no pattern which illustrates the consideration of the age and the weight of the sanctions. 

Some findings suggest otherwise. Younger children received heavier punishments than other 

children two to three years older than them. The aims of the chosen sanctions were not 

illustrated in those decisions. 
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THIRD PARTY ARBITRATION UNDER ENGLISH LAW  

MR. EHAB QOUTESHAT1 AND DR MARGARET LIU2  

Arbitration agreements should be exclusively binding on the parties who enter them. However, 

there are situations in which third parties, such as the guarantor, successor, consignor or 

subsidiary company, are usually beyond the status of genuine parties to the agreement, although 

they can invoke or be bound by the agreement owing to the common rights and liabilities 

between those parties, as they have an active role concerning the execution of the contract. 

These situations raise several issues concerning when the third party to an arbitration agreement 

would be entitled to intervene in the proceedings, and when a party to the proceedings is able 

to join non-parties to the arbitration proceedings.  

This paper examines these matters under English law, demonstrating that it fails to 

provide legal certainty to third parties. The paper concludes with a recommendation for 

appropriate regulation to adjust “third parties in arbitration” at national, regional and 

international levels, owing to the disparity of case judgements in this area of law. 

Keywords: third party arbitration; United Kingdom; Article (8), EU Judgements Regulation. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The study assesses legal issues arising from third-party arbitration under English law, enshrined 

under the EU Judgments Regulation 1215/2012. It first assesses cases of third-party arbitration 

by English courts under this Regulation.To this end, it examines the development of English 

courts’ jurisdiction in commercial and civil matters with special reference to co-defendants and 

third parties. It discusses Article 8 of the Regulation by exploring the main issues regarding its 

application related to courts’ jurisdiction of co-defendants and third parties. The discussion 

starts by identifying the proper “connection” to join two different proceedings, then turns to 

whether third-party proceedings allow claimants to claim in two proceedings against one 

defendant based on the contract, for example a sale contract, and against a co-defendant based 

on tort. Finally, the paper examines whether there is a bad intention by the claimant in using 

Article 8 as a sole object to remove the third party from the court’s jurisdiction. 

THIRD-PARTY ARBITRATION UNDER ENGLISH COURTS’ JURISDICTION 

English courts’ jurisdiction over third-party arbitration has developed recently; initially, it was 

established under the 1968 Brussels Convention by the Civil Jurisdiction and Judgments Act, 

1982. This Convention contains provisions regarding the allocation of jurisdiction and the 

enforcement of judgments between the states of the European Union, which had “the force of 

law”. It came into force on 1 January 1987, and the relevant provisions of jurisdiction relating 

to third-party arbitration are enshrined under Articles 2, 5(1) and (3) and 6. Article 2 provides 

the general rule for jurisdiction; Articles 5(1) and 5(3) regulate the jurisdiction for contract and 

tort, and Article 6 addresses co-defendants and third parties’ jurisdiction, which is the main 

matter of this paper. However, on 1 March 2002, the Brussels Convention was replaced by 

European Commission Regulation 44/2001 on jurisdiction and recognition and enforcement of 

judgments in civil and commercial matters (hereafter the EC Judgments Regulation). 

Thereafter, EC Judgments Regulation 44/2001 was amended by EU Regulation 1215/2012 on 

jurisdiction and recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters 
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(recast) (the Judgments Regulation), which applies to legal proceedings instituted on or after 

10 January 2015. According to the EC Judgments Regulation, matters are decided according 

to this Regulation if they fall within its provision; otherwise they will be decided by service of 

proceedings in accordance with domestic rules. EC Regulation 44/2001 and the amended EC 

Judgments Regulation 1215/2012 expanded and modified the provisions of the 1968 Brussels 

Convention among EU Member States (Baughen, 2015).  

The general rule relating to arbitration according to Article (4) of Judgments Regulation 

1215/2012 (formerly Article 2 of the Brussels Convention) is that the jurisdiction shall be 

determined based on the domicile of the defendant; however, there are some exceptions to this 

rule, termed as “special jurisdictions”, according to which a defendant domiciled in a 

contracting state may be sued in another contracting state. Usually these exceptions are related 

to matters concerning co-defendants and third parties, and the Judgments Regulation provides 

particular bases to decide the jurisdiction in these matters (Baughen, 2015). Article 8 reads as 

follows:  

This Article allows a person domiciled in a Member State to be sued: 

(1) where he is one of a number of defendants, in the courts for the place where any one of 

them is domiciled, provided the claims are so closely connected that it is expedient to hear 

and determine them together to avoid the risk of irreconcilable judgments resulting from 

separate proceedings; 

(2) as a third party in an action on a warranty or guarantee or in any other third-party 

proceedings, in the court seised of the original proceedings, unless these were instituted 

solely with the object of removing him from the jurisdiction of the court which would be 

competent in his case; 

(3) on a counter-claim arising from the same contract or facts on which the original claim 

was based, in the court in which the original claim is pending;  

(4) in matters relating to a contract, if the action may be combined with an action against 

the same defendant in matters relating to rights in rem in immovable property, in the court 

of the Member State in which the property is situated. 

Article 8(1) plainly acknowledges the risk of conflicts in judgment by stating that it is a 

connection between claims requirement to join two different proceedings as follows: “it is 

expedient to hear and determine them together to avoid the risk of irreconcilable judgments”  

It is noted that Article 8(1) (formerly Article 6(1) of the Brussels Convention) is only applicable 

to matters where the defendant is domiciled in the EU; otherwise, Article 6(1) (formerly Article 

4(1) of the Brussels Convention) will be the proper provision, since it provides matters 

governed exhaustively to persons domiciled outside the EU. Land Berlin v Sapir (2013) is a 

case in point, where a regional authority appealed before the European Federal Court of Justice 

(ECJ) regarding a claim of overpaid compensation against several defendants, three of whom 

were domiciled outside the EU. Accordingly, the question was whether Article 6(1) of the 

Convention is the applicable provision if there is a close connection between the defendants. 

The Court held that Article 6(1) referred expressly to defendants domiciled in the EU; hence 

the proper provision is Article 4(1) concerning claims brought against several defendants some 

of whom reside outside the EU.  

Nevertheless, there may be issues regarding the interpretation of the connection pursuant 

to Article 8, which will be examined in the next section. 

Issue of Connection 

Before considering the issue of the judicial interpretation of connection of Article 6(1), the 

study examines the competent authority empowered to interpret the provisions of the 1968 

Brussels Convention, which was a controversial matter in terms of who should have the 

authority to interpret the Convention’s provisions. A protocol to the Convention was adopted 
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in 1971 to address the issue by conferring this jurisdiction on the European Court, which came 

into force in 1975 (Freeman, 1981). 

The issue of connection stated in Article 8(1) (formerly Article 6(1) of the Brussels 

Convention) was addressed by the Bundesgerichtsh in Athanasios Kalfelis v Bankhaus 

Schröder, Münchmeyer, Hengst & Co. and others (1988), when it asked the European Court 

two questions regarding the connection: 

(a) Must Article 6(1) of the EEC Convention be interpreted as meaning that there must 

be a connection between the actions against the various defendants? (b) whether the 

connection between the actions should be essentially the same in fact and law, or must a 

connection be assumed to exist only if it is expedient to hear and determine them together 

to avoid the risk of irreconcilable judgments resulting from separate proceedings i.e., in 

cases of compulsory joinder.  

Consequently, it can be stated that there are three main matters of connection related to Article 

8: the interpretation of the connection pursuant to Article 8; the ability to join two claims with 

two different legal bases in one proceeding; and the assumption of good faith on the part of the 

claimant in applying Article 8. These matters are discussed below. 

What is required to join two different proceedings?  

The main issue of Article 8 is whether a connection must exist between the claims made by the 

same plaintiff against several defendants, and what the nature of that connection is. This issue 

was best demonstrated in Athanasios Kalfelis v Bankhaus Schröder, Münchmeyer, Hengst & 

Co. and others (1988). Kalfelis brought an action against Bankhaus Schröder, Münchmeyer, 

Hengst & Co., Frankfurt am Main, and Bankhaus Schröder, Münchmeyer, Hengst International 

SA, Luxembourg, and Ernst Markgraf, a procuration holder for the first-named bank. The facts 

of the case are that Mr Kalfelis concluded a number of spot and futures stock-exchange 

transactions in silver bullion through the bank established in Luxembourg, through the 

intermediary of the bank established in Frankfurt am Main and with the participation of the 

latter’s joint procuration-holder; as a result, Kalfelis paid DM 344,868.52 to the bank in 

Luxembourg. The total loss with interest reached DM 463,019.08. Kalfelis alleged that the 

defendants were jointly and severally liable for the debit based on his claim of contractual 

liability for breach of the obligation to provide information on tort, since the defendants caused 

him to suffer loss as a result of their conduct contra bonos mores. Bankhaus Schröder, 

Münchmeyer, Hengst International SA challenged the jurisdiction of the German courts at 

every stage of the procedure. This raises the two questions above, concerning the European 

Court for judicial interpretation of Article 6.  

Regarding the first question, of whether a connection must exist between the actions 

brought against the various defendants in order for Article 8(1) to apply, the Court noted that 

the general rule according to Article 4 of the Judgments Regulation is that the jurisdiction is 

conferred to the courts of the state of the defendant’s domicile. However, the jurisdiction 

provided for in Article 8(1) is an exception to that principle, according to which the specific 

feature of the jurisdiction is that the defendant may be sued where he is one of a number of 

defendants in the courts for the place where any one of them is domiciled. This exception must 

thus be treated in such a manner that there is no possibility of the very existence of that principle 

being called into question, and the court must make sure that there is no bad faith for the 

claimant to prefer one jurisdiction to another or doubt in applying Article 8(1) (the issue of bad 

faith in choosing jurisdiction is discussed in depth in section 2.2.3). The court must assure that 

there is a connection between the claims made against each of the defendants, the nature of 

which must be decided individually in each case, to ensure the equality and uniformity of the 

rights and obligations under the convention of the contracting states and of the persons 
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concerned. Additionally, the national court has the discretion to assure in every single case 

whether the nature of that connection is of such a kind that it is expedient to determine those 

actions in order to avoid the risk of irreconcilable judgments resulting from separate 

proceedings.  

The application of Article (8) in Kalfelis v Bankhaus Schröder, Münchmeyer, Hengst & 

Co. and others (1998) is also explained by Magnus and Mankowski (2007): it was implied to 

have a similar interpretation, whereby the claimant sued different defendants, and the ECJ 

declared that there must be a connection between the actions of arbitration expedient to 

determine them together, to avoid the risk of conflicting judgments. The Court stated that 

according to the four conditions under Article (8), the Court has it is own power and discretion 

to decide if several claims in each case were connected in such a way as to justify their being 

heard by a single court. 

Therefore, according to the case of the ECJ examined above, there must be a connection 

and this connection should be interpreted separately by each court based on the court’s 

discretion that there is a proper connection that is efficient to determine all the actions together. 

This approach is efficient as it helps to raise the equality and fair procedures, and prohibit 

prejudice of one jurisdiction to another. 

The next part will discuss the possibility of joining two different proceedings with different 

legal bases in contract and tort.   

 

The requirements to join two different claims with two different legal bases 

As mentioned above in Kalfelis v. Bankhaus Schröder, Münchmeyer, Hengst & Co. (1998), 

the Court seised a dispute to decide whether a connection between the several claimants 

brought by the same plaintiff existed in order to apply Article 8(1) of the Convention. If a 

required connection was found then several actions could be determined together in order to 

avoid the risk of conflicting judgments resulting from separate proceedings. However, 

according to the second question regarding the possibility of joining two different proceedings 

with two different legal bases towards the ECJ, the Court stated that the required connection 

does not exist where the court is competent in matters of tort on the bases of Article 5(3), since 

the court jurisdiction will not exceed over the contractual issues arisen from the same context 

of the claim (Magnus and Mankowski, 2007).  

Similarly, in Réunion Européenne SA v Spliethoff’s Bevrachtingskantoor BV (1998), 

two claims were commenced, one in France by French consignees of a shipment of peaches in 

contract against the Australian issuers of the bill of lading under which the goods were carried, 

and a tort claim against the Dutch carriers and master of the ship in which they were carried. 

There was no jurisdiction under Article 6(1) because none of the defendants were domiciled in 

France. The ECJ weakened the power of the national courts to join several actions by referring 

to Kalfelis v Bankhaus Schröder, Münchmeyer, Hengst & Co. (1998), stating that there was 

insufficient connection in respect of the two claims brought respectively in contract and in tort 

against different defendants (Réunion Européenne SA and Others v Spliethoff’s 

Bevrachtingskantoor BV and Another; ECJ 27 Oct 1998, 2015). 

The ruling was further strengthened in Watson v First Choice Holidays and Flights 

Ltd.(2001), concerning a British holidaymaker, Mr Watson, injured while on a package holiday 

in Spain. The package was bought from the anchor defendant (First Choice). Mr Watson was 

resident in an accommodation block of a large resort complex. He was chased by a security 

guard from a neighbouring resort complex and injured when he reached a low wall some 35 

cm in height and jumped over it to flee. On the bases of this injury, the holidaymaker took legal 

action before the English courts against First Choice, based on the contract under which he 

bought the holiday, and tried to bring a tort claim against Aparta Hotels Caledonia SA pursuant 
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to Article 6(1) of the Brussels Conventions, which states that a person domiciled in a 

contracting state may also be sued where he is one of a number of defendants in the court for 

the place where any one of them is domiciled. Mr Watson claimed that Aparta Hotels Caledonia 

SA was responsible for the negligence of the Spanish security guard at the same court 

proceedings, and brought a claim against the manager alleging that there was a lack of lighting, 

fencing and warning in the complex. Therefore, the claim against First Choice and Aparta was 

a matter relating to contract and to tort respectively. Aparta argued to have the proceedings set 

aside on the bases that the English courts had no jurisdiction over the claim against them 

(Judge, B.L.J., Latham, L.J. and Lloyd, M.J., 1968. Court of Appeal). 

The Court of Appeal in England referred to the ECJ for a preliminary ruling designed to 

clarify the underlying justification of La Réunion Européenne SA v Spliethoff’s 

Bevrachtingskantoor BV (1998) and Kalfelis v. Bankhaus Schröder Münchmeyer Hengst & 

Co. (1988). It said that but for that decision, it would have taken the fact that the two claims 

were framed respectively in contract and in tort as, at most, a factor to be taken into 

consideration when considering the sufficiency of the connection between them and the 

expediency of joining them in order to avoid irreconcilable judgments. It was concluded that 

“jurisdiction against one defendant under art. 6(1) cannot be based on having established 

jurisdiction against another defendant under art. 5(1) or (3), rather than under art. 2” (Judge, 

B.L.J., Latham, L.J. and Lloyd, M.J., 1968. Court of Appeal). 

However, in Freeport Plc v Arnoldsson (2007), the ECJ had the opportunity to elucidate 

the judgment in Réunion Européenne SA v Spliethoff’s Bevrachtingskantoor BV (1998). An 

agreement was signed between Arnoldsson and Freeport Plc, a company incorporated under 

English law. The agreement provides that once a factory had been opened in Sweden the 

claimant was entitled to a success fee of £500,000. Arnoldsson had the right under the 

agreement terms to be paid by the company which was to become the owner of the factory site. 

Despite the factory being opened on a site owned by Freeport AB, a company incorporated 

under Swedish law, neither of the companies fulfilled their obligations to pay the required fee. 

Subsequently, Arnoldsson commenced proceedings against both companies before the 

Swedish Courts. Furthermore, the bases of the claim against Freeport Plc falls under Article 

6(1). Freeport Plc contended that Article 6(1) was irrelevant because there are different bases 

in both claims. The first claim against it was in terms of contract while the action against 

Freeport AB, with whom Arnoldsson did not have a contractual relationship, was based on tort, 

delict or quasi-delict (Hill and Chong, 2010). 

The ECJ indicated in its decision in Freeport Plc v Arnoldsson (2007) that Réunion 

Européenne did not apply Article (6) as the action brought in a Member State’s court in which 

none of both defendants were domiciled in a Member State. Accordingly, this difference 

certainly makes the judgment in Réunion Européenne SA v Spliethoff’s Bevrachtingskantoor 

BV (1998) irrelevant. The interpretation made by the ECJ in the Freeport case under Article 

6(1) was clear, as explained by Hill and Chong (2010):  

Where an action is brought before the court for the place where one of the defendants has 

its head office, Article 6(1) applies notwithstanding the fact that the claims brought 

against different defendants have different legal bases. Because, on the facts of the case, 

the claims against the two defendants were related, Arnoldsson was entitled to bring 

proceedings in Sweden against Freeport AB on the bases of Article (2) (in tort) and 

Freeport plc on the bases of Article 6(1) (for breach of contract).  

Moreover, in Gascoine v Pyrah (1994), the Court of Appeal allowed the claimant to join the 

second defendant in an English proceeding against the first defendant, where the first defendant 

was domiciled in England and the second in Germany. The joining for the second defendant 

was permitted despite the fact that the claims were commenced on different legal bases. The 
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subject of the first claim breached the contract terms, while the second defendant sued for 

negligence, based on tort. Although there was no contractual relationship between the claimant 

and the second defendant, the Court stated that the joining was permitted because of the closely 

intertwined relationship between the claimant and the two defendants, and if Article 6(1) did 

not apply there was a risk of conflicting findings of law (Hill and Chong, 2010). Furthermore, 

the judgment in Land Berlin v Sapir (2013) held that the “wording of Article 6(1) did not 

indicate that the actions brought against different defendants had to have identical legal bases”. 

In Réunion Européenne SA v Spliethoff’s Bevrachtingskantoor BV (1998) the decision was 

based on case law, referring to the ECJ decision in the Kalfelis case instead of Article 8, as 

neither defendant was domiciled in a Member State. The Kalfelis case concluded that the 

court’s jurisdiction on contractual bases could not exceed the tort bases, as the two matters 

have different provisions under Articles 5(1), 5(3). However, in the Freeport Plc case the 

discussion was expanded and the issue was explained clearly, stating a different point of view 

whereby Article 6(1) applies, notwithstanding the fact that the claims brought against different 

defendants have a different legal bases, as the provision did not state that the legal bases should 

be identical in order for Article 6(1) to apply. 

Proponents of joining proceedings arising from different legal bases conclude that this 

would be more favourable for the court to justify the application of Article 6(1) and join two 

actions, even when one matter is based in tort (delict or quasi-delict) and another based in 

contract. The joining of such proceedings could reduce the risk of the possibility of 

irreconcilable judgments resulting from separate proceedings and inconsistent findings of fact. 

Article 6(1) was very clear when it stated that multiple defendants can be sued before the court 

for the place where one of the defendants has its head office. 

Opponents of joining rely on Kalfelis v. BankhausSchröder, Münchmeyer, Hengst & Co. 

(1998), and on the Réunion Européenne SA v Spliethoff’s Bevrachtingskantoor BV (hereafter 

Réunion) (1998) decision, In Réunion the award stated that Article 6(1) was not the proper 

provision since the claim brought against the first defendant (the person who issued the bill of 

lading) was based on contract within the meaning of Article 5(1) of the Convention. Article 

5(1) states that: “A person domiciled in a Member State may, in another Member State, be sued 

in matters relating to a contract, in the courts for the place of performance of the obligation in 

question”. However, the claim against the actual maritime carrier falls within the meaning of 

Article 5(3) of the Convention, which states “A person domiciled in a Member State may, in 

another Member State, be sued in matters relating to tort, delict or quasi-delict, in the courts 

for the place where the harmful event occurred or may occur”. The matter relates to tort, delict 

or quasi-delict, as the bill of lading in question does not disclose any contractual relationship 

freely entered into between the consignee and the second defendant. Article 5(3) covers all 

actions which seek to establish the liability of a defendant, not related to matters of contract 

within the meaning of Article 5(1). 

It can be concluded that the opinion of the opponents is more appropriate, despite the 

potential to increase the risk of irreconcilable judgments, as according to the opposite opinion, 

“special jurisdiction” under contract and tort respectively under Articles 5(1) and 5(3) of the 

Convention would be negated. It is regrettably noted that this is something of an “evidence-

free zone”, lacking in case studies.  
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In some situations the claimant might bring a claim against a number of defendants with 

the sole object of ousting the jurisdiction of the courts of the state where one of the 

defendants is domiciled, as discussed in detail in the next section.  

 

Intention consideration 

The issue of applying the required rule to examine the real intention of the parties stated under 

Article 6 of the Convention is that it is difficult to provide the court with sufficient evidence 

related to the existence of bad intention to avoid the jurisdiction of other courts. For example, 

in Reisch Montage AG v Kiesel Baumaschinen Handels GmbH (2006), an action for payment 

brought in 2004 before the Bezirksgericht (District Court) Bezau in Austria against Mr 

Gisinger, domiciled in Austria, and Kiesel, whose registered office is in Germany, the action 

was dismissed owing to a bankruptcy proceeding against Mr Gisinger remaining undecided, 

having been initiated in 2003 regarding his assets. As a result, the claim against Mr Gisinger 

was considered an inadmissible action. Accordingly, Kiesel challenged the court jurisdiction 

and alleged that the inadmissible claim was brought for the sole purpose of justifying the 

Bezirksgericht Bezau’s jurisdiction. Bezirksgericht Bezau upheld Kiesel’s objection based on 

the lack of that court’s international and territorial jurisdiction. However, in the appeal the 

Bezirksgericht Bezau decision was dismissed; the Austrian Landesgericht (Regional Court) 

Feldkirch held that the objection should be set aside. The reason for the objection being 

dismissed was best demonstrated in the ECJ. Kiesel appealed before the Oberster Gerichtshof 

(Supreme Court), which referred the question to the ECJ for a preliminary ruling. The ECJ held 

that Article 8(1) “does not include any express reference to the application of domestic rules 

or any requirement that an action brought against a number of defendants should be admissible, 

by the time it is brought, in relation to each of those defendants under national law”. Hence, 

the Court was fully conscious regarding manipulation in the provision of Article 8(1) in order 

to secure jurisdiction, but in this case it did not observe any fraudulent intent to manipulate 

Article 8(1). 

Furthermore, in Cartel Damage Claims (CDC) Hydrogen Peroxide SA v Akzo Nobel NV 

(2015), a claim was brought by CDC in the context of cross-border multi-party cartel damages 

claims before the Dortmund Court in 2006 against six cartel members. Bad faith in extending 

the jurisdiction of the Court was alleged, citing that the claimant withdrew action against the 

sole anchor defendant (Degussa) domiciled in Germany before proceedings were started in 

accordance with a settlement that had been reached. The remaining non-German domiciled 

defendants challenged the international jurisdiction of the German court, and submitted that in 

the absence of Degussa, there was no jurisdiction for the claim before the German court. They 

argued that CDC and Degussa had intended to leave the settlement open for a later stage with 

the sole object of securing the jurisdiction of the German court. As a result of the other 

companies’ allegation, the Dortmund Court decided to stay the proceedings and refer this 

matter to the ECJ for a preliminary ruling on 26 June 2013. However, the Court did not uphold 

the allegations. ECJ concluded that later negotiations for the settlement did not determine the 

requirements for the potential intention by CDC and Degussa to secure the German court, and 

the out-of-court settlement did not itself prove collusion to artificially rely on Article 8(1) to 

avoid the other defendants’ court jurisdiction.  

It is submitted that inadmissible claims on a flimsy bases raise some doubts regarding 

bad faith to justify and establish court jurisdiction under Article 8(1), which is different from 

the non-domiciled co-defendant forum. However, the decisions of both cases in this section 

justify the need for a clear interpretation of the exact standard regarding situations whereby a 
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claim could be made against a number of defendants with the sole object of ousting the 

jurisdiction of the courts of the state wherein one of the defendants is domiciled.  

CONCLUSION 

It can be concluded that there is a need for further interpretation of Article 8 regarding 

jurisdiction under the Judgments Regulation (EU 1215/2012), as there is widespread 

misunderstanding in some cases about the exact meaning in several parts of this provision. For 

instance, Article 8 needs more illustration for the definition of the word “connection”, and 

whether it is permissible to join two different claims with two different legal bases. 

Additionally, it is unclear when it shall be considered under Article 8 that there is a bad 

intention by a claimant to remove a third party from the jurisdiction of his court that would 

otherwise be competent in his case. 
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THE DYNAMICS OF ELECTION IN THE BORDER CROSSING: A CASE STUDY 

OF TALAUD ISLANDS ELECTION, NORTH SULAWESI 2013-2014 

DR. NUR HIDAYAT SARDINI1   

ABSTRACT 

This study aims to create a model of political dynamic in Pemilukada, local executive election 

in Indonesia, in the border crossing area. The first model constructed by the author is the model 

of radicalism in Talaud’s local election, which consists of Asymmetrical Political 

participations, Reification Political Deprivations, and Civil Disobedience. The second one is 

the model of causative factor of radicalism in Talaud’s election which is consists of Relatively 

Autonomous Characteristic, the political atmosphere of democratization in post-

authoritarianism era, and the spatialization of expression as  the result of political 

decentralization in Indonesia since the beginning of the reform in 1998. The last but least, the 

author is constructing the model of radicalism reason in local executive election in Talaud in 

2013 which is consists of the gap between the hope and the fact, primordial’s loyalty, and the 

deadlock of society. While, conceptually, this research formulates two possible political 

interactions of intra-state and extra non-state actors, that is producing positive political 

allocation which will produce Political Collaboration and stimulate the changes, and negative 

political allocation which will raise Political Conflict, just like what happened Talaud’s local 

executive election 2013. 

 

Keywords : Pemilukada, participation, civil disobedience, subversion 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In a general, talking about border crossing area, we will immediately think about the concepts 

of archipelago, sovereignty, continental,  sea and water territorial, and some problems related 

to the sovereign rights and jurisdiction of Indonesian sea contiguous zone (contiguous waters), 

economic exclusive zone, high sea, the international seabed area, and the continental shelf of 

the outer limit (BNPP, n.d). The border crossing area has its own dynamics and complexities 

with rational dimensions of international relations or diplomacy, socio-cultural and socio-

economical aspect, rule of law, as well as defense and security. Those complexities also 

identified from the local politics point of view, such as the dynamics of the local executive 

election (Pemilukada). Unfortunately, only a few researchers focus in this problem. Even, the 

government sometimes took this problem as the last concerning issues of 

government. Whereas, through the results of this research I have conducted, we can 

understand, formulate, and look for solutions for some problems in the border area, especially 

those related to the political influences and other dimensions in the context of international 

relations. Thus, speculatively, the absence of study about the political dynamics in border 

crossing area indicates that the stakeholders do not yet understand, formulate, and seek for the 

solution for the problems faced by border crossing area comprehensively.   

As the largest archipelagic country in the world, giving special attention to border areas 

becomes an important agenda for some parties in Indonesia, including the 

government, stakeholders, frontier research world, and the Indonesian people themselves. This 

importance is should be realized because the border area is very vulnerable to the problems 
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associated with the crucial sovereignty of Indonesia itself. According to Indro Dwi Haryono 

(2012), at least there are five basic problems of border areas in Indonesia. These problems 

are: (1)  the socio-economic gap, (2) the shifting of state borders (including the country stakes) 

which is adverse the economic interests and sovereignty, (3)  illegal fishing, illegal logging, 

illegal labor, human trafficking, terrorism, and a variety of smuggling from the border towns 

such as Nunukan-Malaysia, Tahuna Davao, Batam-Singapore, Dumai-Malaysia, and 

so on, which will eliminate some potentials income of Indonesia, (4) the limited infrastructure 

services and facilities in small islands in the maritime area that will relatively cause alienation 

of the region, and (5) the undeveloped economic potential of small islands. 

Responding to those potential problems, the government of Indonesia actually did not 

stay silent. Through a special institution to deal with the border area named the National 

Agency for Management of Border Areas (BNPP), which was formed in 2012, the government 

demonstrated its seriousness as the responsibility towards the border areas with a focused and 

systematic strategy. In the Article 15 of UU No. 43 of 2008 and Article 3 of Presidential Decree 

No. 12 of 2010, the government through the BNPP emphasizes  the management of state 

borders in order to improve the people welfare in the border area by conceptualizing some main 

programs such as  (1) Establishing a policy of development program in border  area; (2) 

Formulating financial plan for the border area; (3) Coordinating the implementation of those 

programs,  and (4) Evaluating and supervising the management of Boundary Country and 

Border Regions. However, BNPP itself admits that it has not reached the optimal performance 

in dealing with the border area yet. Therefore, the contributions from the researches can be the 

alternative way as the consideration to solve the problem faced by the border area. A kind of 

research that can give significant impact on the management of border area is the political point 

of view especially in term of local democracy that is reflected in the dynamic of local executive 

election in border area.  

PROBLEM OF COMPLEXITIES IN BORDER AREA’S POLITICAL ATMOSPHERE 

Studies on Election in the border area can be one of the ways to get the best solution over 

various problems above. This study is important because Election will produce regional leaders 

who will formulate the best policy for his/her region. Related to the implementation of 

democracy and election, there some aspects that can be extracted from the political dynamics 

of the border area; First, Elections are the cornerstone of representative democracy. Through 

elections, Governments obtain reviews their democratic mandate and are held accountable for 

their performance in office. Flawed elections deprive people of Reviews their voice in 

democratic governance and undermine sustainable development (Helgesen, 2013). Second, the 

elections are the culmination of a colossal political participation of citizens.  Wall, et al. (2006) 

, stating that, an election or direct democracy poll – such as a referendum – is often one of the 

largest single activities that are ever organized in a country. It is a very complex administrative 

task, implemented in a politically charged atmosphere. By conducting this research I will show 

you the description of how political participation of citizens in the border region is done. 

Third, the elections are the means of determining those who want to engage themselves and sit 

in the government, so they are elected (in the process of the election) has the authority to 

regulate the running of the government, while the (task of government is) to develop policies 

in the public interest. In other words Elections are used to Ensure popular support and 

legitimacy for Reviews those who make-governmental decisions (Maisel & Buckley, 2005). 

In this study, the author makes Pemiukada Talaud Islands as the research objects as well 

as the example of the dynamics of elections in the border area because; first, the 

existing conditions of Talaud Island. Talaud Island is eligible to be called as "frontier areas of 

the country." In administration point of view, this region is a part North Sulawesi 

province. However, before becoming an autonomous region, this area was the part of 
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autonomous region called Sangihe-Talaud Islands Regency. According to data from Ministry 

of Marine and Fisheries (2002), this area is directly adjacent to the Philippines and consists of 

Mianggas Island, Kawio Island, Batuwaikang Island, Kakarutan Island, Intata Island, Marote 

Island and Marampit Island, and some big cities such as Tahuna, Manado, Bitung, and 

Beo. Second, citizens interchange between Talaud Island people and The Filipinos. Since the 

14th century, there has been interchange between the people of the border area in either 

Indonesia or the Philippines. In the past, the dynamics of trade, security, and politics in the 

region of Mindanao, Sulawesi Sea to Palau, including two the region of Talaud Island, 

indicated the intensity of contacts among the residents in the surrounding area. Even 

Nowadays, those mobility between these resident is continued. According to Reid (2014), 

people in Formosa Taiwan, South Philippines, Brunei Darussalam, and  Maloco (Maluku), is 

situated with the same language, Austronesia, and they are derived from the same ancestor. 

Third, the fact of Pilkada in Talaud Island in 2013 that full of dynamic.  

There are three pairs candidate participating in Pilkada Talaud Island 2013. They are  (1) 

Constantine Ganggali and Jonkers Cornelles Franklin who got  17.578 votes; (2) Sri Wahyu 

Maria Manalip and Peter Simon Tuange who got18 284 votes; and (3) Sherly Tjanggulung and 

Franz Charlos who got 14,610 voices. The total votes were 51.195 votes and 50.472 votes 

among them were the valid votes, while 724 were invalid. Thus, based on KPU North Sulawesi 

Decree, Talaud Election 2013 was won by candidate number two, Sri wahyu Maria Manalip 

and Peter Simon Tuange. Unfortunately, that election could not be separated from various 

dynamics that occur either at the time before the election and after the election. The first 

dynamic I explain here is took place in the candidate determining process. Those three pairs 

candidates were the result of verification process carried out by the local election Commission 

(KPUD). According to KPU North Sulawesi Decree, the verification process set them, and set 

aside the two others, Noldi Tuwoliu and Irene B Riung-because they failed to gain at least 15% 

of the total seats in parliament Election results 2009, as well as Eben Haiser and Alex Riung-

because they failed to accomplish the individual candidate’s requirements.2 The second one is 

the result of Honorary Board of Election or DKPP which said that Talaud’s Local election 

commission had been violating the code of conduct so that DKPP decide to fire the Chairman 

and Some Members of the Commission, such as Melky Buatasik, TH Pinilis, and Magdalena 

Anaada. DKPP then  ordered the Election Commission of North Sulawesi to take over the 

implementation together with the remaining members of Talaud Election Commission 

members, Mexyn Tamaroba. 

Those problems, especially the former one, makes the implementation of the voting 

day was full of tension. In the polling station in Riung and Northern Riung, Tampan 'Amma, 

there were election logistics boycott from the people, intimidation to the PPK and KPPS, 

destruction of bridges, throwing stones to the village head’s house, and non-vote behavior from 

the people. Moreover, the supporters of candidate-to be who did not pass the verification, raised 

the Philippines flag as a form of resistance to the ongoing electoral process. Philippines flag 

raisers were arrested and named as a suspect by Article charges of subversion against the state.3   

Based on the background above, it shows that the form of the dynamics shown in Election 

Talaud above is a kind of the political antagonism. This study seeks to answer whether those 

actions are reflecting the whole dynamic of election in border area or not. The author interested 

to examine the political dimensions in Talaud Island and their connection to the citizen 

interchange between Talaud people and Pilipino by asking (1)  what is the shape of the political 

                                                 
2 Based on the Answer of Exception of KPU North Sulawesi in the Hearing Dispute Court on January 20, 2014. 
3 Based on witness testimony Talaud Head of Ops Police Commissioner Drs. Chilion Diar in Court Dispute Assembly on 

January 21, 2014. 
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dynamic in Talaud Election in 2013? (2) What factors lead to the political dynamic in Talaud 

Election in 2013? (3) Why radicalism dynamic is used in Talaud Election in 2013? All those 

question will be answered by me using qualitative approach and case study method, as well as 

in-depth interview and documentary study as the data collection technique, the authors want to 

analyze and explain the  forms of political radicalism Election in Talaud in 2013, the factors 

that caused the dynamics of political radicalism Election Talaud in 2013, and why dynamics 

of radicalism appear in the  Election of Talaud in 2013.   

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE ON ELECTION IN BORDER CROSSING AREA 

The Concept of Democracy  

In his book titled On Democracy, Dahl (2000) formulated the institutionalization of democracy 

in a country as the consequences of adopting democracy. The first one is The Elected Officials, 

which means that there are a number of officials in the state appointed based on the results of 

the election by the people who has right to control the government as resides in the 

constitution. Secondly, free, fair, and frequent elections. Thirdly, Freedom of expression which 

means that there are freedom of expression for every citizen which is guaranteed by the state 

constitution without any fear of  sanction from the authorities, including, where criticism is 

addressed to the officials, governments, regimes, stakeholders of socio-economic and ideology. 

The forth is the Access to alternative sources of information. Fifth, Associational autonomy 

who insists in a democratic country which enable each group to be effectively attained their 

associational rights include democratic political institutions, political parties and interest 

groups and sixth, the inclusive citizenship. 

Related to election in democratic country, Dahl placed Election as an absolute 

prerequisite to classify a country whether sensible to democracy, semi-democracy, or not 

sensible democracy.   Election is believed as the manifestation of the people's sovereignty in 

democratic country. That is why there is a renowned adage, "there is no democracy, and there 

is no election. Indonesia adopts the state sovereignty of the people, based on electoral event as 

a tool to choose the leaders not only at the central level, but also in provinces and districts / 

cities throughout the country. According to UU 32 Year 2004 about Regional Government, 

The election of Regional Head and Deputy Regional Head is a means of implementation of the 

people sovereignty which is held  Directly, Generally, Freely, and Secretly, and honestly, and 

Fairly (Luber and Jurdil), within the scope of the Unitary Republic of Indonesia based on 

Pancasila and the Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia Year 1945, conducted by the 

Election Commission and supervised by the Election Supervisory Body. 

Political Participation 

Another phenomenon that stood out in democratic country is the prominence of political 

participation of citizens. There are two forms of political participation. First, the 

conventional political participation that accommodates the legal activities of citizens 

contacting politician and government officials, public hearing, and consultation meeting with 

the executive and legislative officials. Second, and the unconventional political participation, 

which accommodates the activities of citizens conducted outside the framework of the legal 

institutional, likewise social protesting, political confrontation, action groups, boycotting, civil 

dissident, and other radical actions (Copeland, 2013). 

Conceptually, unconventional participation   is a relatively uncommon behavior that 

challenges or defies government or channels to the dominant culture. It is usually personally 

stressful for both of participants and their opponents. Unconventional participation has been 

successful in influencing government decisions, for example as a civil rights 

movement forms. Political participation is not conventional is often a tendency to citizens with 
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a background of three characteristics, that are, Distrusted of the political system, strong sense 

of political efficacy, and a highly developed sense of group consciousness (Janda, et.al, 2012). 

In the development of democratization in Indonesia, the strengthening of non-

conventional political participation is supported by the changes of the political and 

governmental structures. Since the implementation of the decentralization policy, people in the 

region were given adequate room of expression.  Linked with the concept of political 

decentralization, the establishment of autonomous regions can be interpreted as the expansion 

of political playground in the entire territory of Indonesia either for the people or for the local 

elites. In view of Aspinall and Mietzner (2010), electoral Decentralization and Democratization 

has fundamentally changed the face of local Indonesian. In the implementation of local 

elections, highly fragmented political map of Affiliations and loyalties are come. Interestingly 

in these elections, the appeal to specific local identities and traditions is now a prerequisite for 

political leaders to Compete in local elections. Without being deeply rooted in a locality, 

Politicians stand little chance of winning. Thus, the most obvious symptom of the Local 

election in Indonesia is the Increasing of complexity to the identity politics of 

decentralized Indonesia. 

Resistance Theory 

Another theory used in this research is the Resistance Theory. The growth of the concept of 

social resistance, departing from an assumption that the dialectics of social encourages 

interactions of social processes that complex inter-actors and structure social in it, stimulate 

demand for the excess to the rulers. According to Bernal and Solorzano (2001), resistance 

theory demonstrates how individuals negotiate and struggle with structures and create 

meanings of Reviews their own from Reviews These interactions. They give four types of 

oppositional resistance. First, Reactionary Behavior, which consist of a social critique and a 

social justice motivation, as the case background in social movements. In this behavior, 

disruptive behavior and “acting out”, are challenging authority figures "for kicks". 

Second, Self-Defeating Resistance. This behavior and resistance does not transform the system 

or the oppressive state that they are in, but their actions cause harm to others unto themselves 

and possibly Depending on the situation. Third, conformist Resistance. It occurs when people 

need for social justice but lacks a critique of the oppressive systems. This form of resistance is 

simply a" bandied "solution for the systemic issue to Operate within the oppressive structures 

instead of transforming them) , Fourth,  Transformative Resistance). This resistance occurs 

when resistance is qualified as social criticism of the system, roommates oppress structures, 

the motivation for social justice. Therefore, the most potential to create social change or 

transform the oppressive situations is the one who are exist within the system. 

THE INFLUENCES OF THE PHILIPPINE AND THE FACTS OF LOCAL 

ELECTION IN TALAUD 

The influence of the Philippines 

As the consequences of Munster Treaty in 1648, the Nusa Utara (Nusra) region-a ragion consist 

of Talaud Island  and other frontier Islands in North Sulawesi as well as some region in the 

Philippine as the dynamic places of people, commodities, and capital mobility in and out 

Nusra-became a region controlled by two foreign  interests, Spain and Dutch, by the limitation 

and tightening conditions which controlled the government administration and the economical 

transaction. The most visible impact of that monopoly done by them is about the boundaries 

issues among these regions. The regional division based on this agreement caused the 

alienation of indigenous people and the territorial integrity of the state administration. In other 
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words, the agreement caused political limitations and elimination of the traditional 

relationships among the indigenous people.  

Since the implementation of the agreement four or five decades ago, there has been a 

long term changes in people social contacts in the North West Nusa, Indonesia, and people in 

Mindanao Island, the Philippines.  Jurisdictional difference among these countries is resulting 

the needed of adjustments concerning in the provisions of rule of law. Nevertheless, we cannot 

neglect some facts that show there are a number of residents in the Mindanao islands speak in 

Sangil (Sangihe). In one side, it is believed that their presence is an evidence that there are 

many citizens of Indonesia, especially the Talaud Island people, who eventually hereditary 

residing in Mindanao, the Philippines. On the other hand, it also believes that there is a 

possibility of Filipinos who reside in Indonesia. 

Another fact that I found in this research is, even though both of Indonesia and the 

Philippine have made some adjustment in the rule of law so that both countries can make some 

borders related to this relation, those borders do not eliminate some impersonal and traditional 

relation among people of Talaud and Mindanau. The first impersonal relation is about the 

illegal relationship among people in these countries. This relation is based on kinship and some 

activities that have been embedded. However, then, this relationship is considered as the illegal 

one because both countries are already have some legal framework to regulate people 

mobilization across nation. Second, the relationship is a kind of violation to the law. Some of 

activities that reflect this relationship are illegal logging, illegal fishing, terrorism, trafficking, 

narcotics, and arms smuggling, and so on. The last but not least is mutual influence relations 

through unilateral policy packages between the governments. For instance the low price policy 

of some goods in Manado which stimulate Filipinos to buy everything they need in Manado, 

The capital region of North Sulawesi, or, the low price policy of Tuna in the Philippine so that, 

Indonesian, especially the ones from Nusra, prefer to buy Tuna in the Philippine. Those three 

kinds of relation then causes some further impact in both region and one of the impacts can be 

seen in the dynamic of local executive election in Talaud Island.  

MODEL OF THE FORM OF RADICALISM IN TALAUD ISLAND ELECTION 2013 

Asymmetric political participation  

Theoretically, in a process of reformation people participation can be included to the 

unconventional participation. The form of this participation appears more often in 

unconventional, override the frequency and intensity of political participation that runs in the 

conventional one. Political actions such as protests, mass mobilization, confrontation, political 

petitioning, a massive demonstration, is commonplace and we can see almost every day and 

coloring preaching the mass media. 

The Goal of the expression of unconventional political participation are accountability, 

transparency, and control on the course of the operation of government. In addition taking an 

object to influence the decisions of the authorities, while the expression of participation may 

also target the behaviors at the level of central authorities and the more so in the area. This is 

the frame of the political climate (political atmosphere) which is conducive to the realization 

of the segmented desire and collective groups of local political identity in the era of reform is 

growing and developing in the political constellation in Indonesia to date. 

Political Reificative deprivations 

Although there was flag rising of other country as people compensation of disappointment in 

the election, it cannot be define automatically as political rebellion such as an action to set up 

a new country or we call it as separatism. However, something that had been done there is a 

kind of reification of people disappointment due to the failure of their candidate-to be in the 

verification process.  In the context of this reification of disappointment there are three scopes 
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that can be defined. First, reactionary behavior. Movement of defiance shown by hordes of the 

candidate to-be’s supporters that were not passed by the Election Commission of North 

Sulawesi, is a resistance movement consists of a social critique and a social justice 

motivation. Movement is taking by an action to against bad behavior ( as disruptive behavior ), 

an outlet for anger ( " acting out "), or resistance to authority holders ( challenging authority 

figures "for kicks ") which claimed do not fit the definition of justice believed.  

Second, non-revolutionary action. What had been  committed by the supporters of 

candidates that were not passed the verification process by KPU North Sulawesi are not 

intended to overthrow the political regime, change the existing order or the current system, but 

merely aims only to express the disappointment of the failure of candidate they support. The 

movement is not a movement with results that are revolutionarily or giving revolutionary 

outcomes. 

Third , since it is not revolutionarily action, what Noldi and Irene supporters have done 

in Talaud Local Election in 2013 is simply define as burst revolt, rebellion, something contrast 

to the revolution. The basic difference between "rebellion" and "revolution" is on their 

purpose. In rebellion, the aim of country's enemies usually is no more than a reification of 

particular disappointment, or force personnel changes state or state policy. However in a 

revolution the motivation of the country’s enemies is an ideology which describes the existing 

institutions as being defective or malicious fundamental and therefore need total replacement 

or deconstruct the existing order. However, the causes of rebellion and revolutions are 

sometimes similar, namely a weak state, divisions within the political elites, and the 

mobilization of the people, while the impact of the revolutionary ideology is in order to 

promote the objectives and make revolution radically different.  

Civil disobedience  

A Civil disobedience initiated by Thoreau was a civilian resistance against the ruler, which was 

considered as unfair action in its treatments to its citizens, or it can be a symbol of citizens’ 

disobedience to the state/government. While, Ramlan Surbakti states that civil disobedience is 

a conflict between local communities and the state. In this conflict, then he argues, there is 

similar interest which is wanted to be grabbed by a number of different group. So, in a case of 

civil disobedience, either society or government is working hard to obtain or maintain the same 

resources and always towards consensus. 

Thus, is the action done by the supporters of candidates for regional head and deputy 

regional head in the General Election in Talaud in 2013 in the category of civil disobedience? It 

can be answered from the evidence as follows. First, they were disappointed with the KPUD 

South Sulawesi’s decision to not pass the candidates promoted.  Second, their disappointments 

are manifested in their action in blocking the road which is done twice during the group police 

chief heading to Riung and North Riung village, breaking the bridge leading to the two villages, 

destroying local village chief’s house, and boycotting the people access to either vote in the 

voting day or re-vote in the day scheduled. Even they were boycotting the distribution of ballot 

boxes and electoral equipments. On December 6, 2013, they also did a night intimidation to 

the PPK4 to not holding the election and to not setting up the polling stations (TPS) in the these 

two villages.  

Subversive 

Subversive action refers to do rebellion against the legitimate structure of state power, either 

done openly (actual) and or clandestinely (latency). Subversive action also refers to the action 

                                                 
4 Sub-district Election Committee  
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of common or widespread incitement from one group to another group to take an object or 

target of the existence of the state institutions which are recognized as lawful. In short, 

subversive is a crime against the state or the state government. The background of this 

subversion are related to  the political forces, foreign forces and others are not needed, because 

the need to be concluded here is the elements offense subversion of real acts of the defendants. 

On December 8, 2013, some people who are expected as Noldi Tuwoliu and Irene B’s 

Supporter were flagging the Philippines Flag in Riung and North Riung Village. The next day, 

on 9 December 2013, when it was about to hold voting and counting, there was a group of 

people with red head bonded around the polling station and, around them, there were a coffins 

were covered by a black fabric written “KPU”. In addition, there was also Philippine’s flag 

rising. Whereas on December 11, 2013, three people suspected as the suspect of this subversive 

action were arrested. They carried illegal exploder. They were charged under Article 106 of 

the Criminal Code concerning acts “Makar” with a maximum penalty of imprisonment for life 

or for 20 years.  Thus, the entire context in the act of subversive as described above, must be 

interpreted alleged offense of subversive.  

Figure 1. Model of form of Political Dynamic in Talaud Island Election 2013 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MODEL OF FACTORS OF RADICALISM IN TALAUD ISLAND ELECTION 2013 

Relative Autonomy  

Marxian states that a person will commit to do subversive action due to the economy structure 

background. In other words, the concept of relative autonomy stems from the exceptional 

circumstances that took place vaguely through the influence of a silly action but applies firmly 

of the perpetrators because they felt themselves as "junk" in a political environment that freed 

from the influence of materiality. This relative autonomy is a part of the unconscious possessed 

the perpetrators. Based on the logic above, associated with dissent by supporters of candidates 

in Talaud Election 2013 who were not passed by the Commission in Sulawesi, it is actually 

caused by the experiences of the actors who do not believe in the law so that it encourages them 

to take the fight against social reality. In addition, it is also a result of a self-conscious control 

of the perpetrators, which is a deeply unconscious implication of the process and the social 

consequences that occur in the political environment surrounding them. 

In view of the perpetrators, the Commission is expected to help them to fight for the 

interests of the people in the two villages where the dynamics of the election process is going 

on, irrespective true or not true according to the rule of law in the election. The perpetrators 

are expecting the presence of the reliable officials. However, if they can no longer be trusted, 

then an action that should be done is an action called moral indignation which will stimulate 

the changing attitude of political actors.  
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The atmosphere Politics in Democratization Post-Authoritarianism 

The disobedience committed by actors in the Talaud Election already should be put in the frame 

of democratization that is growing in Indonesia. Since the reform movement successfully 

forced President Suharto resigned on May 21, 1998, there were some changes in political and 

governmental structures. Furthest effect of these changes is strengthen the political functioning 

of civil society and placing position moderating force in the other country, with the dynamics 

of the tides, attraction, and full of suspense. Meanwhile, the closest effect of the changes in the 

political and the government structure is pushing the political upheavals in the region. Both 

effects, either the farthest or closest, is undesirable political consequences but gained 

announcement in the eyes of the political actors, as seems to be the norm in democracy and 

democratization. In a general understanding, the outcome of each process that occurs, is 

believed to lead to the formation of a new equilibrium patterns in the latest Indonesian political 

constellation, which sometimes it is marred by political contention and political noise due to 

power interplay and the reflection anomalous judgmental in the politics. The action done by 

the perpetrators of in Talaud, is unlikely to happen in the New Order political environment. As 

is known, the political repression during the Soeharto era makes it possible for every citizen 

who did disobedience to be sued both legally and politically. Even less flag of another country 

in the area of law in Indonesia. 

Expression spatialization5 Due Political Decentralization Policy 

Decentralization policy which is applied in Indonesia since 1999 has changed the central and 

local relations. Initially the relation among them is Centripetal Relation Patterns, the pattern of 

relations between the center and the local that focuses on the central role. Furthermore, after 

the implementation of decentralization, the relation among them becomes a Centrifugal relation 

patterns, the spread pattern of relations between the center and regions. The Impact of these 

changes put the autonomous region as the new playing ground in the current political dynamics 

in Indonesia. Consequently, since June 2005 the entire head and deputy head of the region are 

elected by a direct, open, and democratic procedure-following the recruitment mechanism at 

the national level-through Election of Regional Head and Deputy Regional Head 

(Pilkada). According to the provisions, the vision, mission, and the work program of the pairs 

of candidates (paslon) Election winner will be the reference vision, mission and programs of 

local government work, at least for a period of 5 (five) year period of office. 

During the implementation of the decentralization policy in Indonesia, there are some 

positive impacts generated. Some of them are the emergence of new growth centers of the 

region, improvement of services of the basic needs of the people, and the emergence of local 

leaderships who have some great the works of creation and their best innovations-something 

that is difficult to be produced from the form of centralization in the New Order. However, 

decentralization also has negative impacts, such as the outbreak of the issues of corruption, 

collusion and nepotism, the strengthening of local political identity on the basis of ethno-

communalism, and the seizure of natural resources in the area. As the new terrain of local 

political game, the negative impacts of decentralization can be caused by political tensions 

between the center and the regions that are still going on since the beginning of the fall of the 

New Order regime. Other factor that can be the factor of those negative impacts is the 

unmatched political dynamics between center and local which is not followed by the success 

of central action in instituting the politic. This latter issue is also can be a sign that during the 

                                                 
5 Spatialization associated with the most appropriate treatment or be regarded as limitation of space and time transformations 

in social life 
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reform, the government tends to build up to the institutions state (state institutional reform) 

rather than build the capacity of the state (state capacity). 

In terms of autonomous regions as a new playground for political liberalization, the 

phenomenon of insubordination group of citizens who demonstrated in Talaud Election In 2013 

can be interpreted in the context of the explosion of political participation-a symptom which 

usually occurs in many countries experiencing a period of transitions to democracy. Political 

participation is described as one of the conditions that underlie the functioning of democracy, 

while the political consciousness and the truth of political systems reinforces the quality of 

political participation. Current issues faced and linked to the interests of the people (citizens) 

and political leaders into political issues now become important. Theoretically, political 

participation in times of reform shown by the public is the unconventional one.  

MODEL OF OCCURRENCE REASON OF RADICALISM 

The occurrence of a radical action tends not stand alone, but is caused by many factors or 

multivariate. The first factor is the absence of hope to realize the desire for many things 

(hopeless) or the existence of a gap between the desired expectations and the reality. The 

second one is the masses spirit of primordial issues. The later factor is what we can see in the 

dynamic of local Talaud election. Almost all the official candidates gained vote from their own 

origins. For instance, Paslon Sri Wahyu Maria Tuange Manalip and Peter Simon, whose 

parents came from the District Esang, likewise Tuange comes from the island-districts 

Kabaruan Kabaruan and Damau, obtain a majority vote in these district. The above figures 

show that, the origin of the area is still an important reference for winning a General Election 

in Talaud. It also means that the supporter will always do everything to win their candidates in 

order to keep their area/district prestige. The last but not least is about another way officially 

considered to be a dead end. The radicalism along Talaud Election in 2013 is started from the 

participation of citizens to engage in political official channels. However, when the protests 

through official political channels to defend the candidate promoted is not successful, 

unconventional Political Participation is believed will be more effective to influence the 

decision-making process rather than the Conventional one.  The full model I constructed to 

explain the causes and reasons radicalism of above are provided in the graphics in the appendix. 

CONCLUSION 

The forms of political dynamics in the Talaud Election are Asymmetrical Political 

participations, Reificative Political deprivations, Civil Disobedience, and subversive action. 

While the factors that cause those radicalisms are relatively autonomous, the political 

atmosphere in post-authoritarianism, and spatialization of expression as a result of political 

decentralization policy undertaken in Indonesia since reform. This study also concluded that 

the factor and reason of the radicalism there are:  (1) the absence of hope to realize the desire 

for many things (hopeless ), (2) high primordial loyalty, and (3) deadlock caused by the official 

channel which could not give the best solution so that it push citizens to do some illegal actions. 

All in all, conceptually related to the interactions of politics intra-state and extra non-state 

which has two possibilities-first, the positive political allocation, the interaction resulted in 

political collaboration to generate changes, and second, the negative political allocation, which 

led to tensions political conflict, the process that occurs in Talaud is the negative one. Thus, 

people tended to do destructive expressions. However, by seeing the flapping of Philippines’ 

flag in this area, we can infer that Election in the border area has political dimensions in the 

relations among nations. This phenomenon can be known as an averment of other countries 

political influence in the implementation of the Election in the border areas of the country.  
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FASHION FAUX PAS: LAW AND ECONOMICS BEHIND THE COPYRIGHT-FREE 

INDUSTRY 

MS. DRISHTI SHAH1   

ABSTRACT 

Apart from being one of the largest and most innovative industries, Fashion also acts as a 

connective tissue between individuals and society. It provides a platform to manifest identities 

through it’s self expressive nature in a coherent manner. With billions of dollars at stake, it is 

imperative to ruminate over the legal, economical and political integrands of an industry as 

tremendously contributive as fashion, This paper foremost analyses the culture and cyclic 

nature of fashion as a social locus along with the industry structure. Secondly, it explores the 

Intellectual Property Protection currently governing key fashion markets and how they instigate 

commerce and consumer behaviour in these regions. Thirdly, it re-questions the highly debated 

position of IPR in fashion and conclusively indicates a legal framework that harmonises the 

fragmented laws to collectively benefit the global fashion scene.  

 

Keywords: Fashion, Intellectual Property Protection, Innovation, Clothing Culture 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Fashion is an industry that is most in sight yet most overlooked. It is an illustrator of an 

individual’s self identity while visibly marking a social collectiveness. In the constantly 

changing scene of fashion and style, the only thing permanent is the obvious need for fresher 

designs and trends. One might think that fashion trends are affected by cultural, traditional or 

other circumstantial factors such as weather. For example, one would need more breathable 

outfits for summer like skirts or shorts while warmer clothes such as cardigans and coats for 

winter. However, we see people in cold countries pairing their denim shorts with stockings and 

tights and residents of warm nations wearing their cosy baggy sweaters as a single outfit. The 

application of fashion may have begun due to circumstantial factors, it no longer is confined to 

them. Individuals put their own spin to the predetermined styles to participate in the trend 

(Hemphill and Suk, 2009: 1155). This industry is full of puzzling patterns that set it apart from 

its counterparts. The other paradoxical behaviour of Fashion is in its Intellectual Property law. 

While the film, literature and music industries have heavy intellectual property protection under 

the current legal regime, their combine sales are less than that of fashion which has minimal to 

almost non-effectual protection (Lessons from Fashion's Free Culture, 2010). This puzzling 

fact of the industry is the primary motivator of the paper. The laws backing the clothing and 

apparel industry dictate the economics of it which is directly governed by the culture and 

politics of the same. The first part of the paper will provide insight into the culture of clothing 

and its sociological aspect as it dictates consumer behaviour through the fashion pyramid. It 

will clear understanding of the industry structure as it moves onto the legal frameworks of key 

fashion markets of USA, Europe, China and a nascent one of India for our second part. It will 

eventually talk about the effects of these existing laws on the commerce of global fashion and 

suggest a solution by harmonising the fragmented laws in a way that it could collectively 

benefit the global fashion industry.  
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HOW FASHION FUNCTIONS? 

Birth of Fashion & It’s Semiotics 

Most of what we know about modern fashion comes from the Renaissance in Europe (Rublack, 

2011). Up until this point in time, clothing was just a functional necessity and did not really 

change; the kind of garments people wore in the Classical era or in Ancient Greece and Rome 

remained more or less consistent through the centuries until the Renaissance where modern 

fashion came into play (The Birth of Fashion, 2015). This time period saw immense diffusion 

of objects and artefacts including textiles and apparels. These objects were traded across seas 

by a huge number of merchants and at such a rapid pace that innovation and differentiation 

became key for survival and success. Tailoring saw an influx of complex cuts, fabrics and 

patterns and so did accessories such as handbags and hats. And with the renewal of a culture, 

there came a situation of consistent change in clothing that we today term as Fashion. People 

during the Renaissance era become much more conscious about their appearance due to two 

major reasons: popularisation of mirrors and increase in artist’s renditions of their subjects. As 

art rebirthed, artists became a form of media and their depictions and portrayals became a 

precedent that common man tried to follow. An example of this phenomena is 

Klaidungsbüchlein (Book of Clothes) which started as nothing but a collection of 135 

watercolour paintings of Matthäus Schwarz as he donned various garments from his twenties 

to his old age. He specified his waist measurements in all his portraits to appear fashionably 

slim as he associated gain in weight with ageing and lesser appeal (Rublack, 2011).  This brings 

us to the semiotics of Fashion and how it communicates individuality to a society. Fashion and 

clothing not only dictate social ranks anymore but communicate, ethnicity, religion, political 

affiliation, marital status and even suggest gender roles. In the modern times, clothing suggest 

music tastes through the grunge attires and similarly religious connotations through veils and 

hijabs.   

 

Power Dressing & the Politics of Fashion 

As fashion brought in constant changes in what was the ‘look of the day’, the elite classes still 

tried to maintain their higher social rank through finer clothing. The sumptuary laws of 

medieval times monitored social hierarchy through clothes. They regulated the expense that a 

certain class could incur on clothing and extended it to the type of materials used or pattern 

made. This created a structure of class-wise clothing due to the restrictive options that the law 

provided. This is what came to be known as Power Dressing. Velvets, laces and expensive furs 

like marten skin were reserved for the bourgeois while the lower classes could only take the 

remaining scraps and cheaper materials (Rublack, 2011). 

Now considering how the artists were a form of media during the Renaissance as they 

depicted the aristocracy in their paintings and portraits, the poorer classes looked unto them 

and tried to emulate their style in their own way while striving for social acknowledgment. 

Now, as these social strivers took elements from the fashionably forward, the latter 

immediately looked for a newer trend to set themselves apart all over again. This is essentially 

the crux of fashion politics; this constant cycle of innovation and diffusion (Hemphill and Suk, 

2009: 1164-1166). Fashion is a very different concept than clothing. Clothing, to a large degree 

is motivated by covering one’s body or staying warm or other bodily needs whereas fashion is 

more ‘positional’, it’s a symbol of self-expression and status. As a designer or a stylist put up 

a look together, there will be early movers who want to stay ahead in the fashion game and 

quickly adopt the new style. And there will be masses who want to follow their style but 

considering how they cannot afford the lavish designer version, the lower end brands sort of 
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recreate those looks for mass consumption. As these styles trickle down the hierarchy and 

become mainstream, the elites again look for the next new thing to differentiate themselves and 

create a demand for a new innovation. This is where the conventional idea of IP protection 

backfires, IP protection is meant to provide an incentive to innovate and yet if fashion had the 

said protection, the styles would never trickle down the market and create trends and hence, 

there wouldn’t be a need to innovate. This is what is known as the Piracy Paradox. This 

phenomenon has been beautifully explained by Raustiala and Sprigman (2006: 33-34). People 

are looking to be distinctive while following a certain trend. So, they are flocking towards a 

fad yet putting an individualistic spin to it in an attempt to stand out. This pull between being 

a part of a collective craze and yet leaping out of a crowd is what fashion thrives on.  

Consumer Behaviour  

When a consumer is looking to partake in a trend, they’re not necessarily doing it with an 

imitative motive. It is mostly due to their desire to be ‘in fashion’. Now who decides what is 

‘in fashion’? It is dictated by the people in power in terms of their wealth and aesthetic 

influence. Designers show their collections at the runway not with the intention to sell them 

but for making a statement. Let’s face it, most of the outfits we see in the shows aren’t 

functionally wearable. They are more art than clothing. It is a PR move to attain prestige and a 

certain status. Once these pieces are showcased, they form what is inherently ‘fashion’. What 

happens next is that lower end designers and brands take the popular elements from these works 

of art and make them more functional. Over time, as these concepts make their way to the 

bottom of the clothing hierarchy, the bizarre elements disappear and yet there is a significant 

similarity between the clothing. This is what fast fashion is all about. The success of brands 

like H&M, Zara, Topshop and others is based on their ability to take these trends and convert 

them into a more everyday outfit at a lower cost. Forever 21, another fast fashion retailer, has 

been the focal point of numerous lawsuits for violating intellectual property protection of high-

end designers and fashion houses. Now what these designers and houses do not realise is that 

consumers further down the supply chain wouldn’t even recognise their designs if it weren’t 

for these fast fashion giants. They help in diffusing the styles created by the designers to the 

lowest end of the pyramid by recreating them and have a major hand in setting trends which in 

turn drives sales for them too considering how the elites would not buy from a lower end brand 

because they want to differentiate themselves from the masses. The elites will demand a new 

style quotient because the previous one isn’t exclusive anymore. Fast fashion is actually 

helping the business of the high-end brands. The trends set actually reduce the search cost of 

style. The lack of IP protection in the industry is what allows this quick diffusion of trends and 

gives an incentive to innovate. If the laws were any more stringent, trends wouldn’t develop 

and hence, they wouldn’t die out which contrary to popular belief would halt innovation and 

not promote it.  

IP LEGISLATION GOVERNING KEY FASHION MARKETS 

European Union 

Europe has always been the creative capital of the world. As the birthplace of fashion and a 

cradle of ideas, EU decided long back that fashion was not less than any other art form and 

needed protection. They implemented a blanket law across EU for design protection. Since 

2002, EU has provided a dual system of protection; registered (that can go up to 25 years, in 

five year terms) at a whooping cost of 350 euros and unregistered (which is a 3-year protective 

term) (Woods and Monroe, 2015). The law protects designs that are ‘novel’ and have an 

‘individual character’ which is defined by whether the overall impression of the piece is 

different from the other available pieces to an informed user. Now the key word here is an 

informed user. A dress in a particular fabric with a scoop neck-line and another one in the same 
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fabric with a V-neck may be similar to an uninformed user but to a fashion enthusiast or 

aesthete, it is an entirely different garment and hence applicable for protection. What this does 

is that it lowers the threshold required to be distinctive enough to obtain design protection. This 

renders the entire point of copyright futile because with the minutest changes in the design, one 

can patent it as their own (Lessons from Fashion's Free Culture, 2010). Also, the unregistered 

design protection that is granted to designers. As soon as a design is showcased, the design 

automatically has a 3-year protection at zero costs. Why would one spend large sums on money 

on lawyers and registration when they are clearly getting immunity against dead-copies? Yes, 

unregistered community designs only protect one against ‘line-by-line copies’ and not slightly 

similar or influenced copies. Majority of fashion designers believe that a fashion season lasts 

only a couple months. In an industry as ephemeral as fashion, you cannot protect something 

that is going to die anyway. Registered protection takes up a lot of time which fashion doesn’t 

have to begin with and money that would rather be spent on working on designs for the next 

season.  

Europe’s IP law has two sides; copyright protection and sui generis design right 

protection (Monseau 2011: 61-63). Designers have a choice to obtain either of them or both 

under the cumulative protection. However, there aren’t very clear lines between the two 

concepts as often courts of the member states fail to recognise the difference between 

copyright’s ‘originality’ requirement and design’s ‘novelty’ and ‘individual character’ 

requirement. A prime example of this is SAS Chausses v. SARL Menfort (Fr.), June 3, 2011.  

United States of America 

As of now, the United States has no particular copyright protection for fashion. This is due to 

their perception towards fashion as ‘utilitarian’ and ‘functional’ article rather than a work of 

art (Shirwaikar, 2009: 115). This doesn’t mean that there is no protection whatsoever, USA has 

one of the strongest IP laws in the world. It just means that the threshold to obtain a copyright 

is too high. One would have to prove that nothing like their design has ever existed in the 

human history in order to get legal protection.  

However, designers have found their ways around it. It is difficult to get protection for 

the functional aspects of a garment; like sleeve or a collar but the pictorial or sculptural aspects 

of it that are in now affecting the functionality of the clothing can be protected. For example, 

the Burberry plaid has been granted copyright. This concept is called conceptual separability; 

when a design demonstrates an idea separate from the clothing’s function or when it’s addition 

wasn’t meant to enhance the functionality of the clothing. (Woods and Monroe, 2015) 

Now as the Congress proposed The Design Piracy Prohibition Act (DPPA) in 2009 and 

The Innovative Design Protection and Piracy Prevention Act (IDPPPA) in 2010 to amend the 

Copyright Act to create a sui generis protection law for fashion designs, it is important to dwell 

into how these bills will help the industry. The IDPPPA proposes amendments to the earlier 

DPPA that may prove helpful for the American apparel industry (Ellis S, 2010: 195-198). The 

very beginning of fashion in America was with imitations and knock-offs of Parisian couture. 

When an industry’s roots are in the culture of copying, it seems hypocritical to demand 

copyright protection to secure the interests of domestic designers when their very market began 

by copying international fashion. In 1932, Fashion Originators Guild was established in the 

United States to combat design piracy among American designers but copying from French 

designers was permitted. The guild was defunct after the Supreme Court decided that the guild 

was violating The Sherman and The Clayton Acts. Diane Von Furstenberg and other elite 

designers running the Council of Fashion Designers of America (CFDA) are asking for a more 

widespread copyright protection along the lines of France and the European Union (Shirwaikar, 

2009: 115). However, there is enough evidence that this is not what the entire American fashion 
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industry as a whole want. California Fashion Association has made it clear that they do not 

want legal protection for fashion and the opinions of the American Association of Footwear 

and Apparel (AAFA) took a vote and could not reach a unanimous decision (Raustiala and 

Sprigman, 2009: 1123). Low-IP regime has had a little downside for the industry but not 

without considerable benefit.  

China 

China is the prime manufacturing hub of the highly globalised fashion industry while also being 

a cradle for counterfeit clothing, becomes a key market whose legal framework in terms of IPR 

needs to be studied. Now we know how Europe and USA have strong and efficient trademark 

laws in place. China, however, has a very different approach to trademark (Lin, 2013). China 

has a first-to-file rule meaning that the first person to apply for the trademark, gets it. So, if a 

Chinese brand or company files for a trademark belonging to some international brand, it will 

be impossible for the latter to retrieve their trademark in China. A common problem this creates 

is trademark squatting. Individuals in China target known foreign brands and register them as 

trademarks in China so that when international companies want to sell their product in China, 

they either have to cough up huge sums of money to buy it back or indulge in long legal battles. 

Michael Jordan has been a victim of trademark squatting when a Chinese company called 

Qiaodan Sports Co. used a similar name as the literal translation of Qiaodan is Jordan and is 

pronounced in a similar way and an identical logo depicting a jumping basketball player to his 

Nike-produced brand, Air Jordan. His claims were dismissing by Chinese courts saying that 

‘Jordan’ is a popular western surname, ‘Jordan” is not the only interpretation of Qiaodan and 

that the logo did not possess any distinctive feature that one could link to Michael Jordan. These 

laws have been beautifully detailed by Alexander Bayntun-Lees (2015). Design Patent laws in 

China differ from the ones in Europe as China only provides registered protection that takes 

around one whole year and lasts for a maximum period of 10 years. Also, a design that enjoys 

unregistered protection in Europe can not receive a design patent in China because the design 

has already been made public. Copyright is fairly easy to obtain considering how China is a 

part of the Berne Convention. Hence, the creator will automatically enjoy copyright protection 

in 164 member countries. The design registration will only add a proof of ownership and help 

in case of conflicts that may arise due to China’s formal approach towards IP. When thought 

about it, the cost of paying up for trademark seems little when compared to the amount of losses 

one may have to incur due to the lack of the same.  

India  

India has a very rich art and textile heritage due to its diverse cultural influences and has a lot 

to offer to the fashion industry of the world. However, in terms of copyright protection, India 

is still at a nascent stage. Shishir Tiwari (n.d.) has done impressive research over IPR protection 

of fashion design in India. Protection was initially confined only to production houses like 

Satya Paul and Kimaya but now individual designers like Ritu Kumar, JJ Valaya and Manish 

Malhotra are recognising the importance of copyrighting their works. Most of them realised 

the value of IP after being targets to counterfeiting through their distributors or collaborators. 

Ritu Kumar sued Pramod Kanodia for commercially distributing her fabric designs like 

‘Kulah’, ‘Ambi Bandhini’ and ‘Sangmarmar’. The Fashion Foundation of India (FFI) is a body 

formed of leading fashion houses that work along the same lines as the Fashion Originator’s 

Guild of USA did (Shirwaikar, 2009: 119). The Indian fashion industry is deeply rooted in it’s 

heritage. Most designers take inspiration from their traditional motifs and crafts and create 

contemporary outfits to keep the Indianness of the clothing prominent. Now, when a significant 

number of creators are influenced by ancient techniques and craftsmanship like dyeing, block 

printing and other indigenous methods like chikan kari or phulkari, one can notice significant 
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similarities even if one doesn’t do it with the motive of copying. Even though, artwork and 

handicraft do not come under the purview of IPR, India has a decent IPR regime. It provides 

protection under the Designs Act 2000 and the Copyright Act, 1957 along similar lines as in 

Europe but only for the non-functional aspects of clothing as in the States. Another interesting 

protection it offers is under the Geographical Indications of Goods Act, 1999 where indigenous 

art forms like the Kasuti Embroidery of Karnataka or the Kutch embroidery of Gujarat are 

protected due to their regional significance (Shirwaikar, 2009: 120). This protection not only 

includes the apparel aspect but the artistic value of the product too. Indian designers are only 

now realising the value that these protections can bring. Indian fashion houses are often poorly 

valued than they deserve to because they usually never acknowledge the potential of protected 

products in terms of their extensions and licensing, endorsements etc.  

WHAT WE NEED TO FIX? 

We have gone over the culture of fashion, how it is legally protected in various markets and 

how it drives the economics of the regional industry, we can move to the most important part 

of the paper where we interrelate the various aspects discussed and examine what exactly is 

going wrong and what we need to fix in terms of the legal regime.  

Counterfeiting Vs. Copying 

Most ‘stronger IP for fashion’ crusaders claim that the reason behind their demand is the 

humungous losses the industry incurs due to counterfeiting. Counterfeiting is defined by the 

Legal Dictionary as a copy or imitation of something that is intended to be taken as authentic 

and genuine in order to deceive another. We have already seen how each country has an 

efficient law regarding trademark protection in fashion. Trademark protection is fairly easy to 

obtain and lasts as long as used commercially and defended against infringement. So, the 

counterfeit losses that we are talking about can be fought against with or without stronger 

copyright and design protection.  

Knock-offs or copies are the next concern for pro-IP propagators. Knock-offs, as per the 

legal dictionary, are an unauthorised copy or imitation. They are a cheaper version of an 

expensive or known product. This is something that is not protected efficiently in any of the 

markets. While the United States demanding an IP legislation similar to the one in EU or Japan, 

what they’re failing to realise is that even if the European laws protect fashion designs at a 

wider range, they’re not really effectual. This is because the unregistered design protection 

offered by the EU decreases the stringency threshold for novelty considering it only protects 

the design against dead copies. So, one can make the most miniscule of changes to an already 

registered design and get another registration. This minimal novelty requirement renders the 

entire point of obtaining a copyright or design patent useless and makes it similar to the one in 

the USA considering the very high novelty threshold (Lessons from fashion's free culture, 

2010). Even the registered community design of EU isn’t that effective considering only about 

8 % of the total registrations are clothing. If designers truly thought that registration of deigns 

is helping them, there would be a higher number of applicants and hence, registered designs. 

The reason behind this low registry is timing.  

Time Constraints & Fast Expansion 

The fashion industry by nature is a fast moving one. Before a trend can take root, it is washed 

away by a new one. In an industry as transitory, the very idea of copyrighting seems futile. 

Fashion takes birth with an expiry date. As per the IP WatchDog, on an average, design 

registration can take up to 25 months. Registration of designs under the current legal umbrella 

in China not only takes up an entire year, the design also needs to be undisclosed 
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(Understanding and Using China's Design Patent, n.d.). A designer creates an original design 

to put forth a new trend, applies it for registration, doesn’t get one till two fashion cycles have 

gone by. By the time the registration is approved, it’s too late. The designer is left with a 

copyright for the coming ten years only to realise that the trend has passed already. Protection 

of design in Europe and Australia last up to 25 and 10 years respectively with renewal every 5 

years (Monseau, 2011: 57). Such long protection regimes make it difficult for fashion to further 

evolve because no other designer can now try to recreate or take up elements from the design 

and re launch it nor has it helped the said-designer in any way. The fast fashion chains, through 

their immediate influx of the latest trends are furthering the cycle of fashion. They are injecting 

new ideas into the market at a blinding pace causing consumers to demand newer designs at a 

faster rate. This proves just how momentary the designs are and how there needs to be a fast-

track process for obtaining design rights and how the term should be in consideration with the 

trend cycle. Furthermore, China’s first-to-file policy and trademark squatting poses a major 

hindrance for companies to expand in the Asian market.  

Who is IP Actually Helping  

Even if we do end up getting stronger, stringer intellectual protection; who is it truly helping? 

Pro-IP propagators claim that the low-level of protection is hampering new and upcoming 

designers. Yes, forthcoming designers really need to scram for a market place in the industry 

but that is a trait observed across all industries and has nothing to do with fashion’s loose IP. 

On the contrary, stronger laws will put them at a disadvantage considering how the newcomers 

are poorly-funded. They do not have the money and poor that large fashion houses do and can 

often be exploited by large corporates. This does not mean the lesser known designers are 

always the victims. They can be plaintiffs as well as defendants but stronger IP laws will not 

benefit either party but the lawyers alone. When talked about a stricter legal regime for fashion, 

it is always the designers whose interests are taken into consideration. Consumers, distributors, 

retailers drive the industry as much as the designers do and their interests should be factored 

in. CFDA is largely made up of designers and their opinion cannot be interpreted as the opinion 

of an entire industry (Raustiala and Sprigman, 2009: 1123). The elite designers and fashion 

houses are looking at monopolising the industry. They have now begun to cater to different 

income-groups through their diffusion line. For example, Giorgio Armani’s signature line is 

now accompanied by Armani Collezioni, Emporio Armani and Armani exchange. The fashion 

industry unlike its counterparts is a very decentralised one. We need to acknowledge the fact 

that the terms ‘new’ and ‘original’ don’t adhere to their conventional meanings when it comes 

to fashion. As David Wolfe suggested, “It is impossible to create a new textile, a new print, but 

a new design is almost impossible because all we are doing in creating a new one is putting 

together existing elements in a different way.” There exists a very symbiotic relationship 

among the contributors to the fashion industry. Designers are inspired by vintage designs, 

recreate the works of older designers, interpret or reference a contemporary’s work or 

collaborate with design chains. Balmain x H&M is a classic example of collaboration. A luxury 

French fashion house teams up with an alleged knock-off chain and creates an accessibly-

priced collection to reach a wider audience. The benefit for a fast fashion giant and a luxury 

label through such an alliance is mutually large. The belief that fast fashion chains are eating 

away at the sales of high-end brands is baseless considering a consumer who could afford 

Versace wouldn’t necessarily be shopping at Zara for a knockoff. We need to emphasis upon 

the fact that both target different clientele and the collaborations are a neat way of entering 

each other’s markets. Repurposing and refurbishing are the core of the industry.  
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CONCLUSION 

The primary idea behind Intellectual Property laws was to enhance creativity and innovation, 

not reduce copying. That requires stronger jurisprudence. The industry has thrived without IP 

for years and will continue to do just as well and maybe even better without it as demonstrated 

by Raustiala and Sprigman, (2007). Scholars like Hemphill and Suk, (2009) have argued in 

favour of copyright laws but have failed to realise the very alternative approach that one will 

have to take to make it a reality. Fast-track procedure, lower time periods, cheaper fees and 

most of all, harmonisation across international borders needs to be achieved. To fill in the 

negative space of IPL that hovers over fashion, lawyers and policy makers need to start with a 

blank slate, erasing all previously applied knowledge of IPR in other creative industries and 

formulate laws in specificity to fashion if they truly wish to advance the industry. The crucial 

question that this paper raises in terms of IPR is whether one size can fit all?  
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MANAGEMENT TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT IN NIGERIAN 

ORGANIZATION 

MRS. AJAGU EYUCHE HELEN1   

ABSTRACT  

This article aims on management training and development which plays an important role in 

the effectiveness of organisations and to the experiences of people in work. Training has 

implications for productivity, health and safety at work and personal development. All 

organisations employing people need to train and develop their staff. Most organisations are 

cognizant of this requirement and invest effort and other resources in training and development. 

Such investment can take the form of employing specialist training and development staff and 

paying salaries to staff undergoing training and development. Investment in training and 

development entails obtaining and maintaining space and equipment. It also means that 

operational personnel, employed in the organisation’s main business functions, such as 

production, maintenance, sales, marketing and management support, must also direct their 

attention and effort from time to time towards supporting training development and delivery. 

A critical overview required to give less attention to activities that are obviously more 

productive in terms of the organisation’s main business. The article concludes with a critical 

overview of the current state of the art with regard to the body of theory in, investment in 

training and development is generally regarded as good management practice to maintain 

appropriate expertise now and in the future. 

 

Key notes: development; development training; psychology of training, leaning and training 

research, project cycle management. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

An organization is made of up of both human and material resources. The human resources are 

in a position of manipulating the material resources to achieve organizational goals and 

objectives. The technological advances have absolute old skills and knowledge hence, 

necessitating the training and development of old workers if they are to be used by re-educating 

and training them. Training and development has become the major ways organization invests 

in employees for greater return today and even to withstand future contingencies. Training is 

one of the most important aspect in the management that helps employees in acquiring the 

necessary skills, knowledge and abilities that will be needed in the performing the tasks. 

Training is mainly as a result of needs of the organization which is identified after thorough 

performance appraisal (Balogun and Obasan, 2007). Any training should be a continuous 

process or activity for individual worker (Chiaburu & Teklab, 2005) and organizational 

development (Champoux, 2000). Training and development aim at developing competencies 

such as technical, human, conceptual and managerial for the furtherance of individual (Cheng, 

2001) and organizational growth (Boxall, Purcell, Wright, 2007). As it is said in the profession 

of law that “nemo dat quot non habat” i.e. “what you don’t have you can’t give”. If organization 

deems fit to achieve its set objectives, then training and development must be taken seriously. 

The work environment is volatile, as things are fast changing in the present day world. 

Technology is fast growing and changing. Secretaries in offices who are trained with manual 

typewriter must try to acquaint themselves with the use of computer because typewriter cannot 
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stand the test of time. Business managers must be internet savvy in order to fast track business 

transactions , the top desk officers (customer care centre) needs update on how to relate with 

customer (customer relation) ,marketing managers must be updated on how best to appeal to 

minds of consumers through advertisement, through the use of modern gadgets and instruments 

, as the security agents should also know the use of gadgets and electronic appliances to tackle 

the presents day security threat which cannot be handled by physical (man) police, all these 

and many more attest to the fact that training and development play a significant role in the 

success of an organization.   

The relevance of employee training and development cannot be regarded as recent 

innovation. In general, training refers to a planned effort by a company to facilitate employees’ 

learning of job related competencies. These competencies include knowledge, skills, or 

behavior that are critical for successful job performance. The goals of training are for employee 

to master the skills, knowledge and behaviors emphasized in the training programme and to 

apply them to their day to day activities. Training helps employees develop skills that enable 

them to succeed in the current job and develop for the future. Training and development helps 

the organizations create a workforce that is able to cope with change, meet the increasing 

demand and challenge posed by the ever changing environment and prepare the future 

leadership of the company. Because activities in the industry and organization is becoming 

complex success will require smart, motivated employees who have the emotional strength to 

deal with change and adapt to innovations.  

A company’s successful training activities should help organization achieve its business 

strategy. There is both a direct and indirect link between training and business strategy and 

goals. Training can help employees develop skills needed to perform their jobs which directly 

affect the business. Giving employees’ opportunities to learn and develop create a positive 

work environment which supports the business strategy by attracting talented employees as 

well as motivating and retaining current employees. In some organization lip service is paid to 

training and development or done in an informal way (where the old staff) are assigned to teach 

the new employee(s) what to do as far as his job is concerned. Many organizations meet their 

needs for training in an ad hoc and haphazard way. Training in these organizations is more or 

less unplanned and unsystematic G.A Cole (2002). Employees are increasingly demanding 

change, choice, flexibility, and variety in their work; suggesting that with the de-layering of 

organization and empowerment of individual employees, the future for both the organization 

and the individual lies not in the promotion to successively higher levels of management, but 

rather in developing the value of the individual as human capital. The value of human capital 

is enhanced by acquisition of higher performance potentials such as new tasks, functions and 

KSAPs (Knowledge, Skills, Abilities, Personal Attributes). Training and development has 

grown concerned not only with helping individual to adequately fill their positions, but also 

with helping whole organizations and sub-departments grow and develop. Training and 

Development, though primarily concerned with people, is also concerned with technology, the 

precise way an organization does business.  

Nwanchukwu (1998) sees training as organizational effort aimed at helping an employee 

to acquire basic skills required for the efficient execution of the function for which it was hired. 

Cascio and Silbey (1979) in his contribution sees training as consisting of planned programs 

designed to improved performance at individual, group and/or organizational levels. To Cascio, 

(2002) improved performance in turn, implies that there have been measurable changes in 

knowledge, skills, attitude and/or social behavior. According to Aina (1992), he sees training 

as the acquisition of the technology which permits employee to perform according to standard. 

He then sees training as an experience, a discipline as a systematic action which causes people 

to acquire new skills and knowledge and predetermined behaviours. Banjoko (1996) in his own 
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view, training is an organized procedure by which people learn knowledge or skills for a 

definite purpose. That is, it is a process for equipping the employee particularly the non-

managerial employees with specific skills. DeCenzo and Robbins (1996) reintegrate that, 

training is a learning experience in that it seeks a relative permanent change in an individual 

that will improve the ability to perform a job. They typically say training can involve the change 

of skills, knowledge, attitudes or behavior. To them, it may mean changing what employees 

know, how they work, or their interaction with their co-workers or supervisors. DeCenzo and 

Robbins (1996) see training as more present day oriented, its focus is on individual current job, 

enhancing those specific skills and abilities to immediately perform their jobs. Dessler et.al 

(1999) opines that training is the process of teaching employees the knowledge or skills they 

need to better perform their current jobs. 

LITERATURE REVIEW   

The ultimate aim of every training and development program is to add value to human resource. 

Any training and development program that would not add value should be abandoned. 

Organizations should therefore make training and development of their employees a continuous 

activity.  Arnoff (1971) observes that training and development foster the initiative and 

creativity of employees and help to prevent manpower obsolescence, which may be due to age, 

attitude or the inability of a person to adapt him or herself to technological changes. According 

to Obisi (2001) training is a process through which the skills, talent and knowledge of an 

employee is enhanced and increased. He argues that training should take place only when the 

need and objectives for such training have been identified Scott, Clothier and Spriegel (1977) 

agree that training is the corner-stone of sound management, for it makes employees more 

effective and productive. They argue that training is actively and intimately connected with all 

the personnel and managerial activities. It would be difficult for a new employee to grow on 

the job and become a manager without adequate training and development. According to 

Mamoria (1995) training is a practical and vital necessity because; it enables employees to 

develop and rise within the organization and increase their market value, earning power and 

job security. Mamoria explains that training helps to mould employees’ attitudes and help them 

to contribute meaningfully to the organization.  

The organization benefits because of enhanced performance of employees. He further 

states that a well trained employee would make a better and economic use of materials and 

equipment which would go a long way to minimize wastages.  According to Ohabunwa (1999) 

if organizations train their employees very well, managers and superiors would have the 

confidence to delegate authority to their subordinates but when subordinates are not properly 

trained, it would be difficult for authority to be delegated to them by their superiors. 

CONCEPT OF DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING  

A word commonly encountered in organisations, especially in conjunction with management, 

is ‘development’. The operational definition of training above applies equally to that of 

development, although the word development has nuances that need to be appreciated by 

people applying occupational psychology in practice. Development is used in the occupational 

setting to imply a longer term and more durable change to the behaviour of the individual. It is 

often used in preference to the word training in the context of management development or 

staff development to imply processes that change the individual’s capability to deal with events 

in the future in a more flexible and profound way than merely replicating standard pieces of 

behaviour.  

In a development programme we would aim for a person to be able to deal effectively 

with circumstances that had not been anticipated. Such capability entails less tangible aspects 

of performance such as attitudes, perceptions, judgements, diagnosis, insights, discretion and 
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flexibility. Development may be used to describe programmes to enhance a manager’s 

capability to accommodate wider issues in decision making, such as gender, diversity and racial 

issues, health and safety, leadership, team dynamics, and the need for better monitoring, 

quantification of production, human factors, human resource management issues, and so on.  

Management skills often cannot be judged against a defined ‘standard’ by any explicit 

formal measurement and often have to be judged by someone suitably experienced in the tasks 

themselves. So, a manager responsible for the development of a junior colleague might judge 

that that the colleague being developed is working appropriately in the given circumstances 

with respect to providing fair and effective leadership to a team, rather than simply saying that 

the new colleague knows about diversity issues and how good leadership affects the 

performance of team members. Development is generally something that is supervised in the 

context of the real job where the person being developed is required to confront real issues. 

The word ‘coaching’ is often preferred to ‘instruction’ in these situations. Despite the fact that 

the word development is often preferred in specific domains which may favour different 

training methods and different assessment methods, it is important to recognize that the purpose 

of development complies with the purpose of training as described above. 

Training is a continuous process of acquiring specific skill, talent and knowledge of an 

employee in order to achieve the predetermined goal and objectives (Kearney, 2010). No 

employee can be effective and efficient on the job, until they acquire and develop knowledge 

and skills (Kehinde and Oladayo, 2007). The glossary of training, further defined training as: 

a planned process to modify attitude, knowledge skills or behaviour through leaning experience 

to achieve effective performance in an activity or arrange of activities. Its purpose in a work 

situation is to develop the abilities of the individual to satisfy the currency and further needs of 

the organization (Wanous & Reichers, 2000). This shows that training is specifically about 

providing a range of leaning experiences in a work situation. Training is any attempt to improve 

current or future worker productivity through leaning by increasing the worker’s ability to 

perform (Salau, et al., 2014) usually by changing the workers attitude or increasing skills and 

knowledge (Rothwell & Kazanas, 2004). A successful training programme must contribute to 

the growth and development of the competencies (Valle, Martin, Romero and Dolan, 2000) 

and activation of employees (Rothwell & Kazanas, 2004). Every training programme must be 

need based and must be well designed to achieve set targets and objectives. It is the task and 

concern of all especially the line managers to ensure that training programmes are taking 

seriously to contribute to human resource development and organizational effectiveness 

(Akosile, 2001; Aguinis, 2009).  

The effectiveness of an organization is dependent on the richness of their knowledge of 

what to do, skills and abilities for who and how to do it. From the organization perspective, 

most organization do not make adequate provision for training material (Boxall, Purcell & 

Wright, 2007), do not send workers for the right kind of training programme (Chiaburu & 

Teklab, 2005), poor measures and the inadequate monitoring programme to see the effect of 

training on worker job performance in an organization on continuous basis (Frayne & Geringer, 

2000; Goldstein & Ford, 2002). Studies conducted by Champoux, 2000; (Chiaburu & Teklab, 

2005; Butler, 2008 shows that most workers are not being promoted from their previous status 

before going or sent for another training or developmental programme which is an indication 

of poor motivation for workers (Taylor & Doug, 2004) and this influences their level of job 

performance/productivity (John and James, 2002). Also, the recruitment of unskilled personnel 

often lead to high turnover (Jehanzeb & Alkelabi, 2013). The most glaring of these problems 

is the role that managers play in the aspect of delegation of duties. They do not delegate duties 

to their subordinates or assign important jobs to them because they feel that when they do so, 

they are putting their jobs on line, for the fear of their subordinates taking over their jobs when 
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they are not there; thus rendering them redundant (Boxall, Purcell & Wright, 2007). This is not 

normal. This explains why when a manager retires or resigns; there is no competent staff that 

can fit for his role. 

DEVELOPMENT TRAINING 

Development training involves a range of active approaches to learning that aim to develop 

people's ability to learn from experience. Development training tends to come from 

development trainers themselves. This makes it difficult to distinguish between a 'definition' 

and a 'sales pitch'. However, with optimism and whole person development being fundamental 

values of development training, even an objective definition would need to include these as 

being central values.  Development trainers do also turn to other 'authorities' for a description 

of the learning process. Kolb (e.g. 1984) is widely quoted in development training literature. 

Kelly's Personal Construct Theory (1955) (together with Kolb's theory) provided the basis of 

Roger Putnam's 'A Rationale For Outward Bound' (1985). The theories of Kelly and Kolb are 

certainly relevant, but do not seem sufficient. Some development trainers have attempted to 

write more comprehensive definitions (and descriptions), some of which follow (starting with 

my own): "Development training is a basic and simple concept, but it is notoriously difficult to 

find basic and simple words which adequately define it. This is partly because the quality of 

the experience is critical and any defining of quality is usually a complex linguistic exercise. 

"Development training has evolved through active sharing (e.g. apprenticeship) rather than 

through the written word. It is fairly easy to communicate its general nature, and to illustrate 

by example, but it is difficult to pin it down. It is easier to describe than to define. Development 

training embraces a range of active approaches to learning which aim to develop people's 

ability to learn from experience."  

This view of development training has been emphasised in the development training 

values statement the ultimate aim should be to enable the participant to become an independent 

learner. It is also emphasised in the definition of the Chairman of the Development Training 

Advisory Group:  "Development Training ... enhances individual effectiveness by evoking a 

sense of purpose, developing coping and learning skills and increasing self-understanding. 

Development training accelerates learning and cultivates the habit of learning from life, and it 

often makes use of its two component words to describe it as two concepts in one. For example:  

Development Training combines "the concepts of development (change and growth) and 

training (learning specific skills). Development means whole person development: 

"Development Training is a process of active learning from experience, leading to systematic 

and purposeful development of the whole person: body, mind and spirit. 

Whole person development is central to development training philosophy but it is 

usually expressed more modestly in programme aims. Commitment to self-development and 

customer satisfaction makes it difficult for providers of training to have purposes other than 

those of meeting customer needs and providing opportunities for self development. Because of 

this difficulty (let alone the difficulty of evaluating whole person development) I have argued 

in a research report that:"Development training may be better represented as being 

development through the whole person, rather than as development of the whole person. The 

learning climate in development training enables development through the whole person. 

This view is different to the priority given to development of the whole person in the 

Development Training Advisory Group Code of Practice (1986). It seems that development 

training can be represented either as a holistic training methodology (through which a number 

of different purposes can be achieved), or as an almost "evangelical" movement committed to 

the concept of developing "whole persons". In my view, the former representation is a more 

accurate description of the processes involved.  
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However, youth development tends to be relatively closer to the "evangelical" approach, 

while management development is generally closer to the "utilitarian" approach - using whole 

person methods as a means to other ends. What the above definitions of development training 

do show is a strong measure of idealism and optimism, which are perhaps the most significant 

ingredients. Other ingredients that can be found in definitions or descriptions of development 

training are the words 'adventure', 'groupwork', 'reviewing', 'support', 'challenge', 'dynamic 

learning climate', 'quality of experience', 'developing potential'; and 'team development', 

'organisational development', 'community development' as well as 'personal development'.  

Source: Based on an extract from Roger Greenaway's PhD thesis: "Powerful Learning 

Experiences in Management Learning and Development" (1995) University of Lancaster. 

References on this page can be found in the main bibliography of 'Powerful Learning 

Experiences'.  

PSYCHOLOGY OF TRAINING IN ORGANIZATION.   

Patrick (1992), in one of the best books available on the psychology of training, starts his 

discussion of the definition of training by referring to its aims –to develop new skills, 

knowledge or expertise. He then cites two definitions of training. The first of these appeared in 

the Glossary of Training Terms (Department of Employment, 1971): This is an excellent and 

detailed source, well worth examining for a deeper understanding of the psychology of training.  

“Training is the systematic development of the 

attitudes/knowledge/skill behaviour patterns required by 

an individual in order to perform adequately a given task 

or job.” 

Patrick gives a second definition from Goldstein (1980): 

“The acquisition of skills, concepts or attitudes that result 

in improved performance in an on-job situation.”  

The UK Department for Employment and Learning’s definition of training sounds like it is the 

sort of thing that an Occupational Psychologist should be interested in, speaking, as it does, of 

attitudes, knowledge and skills. Certainly, attitudes, knowledge and skills contribute to 

competent performance, but the suggestion that training should systematically develop a 

pattern of these things is wide of the mark. Research psychologists strive to explain behaviour 

in terms of attitudes, knowledge and skills, but different job-holders work in different ways, 

especially in terms of their psychological functions. A person responsible for training cannot 

simply rely on a knowledge of psychological principles to specify how, in detail, a task is 

learned or carried out by everyone they will have to train, nor would they want to. Trainers 

within organisations are mainly concerned that people become competent to carry out their 

duties effectively and not that they will do things in a certain way. The professional trainer’s 

concern is that learners can perform reliably and effectively and not that the learners’ cognitive 

strategies conform to a particular pattern. This is a generalisation, though. There are areas 

where attention to cognitive processes is important in order that people perform in a way that 

is most beneficial to their situation, for example, when required to perform in stressful 

situations or respond in a versatile way. 

The Goldstein definition is not really a definition of training, but of learning. As a 

description of applied learning it is useful, emphasizing that we are interested in performance 

in the applied on-job situation and that this improved performance is brought about by the 

acquisition of skills, concepts or attitudes– this is like the Department of Employment 

definition. It is acceptable to suggest that training is concerned with these things but this does 

not mean that, in order to train someone, we need to understand what these skills, concepts and 

attitudes are and how they interact to result in effective performance. 

http://reviewing.co.uk/research/ple_abs.htm
http://reviewing.co.uk/research/ple_abs.htm
http://reviewing.co.uk/research/plerefs.htm
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Types of Training 

The importance of training and development to employees and managers cannot be quantified 

following the changing pattern in technology. Adequate provision of training needs for 

employees will go a long way in reducing their intention to leave, absenteeism, industrial 

hazard, etc. Apparently, training needs is not only restricted to the confinement of new 

employees (Hartenstein, 2001; Hutchins, 2009). The effective training and development of the 

managers is equally important to employees’ safety, efficiency, productivity and fulfilment. It 

has been observed that continuous training for workers helps to alleviate boredom, fatigue, 

inefficient and even unsafe work habits. However, various kinds of training are often used by 

different organization in acquiring and developing the skills and abilities of human resources. 

The method adopted is often a matter of convenience and the organization policy. Among the 

option kinds of training are the most popular or often used type of training as identified by 

Frayne & Geringer, 2000; Goldstein & Ford (2002). 

On the job training 

This is also known as direct instruction. It is one of the oldest forms of training. It is the kind 

of interpersonal training where somebody who knows the job shows another person how best 

to perform it. The on the job training requires a direct instruction from the trainer and a 

specialized knowledge from the trainee (Boxall, Purcell & Wright, 2007). The worker learns 

as he produce or work. This type of training is conducted either by the worker’s immediate 

supervision at work site or by an expert from another department. The advantages of this type 

of training method are: 

 The workers use the same materials, requirement and machines for training at the same 

times for production. 

 The worker is subjected to the same environmental constraints under which he will have to 

operate. 

 Only those skills needed are impacted on the worker to completely perform a particular 

job. 

 Apprenticeship training: The method combines on-the-job and regular instructions by 

combining the practical and theoretical aspect of the job and the worker acquires both skills 

and knowledge. 

Off-the-job training 

These the worker (trainer) is not on the regular job environment, but is tough a how to do the 

job in an identical situation using a prototype that would be use act the job site. This type of 

training is more appropriate for impacting complex skills as it produces broad based trainers 

who can apply their skills in a verity of work situations (Butler, 2008). This is another form of 

training which takes place outside the immediate workplace. It requires additional abilities and 

talents useful to perform a task efficiently (Chiaburu & Teklab, 2005; Akinpeju, 2009). This 

training is often offered by specialist trainers who may be outsourced to help with the training. 

The knowledge and abilities acquired form this training are often used across different areas of 

the organization. Examples of the off the job training includes group discussions, case studies, 

role playing, conferences, T-Group, programmed instructions, etc 

Class room training 

This is an interactive learning with a specialist or expert instructor. Classroom training has been 

the basis of employee. Many employees learn best and have the greatest opportunity for 

retention (Kinicki and Williams, 2003) most especially when they learn from a live instructor 
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in a classroom setting. It gives the opportunity to integrate various learning principles and 

values in a dynamic environment. It includes lectures, conferences, demonstration, instruction, 

advanced information and training session similar to class discussion, workshop etc. 

Coaching and Understanding 

Coaching is one of the training process which allows an individual participant to acquire and 

obtain the strategic capabilities and core competencies needed to perform a task efficiently 

Kehinde and Oladayo (2007). Coaching is often seen as the most effective ways of providing 

for growth and productivity of workers in an organization through the conscious assessment of 

ordinates by their immediate boss. 

Job Rotation 

This method is used whereby a worker over a considerable time period work in serious of works 

or job therefore earning a broad range of skills. 

Organization Training and Development Philosophy  

Philosophy is the starting point to wisdom. Any organization that does not have a training 

philosophy is bound to fail for it invariably means that it does not have a serious approach for 

training. It may also mean that the organization pays lip service to training. If an organization 

does not have a training philosophy, it means that the organization does not believe in training. 

If an organization does not believe in training, it also means that there is no deliberate effort 

on the part of the organization to encourage training. For example, Some Nigerian 

organizations may stop temporarily their training activities and divert money meant for 

training, to other activities. But if the organization has a strong training philosophy it would 

attach great importance to training.  

Strategic Focus in Training  

Training activities in an organization should be a continuous process and not a once and for all 

activity. It is an on going process for new, old, transferred and promoted employees. According 

to Armstrong (1995) training strategy takes a long- term view of what skills, knowledge and 

levels of competence employees of the organization need. Training should be an integral part 

of the management process which in turn require managers to review regularly with their teams 

and the individuals reporting to them, performance in relation to agreed objectives.  

Relevance of Training  

Relevance of training is a very important issue that organizations should look critically at if 

they really want to improve the effectiveness of their employees. Any training program that is 

not relevant should not be undertaken. Training should be designed to solve problems and to 

fill gaps in employee performance. Training should make things happen and bring about 

changes that would enhance organization’s effectiveness. It is not proper for an organization 

to embark on any training program which is not relevant to it and its people.  

Armstrong (1995) agrees that for any training program to be relevant, it must satisfy identified 

and appropriate needs.  

Planned Training  

According to Kenney and Reid (1995) planned training is the deliberate intervention aimed at 

achieving the learning necessary for improved job performance. Planned training according to 

Kenney and Reid consists of the following steps:  

 Identify and define training needs  
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 Define the learning required in terms of what skills and knowledge have to be learnt and 

what attitudes need to be changed.  

 Define the objectives of the training  

 Plan training programs to meet the needs and objectives by using right combination for 

training techniques and locations.  

 Decide who provides the training  

 Evaluate training.  

 Amend and extend training as necessary. 

Managerial Implications 

Training and development is very important for an organization to compete with this 

challenging and changing world. Training and development is basically directly related to 

employee but its ultimate effect goes to organization because the end user is organization itself. 

This study will help organization to understand the importance of Training and Development. 

It will also help organization to understand which factors are important to keep in mind during 

the training and how a good training can be deliver to their employees. It will help them to 

understand that it is very necessary for them to give training to their employees so that they 

could perform the assign task in a better way. 

PROJECT CYCLE MANAGEMENT  

Project Cycle Management (PCM) was adopted in 1992 by the European Commission as its 

primary set of project design and management tools, based on the Logical framework Approach 

(LFA). A first PCM manual was produced in1993, and is continuously updated. Project cycle 

is the way in which projects are planned and carried out follows a sequence beginning with an 

agreed strategy, which leads to an idea for a specific action, oriented towards achieving a set 

of objectives, which then is formulated, implemented, and evaluated with a view to improving 

the strategy and further action. The project cycle provides a structure to ensure that stakeholders 

are consulted and relevant information is available, so that structured and informed decision-

making can be made at key stages in the life 

of a project.  

The generic project cycle within EC 

external aid programmes has six phases. In 

practice, the duration and importance of each 

phase may vary for different projects. 

However, within all EC programmes the 

cycle shares three common themes:  

1. Key decisions, information requirements 

and responsibilities are defined at each phase.  

2. The phases in the cycle are progressive – 

each phase needs to be completed for the next 

to be tackled with success.  

3. New programming draws on evaluation to build experience as part of the institutional 

learning process. Aid co-operation and partnership programmes with non-member states 

involve often complex processes that require the active support of many parties. PCM reflects 

the decision-making and implementation process; the methodology applied for planning, 

managing, evaluating projects is the Logical Framework Approach. PCM helps ensuring that 

the stakeholders support the decisions, and that decisions are based on relevant and sufficient 

information.  
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PCM tries to ensure that: 

1. projects respect and contribute to overarching policy objectives of the EC such as respect of 

human rights, poverty alleviation and to cross-cutting issues such as gender equality, protection 

of the environment (relevance to and compatibility with these issues in the broad sense);  

2. Projects are relevant to an agreed strategy and to the real problems of target groups / 

beneficiaries;  

3. Projects are feasible, meaning that objectives can be realistically achieved within the 

constraints of the operating environment and the capabilities of the implementing agencies;  

4. Benefits generated by projects are sustainable.  

For that purpose, PCM  

1. Uses the Logical Framework Approach to analyse the problems, work out suitable solutions 

–i.e. project design, and successfully implement them.  

2. Requires the production of good-quality key document(s) in each phase, to ensure structured 

and well-informed decision-making (integrated approach).  

3. Requires consulting and involving key stakeholders as much as possible.  

4. Puts emphasis on a clear formulation and focus on one Project Purpose, in terms of 

sustainable benefits for the intended target group(s).  

5. Incorporates key quality issues into the design from the beginning.  

RECOMMENDATION  

The utilization of all other resource directly depends on efficient utilization of human 

resources. Every organization needs to have well trained and experienced people to perform 

the activities that have to be done. Training should therefore be based on the need of the 

organization. It must benefit the employee in terms of performance and knowledge which will 

in turn affect the organization. As it is, some of the micro and macro institutions designed to 

train and equip employees with the necessary skills and knowledge are not doing very well in 

terms of number of people these institutions train. Personal and awkward influences are 

affecting employee-training efforts. The approach to employee training is retrogressive. A 

situation where organizations believe that training and development is an act of faith, that 

employees should find their way is fraught with dangerous consequences. Some organizations 

are accepting training programs from their friends and relatives which are not based on the 

need of their organization. On the other hand, some employees do not show seriousness 

whenever they are sent on a training program. They come late, in some cases, on a five day 

training program; they would show up only on the last day. 

CONCLUSION  

It was pointed out that training is undertaken in organisations, whether or not occupational 

psychologists are involved. When we consider training, we need to consider two perspectives. 

One of these is how psychologists have thought about the acquisition of human skills; the other 

stems more from work on personnel and human resource management. Both aspects are 

important because training has to serve the interests of management in employing people and 

also with in ensuring that people are able to contribute effectively to the operation of the system 

in which they are employed and for which they get paid. The two aspects should integrate for 

best effect. If they are not integrated, then the enterprise will most likely fail to be as effective 

as it can be. This integration is an important aspect of psychology of training. 

Personal and awkward influences are affecting employee-training efforts. Laisez-Faire 

approach to employee training is retrogressive. A situation where organizations believe that 

training and development is an act of faith, that employees should find their way in fraught 
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with dangerous consequences. Some organizations are accepting training programs from their 

friends and relatives which are not based on the need of their organization. On the other hand, 

some employees do not show seriousness whenever they are sent on a training program. They 

come late, in some cases, on a five day training program; they would show up only on the last 

day. 
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SHAREHOLDER PRIMACY AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE: A UK 

PERSPECTIVE 

MR. ANURAG VIJAY1 AND NIDHI SINGH2 

ABSTRACT 

Corporate Governance is the system by which companies are directed and controlled. Broadly 

corporate governance can be categorized under two major systems: (a) the Anglo-American 

‘outsider’ system represented by the United Kingdom and America, and the Continental 

‘insider’ system exemplified by Germany and Japan. The recent decade has seen advancement 

in technology, production and growth in trade. With the increase in international trade, need 

has also been felt for better corporate governance. In the 1990’s, Europe witnessed a greater 

rhetoric of Anglo-American shareholder primacy given the superiority of the Anglo-American 

regime. This in turn also affirmed the belief of many scholars that the Anglo-American 

corporate governance system featuring shareholder primacy was going to become the 

formulation of best corporate governance practices. But this belief was challenged after a 

serious of scandals in the new millennium revived the ‘stakeholder’ argument.  

The stake-holderism perspective is palpable through the growing shareholding 

concentration and stakeholder related information disclosure under the Anglo-American 

corporate governance practice. However, in the UK there has been a persistent debate as to 

whether shareholder primacy should continue to take precedence. Apparently what has been 

seen recently is that UK has taken a third way that merges elements of the shareholder and 

stakeholder approaches. For example: many stakeholder proponents have considered the 

Enlightened Shareholder Value (ESV) principle under the UK legislation as a sign of the UK 

departing from the shareholder-oriented pattern.   

Interestingly, many also believe that the financial crisis is attributable to the overriding 

shareholder primacy paradigm. In light of the recent developments in the field of corporate 

governance practices across the world, the paper seeks to contribute to the recurring theme of 

the objective of the corporation by exploring the origins, recent changes and future 

development of the corporate objective-more specifically shareholder primacy in the UK 

context. In doing so, a study of the characteristics of UK-shareholder-oriented rules, recent 

changes in the field that has impacted the governance structure of companies will be done. The 

paper aims to give a critical account of the practices reflecting shareholder primacy in the UK 

in wake of the financial crisis. The paper also explores the factors that have motivated to move 

towards the stakeholder direction in the UK corporate governance regime.  

The reason why the case of UK corporate governance is unique is because it has been 

regarded as being on the boundaries of the two models. A drift from the Anglo-American 

shareholder-oriented regime calls for an examination of UK corporate governance, which is 

one of the underlying objectives of this paper.  

Key Words: Shareholder primacy, UK corporate governance, financial crisis, Anglo-

American system, corporate governance. 

INTRODUCTION 

‘Corporate Governance has only recently emerged as a discipline in its own right although the 

strands of political economy it embraces stretch back through centuries.’ (World Bank, 1999) 

The term corporate governance emerged in the late 1970’s in United States of America after 

the Water-gate scandal with the objective of controlling the big companies corrupt overseas 
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behavior. Corporate Governance has emerged as an independent discipline over time owing to 

the surge in hostile takeovers and corporate collapses. (B.Tricker, 2012) There are two types 

of models of corporate governance: the Anglo-American model (United States and the United 

Kingdom) and the Continental model (Germany and Japan). Both these models are 

characterized by their distinct ownership patters, managerial strategies and structural elements. 

(R. Aguilera) While distinguishing between both these models, it is important to look into the 

diverse understandings of the purposes of a corporation. Corporations that operate in Anglo-

American countries generally apply the shareholder value paradigm and recognize the 

maximization of shareholders’ wealth as their fundamental corporate objective whereas the 

countries that have adapted to the Continental approach tend to focus more on the stakeholders 

which includes employees, creditors, suppliers, customers, local communities and the 

environment within the realm of managerial concern. (Shuangge Wen, 2015) Corporate 

Governance norms are critical for realizing the macro-economic and social goals in an 

economy and are usually seen as embracing both the internal governing structures of a 

corporation and the external forces affecting corporate practice. (A. Cadbury, 2000) If we 

examine the concept of corporate governance from the perspective of purpose of a corporation: 

on one hand the shareholder value orientation principle honoured by Anglo-American 

jurisdiction requires a company to maximize the interests of its shareholders ahead of any other 

interested party who might have claims against the company. (A. Keay, 2004) As Shuangge 

Wen writes Corporate governance in these countries led by the United Kingdom are arranged 

to focus on “dealing with the ways in which suppliers of finance to corporations assure 

themselves of getting a return on their investment”. (A. Shleifer & R. Vishny, 1997) Whereas 

the principal objective of corporate governance in Continental systems exemplified by 

countries like Germany is “to ensure the continued existence of the enterprise and its 

sustainable creation of value in conformity with the principles of the social market economy 

(interest of the enterprise)”. (Government Commission, 2010) The evolution of corporate 

governance in the United Kingdom has been premised on the shareholder-oriented pattern. The 

Cadbury report, also mentioned above, emphasized on the shareholder primacy principle. The 

1998 Hampel Report followed the similar line of idea and went on to clarify that the single 

overriding objective shared by all listed companies, whatever their size or type of business, is 

the preservation and the greatest practicable enhancement over time of their shareholders 

investment. (Shuangge Wen, 2015) Though the interests of non-shareholder constituencies are 

incorporated in the UK company law regime but only as a means to achieve the maximization 

of shareholder wealth.  

WHAT IS SHAREHOLDER PRIMACY? 

The shareholder primacy perspective states that the overriding goal of the corporation is to 

maximize shareholder value. To understand this perspective that a corporation’s sole reason 

for existence is to make money for its shareholders, it will be relevant to look at the debate 

between two eminent academics, which was published in the Harvard Law Review in 1932.  

Professor Adolph A Berle has argued that all powers granted to a corporation or to the 

management of a corporation are at all times exercisable only for the ratable benefit of all the 

shareholders as their interest appears. (Berle. A, 1931) This view was further supported by 

Professor Milton Friedman in 1970’s who had argued that. ‘There is one and only one social 

responsibility of business: to use its resources and engage in activities designed to increase its 

profits. (Friedman, M, 1970) 

 

Professor Merrick Dodd challenged Berle’s shareholder primacy thesis. He argued for ‘a 

view of the business corporation as an economic institution which has a social service as well 
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as a profit-making function.’ (Dodd EM, 1932) Economists usually favor shareholder primacy 

viewing it as the key to the capital system and this view is deeply entrenched in markets 

worldwide including the United Kingdom. (Governance Institute, 2014) 

THE UK SHAREHOLDER-ORIENTED CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

MECHANISM 

There are certain essential components within the UK corporate governance framework, which 

can be said to be premised on the shareholder-oriented pattern. UK follows the Anglo-

American model and has a well developed market-based system which can be linked to the 

shareholder value paradigm. Some of the notable characteristics of the market-based economy 

in the UK are: diffused shareholdings, liquidity equity trade, mature equity and security 

markets and stringent disclosure rules to efficiently inform the market. (P. Hall & D. Soskice, 

2001) It is very obvious to measure the corporate performance under the parameter of 

maximization of shareholders’ profits: Earnings per share and returns on equity capital. Thus, 

as Shuangge Wen also writes that market control via equity is regarded as a fundamental 

governance means in the UK that facilitates its shareholder-oriented corporate governance 

practice.  

There is a dispersed share ownership structure that has been observed in the UK with 

shares widely distributed among individuals and investment institutions. Also the average of 

large shareholdings in the Anglo-American countries is significantly lower than the 

Continental based countries. The UK has significantly lower average shareholding vis-à-vis 

the average in Germany. It is this diffused ownership that renders shareholders passive in 

corporate governance and they tend to exercise their power via the ‘exit’ choice and leave 

market forces. In order to ensure the interests of the shareholders, the ideology of shareholder 

value orientation has been established given the relatively weaker shareholder control in the 

UK.  

PREDOMINANCE OF SHAREHOLDER PRIMACY IN THE UK 

Prior to the introduction of the Enlightened Shareholder Value (ESV) principle in 2006, the 

UK corporate law comprised both common law and statutory provisions and was hugely 

characterized by the principle of shareholder value orientation, which was manifested through 

a variety of aspects. The common law exhibited the paramount significance of shareholders’ 

interests, which is palpable in the common law construction of directors’ duty and the confined 

regard for non-shareholder constituencies’ interests within the realization of shareholder 

primacy in the company law context. (Shuangge Wen, 2015)  

Directors’ fiduciary duty 

As discussed by Shuangge Wen in the Book on Shareholder primacy, the common law is 

broadly understood to be shareholder-oriented, more so particularly in the formulation of the 

loyalty duty of directors. (P.Davies, 2008) The principle of cestui que trust states that though 

in principle a director only owes his duties to the company, it is widely accepted that intrinsic 

to a fiduciary director’s power is that he has inherent discretion to act in a way that he believes 

to be in the best interests of his shareholders. (Boulting v. Association of Cinematography) The 

English jurisprudence does suggest that directors’ stakeholder consideration has traditionally 

been expected, however the approach of the court tells us that they have been prepared to 

support the consideration of stakeholders’ interests only on the grounds that such stakeholder 

consideration would be subordinate to and ultimately serve shareholders’ interests. This means 

that the interests of the stakeholders will be only taken into account if it ultimately benefits the 

shareholders. For example: Bowen LJ in the case of Hutton v. West Cork Railway Co. had 

explicitly confirmed the importance of employee consideration, acting for their interests in 

corporate operations was strictly qualified-the only circumstances in which the directors might 
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legitimately promote the interest of any other groups or entities were those where to do so 

ultimately advanced the interests of the shareholders.  

Protection of non-shareholder groups’ interests in UK company law 

As already mentioned above, the UK companies are managed for the ultimate interest of the 

shareholders. However, before the introduction of the ESV principle in the Companies Act 

2006 in which directors’ consideration of various stakeholders’ interests is stated as part of the 

statutory duty, only two non-shareholder groups’ interests i.e. the interests of creditors and 

employees, were specified in the UK company law regime for directors’ consideration, and 

prescribed in such a manner that shareholders’ paramount interests would not be infringed. 

(Shuangge Wen, 2010) Earlier the statutory protection for the creditors’ interests were mainly 

provided for in two statutory instruments-the Companies Disqualification Act 1986 and the 

Insolvency Act 1986-both of these were concerned with delinquent directors’ performance in 

a company approaching insolvency. Under the Companies Disqualification Act, 1986, a 

director would be disqualified if his conduct as a director of an insolvent company made him 

unfit to be concerned in the management of a company-for instance, by trading to the detriment 

of creditors’ interests. (J. Farrar, 1998) 

Traditionally in English Law, directors owe no duty to any individual member of the 

company or any other corporate constituencies, including creditors. As stipulated by Dillon LJ, 

‘A company as it seems to me, likewise owes no duty of care to future creditors. The directors 

indeed stand in a fiduciary relationship to the company and they owe fiduciary duties to the 

company though not to the creditors, present or future or to individual shareholders’. Under 

the premise of shareholder value orientation, there exists a high risk that directors would be 

held to be in breach of their fiduciary duty if they actually act for the benefit of creditors’ 

interests instead of those shareholders. This was succinctly stated by Buckley LJ in Re Horseley 

and Weight Ltd: ‘it is a misapprehension to suppose that the directors of a company owe a duty 

to the companies’ creditors to keep the contributed capital of the company intact.’ (Shuannge 

Wen, 2015) (C.Riley, 1989) However, one can see the force of creditors’ interests being taken 

into account by directors in appropriate circumstances such as in situations of actual or 

imminent corporate solvency.  

Company law protection for employees preceding the 2006 framework 

Earlier, the interest of the employees in the UK was mainly protected under the Employment 

Rights Act 1996 (ERA 1996) and the Employment Regulations Act 1999 (ERA 1999). The 

first company statute acknowledging employees’ interests was the Companies Act 1985 in 

which it was stated that ‘the matters to which the directors of a company are to have regard in 

the performance of their functions include the interests of the company’s employees in general 

as well as the interests of its members.’ (Companies Act, 1985 s. 309) Two implementing 

methods were proposed for employee consideration pursuant to s. 309 of the CA 1985. One 

was based on the stakeholder argument and suggested a balancing of employee and shareholder 

interests, including recognition that shareholders interests could be overridden by employees’ 

interests where appropriate. The other, in stark contrast, suggested that the consideration of 

employees’ interests should be subordinate to the consideration of shareholders’ interests. As 

Shuangge Wen has also analysed that since its introduction there has been no judicial decision 

demonstrating its positive impact in terms of employee protection. If directors chose to act in 

the interests of employees rather than the interests of shareholders they could be held liable for 

not acting in good faith to promote the success of the company for the benefit of its members. 

(J. Birds) The effectiveness and implications of s. 309 came under the spotlight in a company 

law review in 1999. In the view of CLRSG, the interpretation of s.309 as entitling directors to 
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prefer employees’ interests over those of shareholders would threaten the cornerstone of 

company law, i.e. shareholder primacy and thus would not be feasible in the UK context 

(D.French, 2007) To avoid any confusion, this section was repealed by the Companies Act 

2006 and the consideration of employee’s interests is now explicitly confined to situations 

when such a consideration would be beneficial to the collective interests of shareholders. 

(Companies Act 2006. s. 172 (1)) 

The Government’s White Paper which had set the tone for CA 2006 stated that, 

‘shareholders are the lifeblood of a company, whatever its size’. The pre-2006 company law 

had suggested the inclusion of stakeholder friendly attributes within the confines of shareholder 

primacy. This common law path of ‘inclusive shareholder value’ has been substantiated into 

the 2006 regime and it still directs in today’s practice.  

STAKEHOLDER DIRECTION IN THE UK CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

As the academics have argued, the stakeholder school of thought has presented difficulties both 

at the theoretical and practical level. Though the British law makers have taken the importance 

of this model into consideration, however the stakeholder model has been seen to be losing out 

to shareholder primacy in the UK company law reform process. This is because of the given 

flaws of the stakeholder model and its incompatibility within the UK context. However, it 

might be of interest to look at the degree of stakeholder consideration within shareholder 

primacy. Infact, the introduction of the Enlightened Shareholder Value (ESV) principle in CA 

2006 has pushed the UK towards the stakeholder direction.  

The basic rules of UK company law was laid down 150 years ago, the courts have in fact 

have been insisting on long term attribute of corporate conduct in line with most stakeholders’ 

interests. It should be made clear that while emphasizing the interests of the shareholders, it 

does not necessarily imply short-term gains, rather it embraces broadly the benefits that may 

accrue to ‘the shareholders present and future’. This in no way implicates the interests of 

shareholders at a particular point of time in the future but extends to cover the collective 

interests of shareholders over time. (E. Ferran, 1999) As Shuangge Wen also argues that the 

logic lie in that the goal of long term shareholder value can only be successfully pursued by 

developing sustaining relationships with stakeholders. (L. Miles, 2012) Cases like Hutton v. 

West Cork Railway Co., and Parke v. Daily News Ltd. support for the promotion of 

stakeholders’ interests under the rubric of shareholder primacy (See generally Shuangge Wen, 

2015) When the CLRSG had observed “we do not accept that there is anything in the present 

law of directors’ duties which requires them to take an unduly narrow or short-term view of 

their functions. Indeed they are obliged honestly to take account of all the considerations which 

contribute to the success of the enterprise”, it had a logical inference that shareholder value 

maximization in UK company law is in keeping with rather than in conflict with the interests 

of stakeholders and wider interests such as the environment and local community, in so far as 

such consideration is relevant to the maximization of shareholders’ interests. (J. Armour, 2009) 

RECENT CHANGES IN UK COMPANY LAW AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

UK has recently been cited as a pioneer in drifting from the shareholder-oriented position 

towards the Continental direction. There has been two significant changes in the landscape of 

company law and corporate governance in the UK- (a) introduction of the ESV principle and 

(b) the increase in practice of responsible ownership. Both these changes can be attributed to 

the integration of stakeholder considerations into the narrowly defined objective of shareholder 

value. Under the newly enacted Companies Act, 2006, the fresh objective of the company was 

set out in the new Companies Act as the ESV approach also stipulated in s. 172 (1).  Stakeholder 

consideration by directors is now explicitly emphasized, interpreted as a conscious effort to 

enhance the long-term interests of the company and its members. The recently enacted 
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Companies Act of 2006 is one of the largest piece of legislation ever enacted in the British 

history. The ESV principle was included in the Act with the intention of bringing about a clear 

corporate objective for UK directors to aim for in corporate governance, in particular to 

promote “a cultural change in which companies conduct their business.” S. 172 (1) reads as: 

(1) A director of a company must act in the way he considers, in good faith, would be 

most likely to promote the success of the company for the benefit of its members as a 

whole, and in doing so have regard (amongst other matters) to—  

(a) the likely consequences of any decision in the long term,  

(b) the interests of the company's employees,  

(c) the need to foster the company's business relationships with suppliers, customers 

and others,  

(d) the impact of the company's operations on the community and the environment,  

(e) the desirability of the company maintaining a reputation for high standards of 

business conduct, and  

(f) the need to act fairly as between members of the company. 

This section suggests the way a director should operate while running a company. The director 

should take into account the non-shareholder groups’ interests if they are to discharge their 

general duty under S. 172 (1). It is for the first time in the history of UK law that a wider range 

of interests additional to those of shareholders particularly in respect to the long-term well-

being of the corporation is statutorily recognised. Further the wordings, “promoting the success 

of the company for the benefit of its members as a whole” suggests that the stakeholder 

consideration and the long term concern required in this provision both have the aim of 

maximising shareholders’ benefits.  It can be said that the explicit recognition of non-

shareholder groups’ interests in s. 172 (1) has the ultimate objective of maximising the wealth 

of the shareholders. This particular provision has been debated amongst the academia. Some 

have argued that the shift towards the ESV principle is a testimony to the fact that there is an 

erosion of Anglo-American shareholder value. However, to the contrary some have argued that 

the newly enacted statutory directors’ duty offers little to non-shareholder interest groups over 

the traditional common law and the shareholder perspective infact remains intact under the new 

ESV approach. (J. Birds, 2007) 

The ESV approach however preserves rather than adjusts the overriding objective of UK 

corporations-the pursuit of shareholder primacy. The enlightened shareholder value approach 

is not dependent on any change in the ultimate objective of companies, shareholder wealth 

maximisation. (CLRSG, Modern Company Law) 

CONCLUSION 

This paper has asked a deceptively simple question: whose interests should corporations be 

serving? It has thrown light on the existing debate between shareholder value maximization 

and stakeholder consideration. It has explored the genesis, recent changes and development of 

the corporate objective in the UK i.e. shareholder value maximization. The first part of the 

paper has thrown light on the rationale and scope of shareholder primacy in the UK while also 

discussing the different schools of thought. Some of the essential elements of the UK corporate 

governance framework, for eg: market-oriented economy and strong reliance on takeovers is 

shareholder oriented. In the current scenario, focus on the maximization of shareholder returns 

is still considered to be the best possible means by which corporate law can be used as a tool 

to advance social welfare. The second half of the paper discusses the recent changes in the UK 

corporate law: ESV principle. If we look into the pre 2006 common law heritage regarding the 

scope of the shareholder primacy principle and the current ESV principle enshrined in s. 172 

(1) of CA 2006 both suggest that the codified approach is in keeping with, rather than in conflict 
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with, the traditional common law understanding of shareholder primacy. (Shuangge Wen, 

2015) Infact, it can be deduced that the new statutory formulation rejects the stakeholder 

approach and has reaffirmed the accommodating and inclusive nature of shareholder primacy 

in the UK. However, the significance of stakeholder consideration in corporate governance and 

the increasing Anglo-American awareness of the long-term effects of corporate conduct cannot 

be denied. Recent legal and policy changes in keeping with the traditional common law 

framework make explicit the inclusive nature of shareholder value rather than threatening its 

primacy. (Shuangge Wen, 2015) The welfare priority of the shareholders shall always remain 

sacrosanct to the corporate governance framework. The post-financial crisis scenario has 

witnessed intensified calls for directors to be more pro-active and accountable in future 

corporate governance across the Anglo-American regime. It can be said that even in near future 

an emphasis on stakeholder consideration in the context of promoting the benefit of the 

members is likely to remain. The shareholder value is deeply ingrained in the UK both in theory 

and case law practice. As discussed above, some of the essential characteristics of the UK 

corporate governance system-dispersed ownership and ultimate shareholder decision rights, 

liquid market are all necessary concomitants to attain the objective of maximization of 

shareholder wealth. It will be a difficult task to change the duties of directors and additional 

rights to redress in favour of particular class of stakeholders, as it also does not seem to be a 

viable framework in the UK context. As also stipulated by Lord Goldsmith, “we want the 

director to give such consideration to the (stakeholder-related) factors identified as is 

necessary for the decision that he has to take, and no more than that”. (Hansard HL, 2006) 
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PENALTIES FOR TAX EVASION CRIME IN TAX LAW AND ITS EFFECTIVENESS 

ON PREVENTING UNDERGROUND ECONOMY WITH SELECTED COUNTRY 

EXAMPLES 

DR. BURCIN BOZDOGANOGLU1   

ABSTRACT 

This study aims to show and compare penalties given to tax evasion and tax fraud crime in 

different countries. Tax evasion defines as; where income, consumption or production are not 

declared for taxation despite the fact that they are taxable (linked to the shadow economy). 

Both tax evasion and tax fraud are illegal and connected with underground economy firmly. At 

first; the penalties given to the tax evasion in the tax system of four selected countries which 

are Germany, Italy, Turkey and UK was examined. Germany and Italy was chosen for 

similarity in their tax law and criminal law system to author’s country. UK has its own Anglo-

Saxon legal system which is totally different from author’s country. Tax evasion and tax fraud 

are only two important components of big picture which is known as underground economy. 

Because of this, the fight against tax evasion and tax fraud is a priority for tax administrations 

and penalties in tax law is a good weapon for it. 

TAX EVASION, TAX FRAUD AND THEIR CONNECTION WITH UNDERGROUND 

ECONOMY  

European Commission gives the following definitions about tax evasion and tax fraud; “Tax 

evasion; generally comprises illegal arregenments where tax liability is hidden or ignored, i.e. 

the taxpayer pays less tax than he/she is supposed to pay under the law by hiding income or 

information from the tax authorities” 

“Tax fraud is a form of delibarete evasion of tax which is generally punishable under 

criminal law. The term includes situations in which delibaretely false statements are submitted 

or fake documents are produced”. 

As we can understand these definations both tax evasion and tax fraud connected with 

underground economy. What is underground economy or shadow economy? 

We can separate underground economy into three parts; (i) pure tax evasion, e.g. legal activities 

are legally performed but taxes are not paid. (ii) the black economy, where legal activities are 

illegally performed and (iii) criminal activities i.e. illegal ones (Kirchgassner, 2010). 

It has been understood that tax evasion is only a part of underground economy. Taxes are 

evaded not only in the actions which are taken place in the first area but also if the activities 

are performed illegally they seemed illegal. Thus activities in the underground economy are 

always related with tax evasion and factors influencing the latter will also have an effect on 

mentioned. 

PENALTIES FOR TAX EVASION AND TAX FRAUD IN SELECTED COUNTRIES   

Italy 

The Italian tax system provides two types of penalties, administrative and criminal, depending 

on whether the violation is classified respectively an administrative offense or a criminal 

offense. In addition to administrative and criminal penalties, there are additional punitive 

measures, one of which is interests on the evaded amount and, thus, deserves special attention. 

Finally, in the Italian tax system there are many situations in which the taxpayer, who violates 

certain duties, will suffer the application of negative consequences, in addition to (or as an 
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alternative to) administrative and, sometimes, criminal tax penalties. Scholars define these 

further negative consequences as “improper” or “indirect” sanctions, which are foreclosures 

imposed by law to the detriment of the taxpayer (Federico, 2006). 

In Italy the main tax offenses and penalties are governed by Legislative Decree n. 

74/2000 (legislation in force since 17 September 2011). The Italian government implemented 

the final package of tax changes mandated under Parliament Law No.23 of March 11, 2014, on 

September 22,2015. The measures approved include a revision of the Italian criminal tax 

legislation under Law74.  

In an attempt to tackle tax evasion, Law 74 had implemented an expanded definition of 

the the crime of misrepresantation (dichiarazione infedelel) under Article 4. It qualified as a 

criminal offence any filed tax return that evades income taxes or VAT by declaring positive 

(i.e taxable) items in an amount below the actual ones or fictitious negative items if; 

 The evaded tax is higher than EUR 50.000 for any tax; and 

 The total amount of undeclared positive items not subject to tax, even by declared fictitious 

negative items, was higher than either %10 of the total amount of declared positive items 

in the tax returns or EUR 2 millions. 

Article 4 has been subject to conflict interpretations and applications. Any director of any 

Italian company signing the annual income or VAT return has been exposed to the risk of being 

indicted and subject to investigation for a criminal offence under Article 4 of Law 74 for any 

income tax or VAT tax adjustment above the EUR 2 million threshold, even for timing 

difference, transfer pricing, other adjustments arising from different interpretation of tax law. 

Although Law 74 was intended to tackle intentional tax evasion, under a very controversial 

application of Article 4, criminal misrepresentation has been alleged just on the basis of a 

quantative analysis (i.e., for annual tax adjustments above EUR 2 million). 

The scope of criminal misrepresentation has been restricted significantly under new article 4 

by a clarification that a criminal offence cannot be assessed merely quantitevly, as if it was a 

computation of a tax bill. By the way, the EUR 2 million threshold will be increased to EUR 3 

million (Pizzitola, 2015). 

Article 4 for is a basic rule for tax evasion in Italy but not only arrangement in the tax 

law. Article 1 and 2 of TCPCA (Tax Criminal Penalties Consolidated Act) contains penalties 

about; fraudulent declarations by use of invoices or other documents for nonexistent 

transactions. A person whoever indicates in one of the annual declarations of income or VAT, 

it does not matter this person is taxable or the holder of the goods, false liabilities, availing of 

invoices or other documents for non-existent transactions will be punished by imprisonment of 

18 months to 6 years. 

Intentional crimes (i.e. use of false or counterfeit documents, use fraudulent means of 

any kind, etc) are severely punished. For other types of violations, the TCPCA provided 

quantative thresholds of evaded taxes as a dividing line between more administrative and 

criminal offenses. For example over EUR 30.000 of tax evasion, Article 3 of TCPCA 

disciplines the tax crime of fraudulent misrepresentation and Article 5 TCPCA the one of 

omitted tax return over EUR 50.000 of tax evasion, Article 4 of TCPCA disciplines the crime 

of misrepresentation (Agenzia delle Entrate, 2015). 

Germany 

German criminal law system provides a series of rules which allows the imposition of criminal 

penalties. Tax infringements are differentiated into tax crimes and regulatory tax offences. Tax 

crimes are considered to be original criminal penalties while regulatory offences are 

administrative penalties (Mitsch, 2014). 
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Punishment for international Tax Fraud will be a fine or imprisonment of up to five years in 

severe cases imprisonment of up to ten years. Imprisonment sentences up to two years can be 

and usually on probation. Even attempted tax evasion is punishable. In particularly severe cases 

the sentence is at least six months and maximum ten years of imprisonment according to 

General Tax Code in German. However imprisonment sentences of up to two years can be 

served on probation, allowance for the time of pre trial detention is generally granted. The 

duration of a prison sentence essentially depends upon the amount of taxes that have been 

evaded. 

In Germany, the threshold value between tax evasion and tax fraud is EUR 100.000. Tax 

evasions above a threshold of EUR 100.000 generally will lead to imprisonment as a further 

rule imprisonment sentences for tax evasions above a threshold of EUR 1 million cannot be 

served on probation (Schauf, 2012). However, if possible courts will impose a fine rather than 

imprisonment (Schauf, 2012) such monetary penalties on the basis of the criminal law have 

neither an administrative nor a fiscal function (Drüen, 2012). In any case, the type and  amount 

of the sentence shall depend on the offender’s guilt (Fisscher, 2014). This principle, in German 

called “Schuldgrundsatz”, which is constituonaly guarenteed and applies to all criminal 

penalties even to regulatory offences (Udo, 2001). The amount of a fine does not only depend 

on the offender’s guilt, but also on his financial capability. 

Regulatory tax offences can be found in A.O. (Abgabenordnung-General Tax Code) and 

other special laws. The main regulatory tax offence is grossly negliengt understatement of taxes 

which technically expands the sanctioning of the tax evasion that targets on a genuine criminal 

level. Section 378 of A.O. provided an administrative fine of up to EUR 50.000 prosecution of 

regulatory offences is normally up to the administrative authorities; regulatory tax offences, 

however will be prosecuted by the tax authorities. Unlike regulatory penalties, genuine criminal  

penalties will not be imposed within a tax law prooceeding, criminal and administrative laws 

are basically seperated areas of law in Germany. 

False declaration of taxes, delayed declaration of taxes and failure to declare taxes at all 

will be prosecuted in Germany under German Criminal Tax Fraud Law as a felony, 

(Verbrechen), misdemeanor (Vergehen), or infraction (Ordnungswidrigkeit), depending on the 

gravity of charge. Intentional Tax Fraud will be prosecuted as a felony (Verbrechen) or a 

misdemeanour (Vergehen), grossly negligent Criminal Tax Evasion will be prosecuted as an 

infraction (Ordnungswidrigkeit). 

United Kingdom 

Within the UK two levels of government are responsible for collecting tax, namely central 

government -Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC)- and local government. The three 

most important taxes in UK are Personal Income Tax, Value Added Tax (VAT) and 

Corporation Tax. 

Criminal penalties regarding tax disputes apply when taxpayers deliberately fail to 

comply with tax law. Therefore, it is up to HRMC to determine whether to pursue criminal 

investigation and to attempt to pursue criminal charges against taxpayers. Criminal penalties 

will arise where fradulent evasion of income tax is found (Finance Act, 2000) under Tax 

Management Act (1970, sec.95), penalties arise where taxable persons are fraudulently or 

negligently made in an incorrect return or accounts for personal income tax, similar penalties 

are also applied to corporations (TMA, 1970, sec.96) Nonetheless, in case of error in a 

taxpayer’s document and failure to make a tax return, HMRC has the right to press charges in 

the criminal court only in the most severe cases. Criminal penalties may also arise of tax 

avoidance under the offence of cheating the public revenue set out in the Theft Act, 1968. 

Criminal penalties can be applied in case of VAT evasion and conduct involving dishonesty 

such as fraud (Fraud Act, 2006, sec.1), false accounting (Theft Act, 1968, sec.17), fraudulent 
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evasion of VAT false statement for VAT purposes (VAT Act, 1994, sec.72) and conduct 

amounting to an offence. The criminal penalties that can be imposed include %100 of the VAT 

evaded up to 10 years of imprisonment. Examples of circumstances  where HMRC will 

generally consider commencing criminal charges are as follows; (Feria and Tanawong, 2015) 

 Organised criminal gangs attacking the tax system or systematic tax frauds where losses 

represents a serious threat to the tax base 

 where materially false statements are made or false documents are provided in the course 

of civil investigation 

 in cases involving money laundering with particular focus on advisors, accountants, 

solicitors and others acting in a proffesional capacity who provide the means to put tainted 

money out of law enforcement 

 in cases of involving the use of false or forged documents 

If we have a quick look  to key aspects of criminal penalties and surcharges in UK; it will be 

understood that the purpose of it is just to prevent criminal behaviour particulary tax evasion, 

maximum surcharge is %100 of extra tax due and maximum 7 years imprisonment, in case of 

most serious cases. HMRC has rigt to prosecute under the common law offence of cheating the 

revenue, under which the fine imposed and imprisonment time are unlimited (HM Treasury 

and HMRC, 2015). 

There is an exception for penalty.Where taxpayers get a letter explaining that HMRC 

suspects tax fraud they have a chance to admit to fraud; admitting to tax fraud is the only 

exception to ensure that a criminal penalty is not applied (Bullock, 2015). 

Beside criminal penalties administrative tax penalties could be applied where taxpayers 

fail to comply with tax law. In the principle focus of this kind of penalty however is supposed 

to be upon prevention deterrence ensuring that taxpayers seriously comply with the law, rather 

than on punitive function of punishing non-compliant taxpayers(Warren, 2015). For every tax 

dispute HMRC will first investigate whether civil disputes or criminal charges should be 

involved. Most civil cases are settled via negotiation with HMRC, however some are appealed 

through the civil courts e.g. the Tax Tribunal. In civil cases taxpayers can be ordered  to pay 

the unpaid tax including penalties or interest of tax due. Hence in severe  case of tax evasion 

HMRC will investigate and provide relevant evidence to prosecutor, who will then make a 

decision on whether to bring criminal charges (Fernie, 2015).   

Turkey 

The principles pertaining to tax crimes and penalties are regulated under the Tax Procedure 

Code ("TPC").  

Some of the crimes and penalties stipulated under the TPC solely concern the tax law, 

and tax offices can directly apply these penalties without further need of a judicial decision. 

The acts within this scope are evaluated as "financial crimes and penalties." On the other hand, 

other crimes and penalties regulated under the TPC are crimes according to criminal law, and 

are punishable by restricting freedom. These are determined as "criminal crimes and penalties” 

(Oncel, Kumrulu and Cagan, 2015). 

As exemplified with loss of tax revenue and non-compliance, these types of tax crimes, which 

are punishable by monetary fines and detected and applied by tax offices, are crimes within the 

sense of "tax law." These crimes may be committed without deliberate intent. 

TPC has defined tax loss as failure to assess tax in due time or under-assessment of tax 

because the taxpayer or person liable for tax did not fulfil his tax-related obligations in time or 

fulfilled deficiently. Tax laws oblige taxpayers to keep legal books, to submit tax returns in 

certain periods, to notify tax authorities about any changes related to taxpayer’s status, etc. Tax 

collection by tax administrations in time and in an efficient way depends on the taxpayers’ 
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proper fulfilment of his/her tax duties. When the taxpayers do not fulfil their tax-related duties, 

they cause tax loss, in which case they face the imposition of tax loss penalty. 

The first of these is the "Tax Evasion" stipulated under Art. 359 et seq. In tax evasion, 

taxpayers, liable persons, and those who are complicit in the act, engage in deceitful activities 

that result in the loss of tax revenue. These acts are listed in the same provision: To engage in 

accounting and financial fraud in books and records, distorting, hiding, destroying books and 

records; Forging documents and copies, and using forged documents and copies; and 

Unauthorized printing of documents and using such documents, each of which may incur a 

prison sentence of 18 months to 5 years. It is clearly stated that these acts shall be punishable 

with punishments restricting freedom, and "fault" is necessary for the commitment of these 

crimes. In other words, material and subjective elements of criminal law are taken into 

consideration in determining acts that constitute tax evasion in accordance with the TPC. 

When considered from the perspective of "Complicity," as a general principle of criminal 

law, tax crimes and penalties, it is necessary to identify persons who commit acts of tax evasion 

as shall be punished as per the provisions of the TCC regarding complicity. Every person who 

jointly commits the act shall be liable as proprietor, and those people who influence these 

persons shall be punished with the same penalty. Provided that those persons who are complicit 

in tax evasion do not financially benefit from the crime, the punishment shall be reduced by 

half as per the provisions regarding secondary complicity. 

In criminal law, "Repetition" means a person charged with committing a crime commits 

another crime in a specified time period. This applies also to tax crimes, and the penalties are 

increased by half if the loss of tax revenue is repeated within 5 years, and by one-quarter if 

non-compliance is repeated within 2 years. 

SIZE OF SHADOW ECONOMY AND TAX EVASION IN SELECTED COUNTRIES 

Measurement of the shadow economy is notoriously difficult as it requires estimation of 

economic activity that is deliberately hidden from official transactions. Surveys typically 

understate the size of the shadow economy but econometric techniques can now be used to 

obtain a much better understanding of its size (Schneider and Williams, 2013). 

Today in most cases the estimation of the shadow economy is based on a combination of 

the MIMIC procedure and on the currency demand method; or the use of only the currency 

demand method (Schneider, 2014). The MIMIC procedure assumes that the shadow economy 

remains an unobserved phenomenon (latent variable) which can be estimated using 

quantitatively measurable causes of illicit employment, e.g. tax burden and regulation intensity, 

and indicators reflecting illicit activities, e.g. currency demand, official GDP and official 

working time.  

In most recent study, (Schneider, Raczkowski and Mroz, 2015) measured the size of 

shadow economy of 31 European Countries (including Turkey, Switzerland and Norway) in 

2014 and 28 European Union countries over 2003-2014 (in per cent of official GDP). MIMIC 

method is used in this study. Schneider, Raczkowski and Mroz (2015) states that the average 

size of shadow economy for 28 EU countries is 18.6 per cent in 2014 and is expected to be 18.3 

per cent in 2015. They also determine the largest driving forces of the shadow economy in 

terms of countries included in the analysis. These are respectively unemployment and self-

employment with 14.6 per cent, tax morale with 14.5 per cent and GDP growth with 14.3 per 

cent. In addition to this result, the proportional effect of tax evasion on the size of shadow 

economy for countries included in the analysis is found as 4.2 per cent of GDP (Schneider, 

Raczkowski and Mroz, 2015). 

As for Turkey, the size of shadow economy is 27.2 per cent in 2014 and expected to be 

27.8 per cent in 2015. In the same study the size of shadow economy is calculated 20.8 per cent 

for Italy, calculated 13.3 per cent for Germany and calculated for 9.6 per cent for UK. 
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EFFECTIVENESS OF PENALTIES FOR TAX EVASION CRIMES TO PREVENT 

UNDERGROUND ECONOMY 

There is not a tax system available that government announces taxpayers’ taxes and then rely 

on them to make sense of duty to remit what are owed. Absolutely some of honest people will 

pay their loan, while so many others will not. By the time ranks of the respectful will shrink, 

as they see how they are being taken advantage of by the others (Slemroad, 2007). 

Thereby, paying taxes must be made a legal responsibility of citizens, with penalties 

attendant on noncompliance.  But even in the face of those penalties, substantial tax evasion 

exists and always has. As discussed in the paper (Feld, Schmidt and Schneider, 2005) 

increasing penalties or investigation rates of tax authorities serve as the most important policy 

instruments to fight tax evasion, black activities and the shadow economy.  

The economic rationale for such deterrence measures stems from the economics of crime 

pioneered by Becker (1968). He theoretically argued that expected punishment serves as a price 

each criminal pays for a crime, thus a fine is a price (Gneezy and Rusticchini, 2000). The higher 

the expected fine, the more it deters from committing a crime. On the other hand, the incentives 

to commit crimes are the more important the higher the expected gains from crime. Allingham 

and Sandmo (1972) apply this approach to tax evasion, but also consider that the choice of a 

risky alternative may have surprising influences on the individual benefit-cost-calculus for 

criminal activities due to differences in individual risk preferences. Fines and auditing remain 

the most important cost components for individual tax compliance. However, it turns out to be 

theoretically ambiguous how the (true) personal income and the marginal tax rate as the most 

important determinants of the benefits of tax evasion affect tax compliance. 

There are some researches examining European countries whether increasing fines 

reduces the shadow economy. Examining European countries, some 93 percent of countries 

use some of penalties to deter engagement in the shadow economy (Williams, 2014). Of those 

using these measure, 50 per cent of stakeholders interviewed in 2010 view this as effective and 

45 percent as a neutral measure and 5 per cent and ineffective (Dekker et al., 2010) 

Actually, this conservative view of the effectiveness of penalties and sanctions is correct. 

Evaluating the impacts of increasing penalties, the finding has been by no means clear-cut that 

this is effective. Some evaluations find that increasing fines reduces the shadow economy (De 

Juan, Lasheras and Mayo, 1994; Friedland, Maital and Rutenberg, 1978; Klepper and Nagin, 

1989; Scwartz and Orleans, 1967). However, others identify that increasing penalties leads to 

growth in such work, has no effect, or only a short term effect, on compliance (Elffers, Weigel 

and Hessing, 1987; Feld and Frey, 2002; Friedland, 1982; Murphy, 2005; Spicer and Lunstedt, 

1976; Varma and Doob, 1998; Webley and Halstead, 1986). As Chang and Lai (2004) find in 

situations where there is collaborative evasion of tax (that is, where the seller and customer 

collude) raising fines will give rise to a strong venal effect that will increase rather than lower 

non-compliance. Varma and Dobb (1998) similarly find that perceived penalties are not as 

important to decisions about non-compliance as are perceptions of possibility of apprehension 

suggesting that increasing the penalty size may be ineffective as a measure. This is because 

imposing penalties can be counterproductive and undermine the relationship between citizen 

and authorities (Ayres and Braithwaite, 1992; Blumenthal, Christian and Slemroad, 1998; 

Tyler et al.; 2007). The use of threat and legal coercion can lead to the opposite behaviour from 

that sought. Increasing the penalties can result in greater non-compliance (Murphy and Harris, 

2007) creative compliance (Mc Barnet, 2003), criminal behaviour or overt opposition (Fehr 

and Rokenbach, 2003; Kagan and Scholz, 1984). In other words, the effect of sanctions and 

penalties depends on the motivational posture of the people involved. If correct, this suggests 
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that penalties should be only with the minority who are non-compliant rather than used as threat 

wielded towards all the population. 

In consequence, the evidence that raising sanctions and penalties helps tackle the shadow 

economy is by no means obvious. Despite this, there has been a wide spread tendency to 

increase the level of penalties and sanctions across most European countries.   

CONCLUSION 

In this study all discussed four countries’ tax system penalties given for tax evasion crime 

always separated as criminal and administrative. Generally opening lead to tax loss by using 

false documents, destroying documents, incomplete or false statement are evaluationed within 

tax evasion crime in all four country. 

Although details included in the study imprisonment is also envisaged in this crime for 

four chosen countries. The highest sentence applicable country with 10 years period seems to 

be in UK. It is followed by Italy with 6 year period time. In Germany and Turkey imprisonment 

upper limit is 5 year period.  

At the same time, according to last measurement about shadow economy, it’s 9,6 per cent 

of GDP in UK, 13,3 per cent of GDP in Germany, 20,8 per cent of GDP in Italy and 27,2 per 

cent of GDP in Turkey. Hence there is a positive correlation between height of penalties for 

tax evasion crime and their effects preventing underground economy. Because tax evasion 

crime is one of the most important components of underground economy. 
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DATA PRIVACY PROTECTION AND MODEL OF REGULATION IN INDONESIA 

DR. SINTA DEWI ROSADI1   

ABSTRACT 

Data privacy has not been highly protected nor specifically regulated yet in Indonesia due to 

cultural factors and lack of understanding of government, private companies and individuals. 

However, within the last five years it is noted that the people of Indonesia has become more 

aware of their data privacy since their data privacy collected, distributed and disseminated 

without their prior consent by the government for the purpose of Electronic Identity Program. 

Moreover, private companies especially in banking sector, i.e. banks and their co-ventures tend 

to committed violations by using and disseminating customers’ data privacy without the 

consent of their respective customers.  Until now, there is no specific law governs the use of 

data privacy in Indonesia, while, from the international and regional practices, many countries 

have regulated data privacy either sectoral or comprehensive. In the meantime, Indonesia still 

has to determine which model regulation most appropriate to implement in order to protect the 

interests of all parties concerned.  

INTRODUCTION 

Data privacy issue in Indonesia has recently emerged and becoming of increasing concern due 

to the way the government and private companies collects and processes data privacy (Rosadi, 

2015). The problems that emerge in Indonesia comprise among others: (1) the emergence of 

complaints raised by either individual or group or organization against violations of personal 

information regarding disruption of the privacy of individuals through both print and electronic 

media; (2) the emergence of complaints from the public because their identity and data privacy 

are not properly kept, for example in banking industry  specifically in credit card industry due to 

the a large number of customers’ personal information are transferred/disseminated among 

banks that damaging customer’s privacy, and likewise,  the same cases  also happened in 

Mobile Phone industry . Similarly, with other data privacy, causing a great concern in Indonesia 

relates to e-identity card program where the government compile data privacy. According to the Sophos 

Report, Indonesia currently is in the top 10 spammers in the world with an estimated of 10,6 % junk 

mail originated from Indonesia, while according to the data released by the Association of Indonesian 

Internet Provider, the number of complaints relating to the advertisements enter into email without 

user’s permission has reached 8389. It indicates that privacy violations in Indonesia are increasing. 

These problems occur due to the absence of rules that specifically protect the privacy of personal 

information either for regular or print media as well as electronic media. Indonesian data protection 

rules are not compiled in a single law, but instead, the Government has enacted sectoral laws regarding 

data privacy with minimum legal protection. Compared to other ASEAN Countries, Indonesia is not 

equipped with specific legislation on the data privacy yet. Therefore, the Indonesian government should 

immediately set up data privacy protection regulation and determine which model of regulation are the 

most appropriate to protect Indonesian’s and foreigner’s data privacy.   

DISCUSSION 

Establishing the Concept of Privacy and Data Protection: Indonesian Legal Framework 

In the Indonesian legal system, there is no specific regulation concerning data privacy. The 

initiative to provide protection upon privacy and data privacy is derived from the Human Rights 

Rules under the Constitution. This is also driven by the influence of information technology 
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development where most Indonesian people have access and learn that their privacy will be in 

jeopardize, and also because there are so many advertising practices that collect data privacy 

without clear regulations. Furthermore, the significant driving factor is the strong international 

and regional obligation either politically, economically as well as legal cooperation, since 

Indonesia has a strategic position in international trade, including electronic trade. Therefore, 

the legal basis to establish a law on data privacy. Privacy in Indonesia can be drawn from 

several sources: 

Privacy and Data Protection according to the Constitution of 1945. 

Similar with several other countries, Indonesia perceives privacy as a part of human rights. The Indonesian 

Constitution of 1945, which is the primary source of laws, does not explicitly mention privacy and protection of 

data privacy, but recommends protecting human rights. The Preamble of said Constitution states that human rights 

are the ideal as well as Indonesia's national goal. The national goal is to protect the citizens of Indonesia and the 

whole country, as well as to promote the general welfare and the intellectual life of the nation and the establishment 

of world order based on freedom, social justice, and world peace. Furthermore, the concept of privacy and data 

protection can be found in the Amendment to the Constitution of 1945, articles 28F and 28G. Indonesian legal 

scholars often refer to Article 28G of the 1945 Constitution as the rather vague basis for more specific data privacy 

legislation. Even these articles do not directly mention the privacy and data protection, but can be considered as 

a legal basis for regulation on the matter. Although the articles have not been applied directly in the regulation in 

Indonesia, but there is no doubt that the articles are concerned with human dignity as a human right. 

Privacy and Data Protection according to the Provisions on the Human Rights 

Human Rights Law in Indonesia   

Indonesia adopted UDHR through its National Act No.39 of 1999 concerning Human Rights (UU 

39/1999) which also reiterates the right to privacy. Article 31 and 32 of this Act state that no one shall 

be subjected to arbitrary interference with his home and with his correspondence. Enacting this Act is 

evidence that Indonesia has a moral and legal responsibility to respect, execute, and uphold the 

Universal Declaration on Human Rights promulgated by the United Nations, and several other 

international instruments concerning human rights ratified by the Republic of Indonesia. In the case of 

violations of Article 31 and 32 of UU.39/1999, it provides a mediation settlement conducted by National 

Commission of Human Rights. Concerning with issues of data, human rights law provides Article 12, 

which states: 
"Every person is entitled to protection of personal development, to get education, to educate 

himself, and improving the quality of human life in order to be faithful, devoted, responsible, 

noble, happy, and prosperous in accordance with human rights." 

Based on the above-mentioned articles, seems that Indonesia seeks to protect human rights, but 

there is no particular concern about data privacy and communication actually most closely 

describes the relationship between human rights to data privacy Article 14 states: (1) Every 

person has the right to communicate and obtain information. 

Article 21 of the Human Rights Act states: 

"Every person has the right to personal integrity, both spiritual and physical. And 

therefore, there can be no object of research without consent from him. " 

Article 29 states: "(1) Every person has the right to protection of self-personal, family, honour, 

dignity, and his property. (2) Every person has the right to recognition as a person before the 

law wherever he is.” 
 

 

 

Privacy and Data Protection according to Law on Telecommunications 

Basically, this Law describes the government's protection of civil rights on telecommunications 

issues. However, protection related to privacy and human rights can also be found in articles 
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38-42 of Law No. 36 of 1999 on Telecommunications. In this Law, data privacy specifically 

stipulated in Article 38: 

“Every person is prohibited from doing acts that may cause physical and 

electromagnetic interference on telecommunications services” 

Article 40: 
"Every person is prohibited from conducting wiretaps on information transmitted over 

telecommunications network in any form." 

Article 42: 

(1) The telecommunications service provider is obliged to keep confidential the 

information that is sent and or received by its telecommunications services customers 

through telecommunications networks and or telecommunications services provided. 

(2) For the purposes of the criminal justice process, the telecommunications service 

provider may record information sent and or received and may provide the necessary 

information upon: 

a. written request from the Attorney General or the Chief of Police of the Republic of 

Indonesia for certain criminal acts; 

b. investigator request for certain criminal acts in accordance with applicable laws. 

(3) The provisions on the procedures regarding requests for, and granting of the 

recorded information referred to in paragraph (2), shall be regulated by a Government 

Regulation. 

Privacy and Data Protection in the Law of Health  

Data Privacy also stipulated in Law No. 36 of 2009 on Health, which stated in Article 57 that: 

"Everyone is entitled to its personal health conditions confidentiality that has been 

presented to health care providers." 

Article 47 (2) of Law No. 29 of 2004 on Medical Practice also states that: 

"Medical records referred to in paragraph (1) shall be stored and kept confidential by 

the physician or dentist and the management of health-care facilities.” 

In the Indonesian legal system, the protection provided by the government to the citizens is 

aimed to protect the privacy of their medical history from any disclosure made by health care 

providers. Individual's medical history is a part of human dignity and cannot be disclosed 

without the patient's consent. In other words, health care providers are prohibited from 

disclosing any information about the patient to other third party.     

Data Privacy in Electronic Transactions Law 

The growth of the internet and advances in technology has led to the passage of Electronic 

Information and Transactions Law No. 11 of 2008 (the “ITE Law”). The ITE Law prohibits 

the use of information acquired through electronic media containing data privacy related to an 

individual without the consent of such person. The ITE Law further provides that anyone 

deliberately and without having valid rights shall be prohibited from changing, adding, 

reducing, transmitting, destroying, eliminating, transferring or hiding electronic information 

and/or electronic documents owned by any other person or owned by the public. 

DISCUSSION 

Model Regulation for Indonesia 

In regulating data privacy, the countries have their own regulatory model. From the practical 

point of view, it is found that there are very large differences in model regulations especially 

between United States and the European Union. Although these two regions having common 
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perception in terms of political economy and culture, but with regard to the privacy settings there 

are fundamental differences in terms of the government role in regulating information. 

In the USA, although the legal culture is quite familiar with privacy, its regulatory model is 

based on sectoral regulations, by which the government only regulates the areas that are considered 
necessary to be protected by law. Other areas are entrusted to the industry (self-regulation).  

On the other hand, the European Union (EU) regulates privacy more comprehensively in 

a single legislation covering all sectors namely public and private sectors. The basic of privacy 

arrangements in the EU, has clearly put privacy as a fundamental right protected by the human rights 
regime; hence, provide more clear direction.  

In addition, in regulating privacy the EU is tries to balance the two interests, namely the 

protection of privacy as a fundamental right which is governed by the regime of human rights both 

domestically and internationally, and to ensure the smoothness of traffic information and trade among 
member countries. This comprehensive approach in privacy basic arrangement is to create 

harmony in regulating privacy, due to the fact that each EU member has its own laws but 

applying different standard arrangements that cause difficulties in transferring information 

among member countries and ultimately leads to hamper trade.  

Until now there are some similarities in the regulations regarding the privacy of data 

privacy at the multilateral, regional and national level of certain countries. From this point of 

view, it can be observed that: 

1. There is a strong inclination regarding the efforts to standardize regulation on the 

privacy of data privacy; 

2. There are similarities meanings of the key terms used, such as: data; data privacy; 

sensitive data privacy; personal information; data processor; data processing; data 

controller; commissioner, etc; 

3. There are similarities in general principles regarding the privacy issues; 

4. Regulations concerning privacy are not limited only to apply to public sector, but also 

applied to private sector, either through "legislative approach", "self-regulatory", and 

"co-regulatory"; 

5. To facilitate the international trade, the adequate protection relating to data privacy 

particularly the "trans-border flow of data”, is a prerequisite that must be considered. 

Considering the above mentioned, in addressing the direction and ongoing international trend, 

and then Indonesia should take the following steps: 

1. The existence of a Law on Privacy of Data privacy is a necessity that cannot be 

postponed any longer, because it is very urgent for a variety of national interest and as 

to facilitate international relations of Indonesia, especially in expediting trade, industry, 

transnational investment; 

2. There have been many complaints arise for damages particularly upon marketing 

activities that accessing, compiling, distributing and trade in customers’ data privacy; 

3. Implementation of E-Government Program especially Electronic Identity Program (E-

KTP) in which the government collects data privacy of the people without adequate 

protection that leads to a high potential of violations. 

4. The existence of this Law will also be able to foster the Good Governance and to realize 

the Clean Government.  

It is admitted that each regulatory model has certainly its own advantages and disadvantages. 

In term of comprehensive regulatory model, its advantages are among others:   

1. Legal certainty, because privacy is decisively regarded as a basic right that should be 

protected by the state; 

2. Strictly regulate the government and private sector activities; 

3. It is suitable for countries having a Civil Law legal system that puts the legislation as 

one of the main sources of law; 
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4. This regulatory model is suitable for countries that do not have yet privacy protection 

Act because it contains the principles and key mechanisms that must be done to protect 

the privacy of information. 

By observing the international and regional developments that have shaped the globalization 

of information that has put Indonesia as part of a world information society (Laws No. 11 of 

2008 on Information and Electronic Transaction), this requires the establishment of regulations 

that will protect the privacy of electronic information. Moreover, the need for government to 

support the development of information technology through regulations is to make the use of 

information technology done safely, as well as to reduce the potential losses that have been 

incurred in Indonesia, as a result of invasion of privacy on personal information. In addition, 

the urgency of privacy regulation on personal information in Indonesia has been mandated in 

the Long-Term Development Plan 2005-2025, in anticipation of the implications of the 

convergence of telecommunications, information technology, and broadcasting (Law No. 17 

of 2007 on National Development Planning Policy). 

Therefore, Indonesia must establish a good and well-coordinated system of information 

technology law as to achieve a certainty and the legal order. Legal order is the ultimate goal of 

a good legal system by: (1) recognizing and balancing between private rights and public rights, 

(2) determining the restriction of such rights, and (3) regulating such rights (Pound, 1941).  . 

This opinion is in line with the opinion of Lawrence M. Friedman (1997), whereas 

building the legal system must fulfil three elements namely structure, substance and legal 

culture. Structure means, the extent to which the Indonesian court can resolve the case of 

privacy invasion. This is not an easy thing since it involves human resource capability, i.e. the 

ability of judges to understand the development of technology and to be responsive towards 

new developments. Yet, the responsive law requires participation of all parties concerned, 

including judges (Nonet and Selzenick, 2002) who can implement legislation into cases for 

which the injured party may claim for damages. 

Taking into account the above-mentioned development, Indonesia should develop a 

specific legislation on data privacy protection. In formulating a good concept of regulation, it 

must be first started with the good goal setting. As stated by Mochtar Kusumaatmadja (2006), 

law is not only the rules and principles that govern human life in society, but also covers 

institutions and processes to realize that law in the reality. Meanwhile, Roscoe Pond (1959) in 

the Theory of Interest argues that the law should meet the interests as a demand to reach by 

humans both as individuals and as a group or association and the law should regulate as to how 

these interests can be achieved. 

By means of the Law 

A good concept of regulation should cover: principles, rules, processes, and institutions. If it is 

associated with the concept of data privacy regulation, then such regulation should include:  

1. The principle to be the basis in establishing a regulation should consider both national and 

international developments. The principles of information privacy regulation should be 

based on the 1945 Constitution wherein Article 28 (G) has clearly recognized that the right 

to privacy must be protected. In addition, the basic privacy protection has stipulated in Law 

No.  11 of 2005 on the Ratification of the ICCPR, which clearly recognizes privacy as one 

of the fundamental rights, and declares that the state must protect privacy.  As for electronic 

transactions, privacy has been regulated in Law No.11 of 2008 on Information and 

Electronic Transactions. Thus, from the legal point of view, privacy protection in Indonesia 

has had a legal source. 

2. In addition to the basic principles, the concept of regulation must also consider the so-called 

principles of fair use of information (fair information principles) that has been 
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internationally recognized. As adopted already by many countries such as: the principles 

of the OECD Guidelines in 1980, the EU General Directive 1995, and the APEC 

Framework 2004, these include the following principles: 

a. Principle of limitation in the collection of information. The information obtained, 

processed and disseminated should be limited only to lawful and fair purposes and 

should be upon the knowledge and consent of the information owner. 

b. Principle concerning the quality of information. Personal information must be obtained 

in accordance with the intent and purpose of its collection. Quality of information must 

be maintained in terms of its accuracy, completeness and updates. 

c. Principle of the objective. Personal information may only be opened in accordance 

with its intended use. 

d. Principle of retention. The retention of information for a particular purpose should not 

be longer than the necessary period of time. 

e. Principle of maximum security on personal information. Personal information shall be 

protected by adequate security system in order to avoid the risk of losing or unlawful 

act such as access, destruction, use, modification or disclosure of such information by 

other parties. 

f. Principle of transparency. The management of information must take necessary steps 

so that the information owners can learn about the kinds of personal information held 

by the data manager. 

g. Principle of individual participation of information subject. Information’s owners shall 

have the right to access their personal information maintained by  the data manager, 

including the right to make corrections to their personal information. 

h. The principle of accountability. Information manager is fully responsible to implement 

the above-mentioned principles. 

3. Furthermore, there must be clear definitions of the substantial terms to be mentioned in the 

regulation, such as: 

a. Use of the term “data” or “information”. As discussed already in the previous chapter, 

countries use different terms.  The European Union using the term “data”, the U.S. 

using the term “information”, meanwhile Indonesia in article 26 of the ITE Act using 

the term “data privacy”. 

b. In the discussion concerning privacy, the use of the term data privacy and information 

are often used interchangeably. Actually, these two terminologies are not the same 

since information refers to data that has been processed so it can be understood by a 

wider audience, while data refers to the starting or raw materials as a source of 

information (Munir, Yasin, Karim ., 2014). Practically, countries do not distinguish 

the meaning of data privacy and personal information; hence, both terms are used 

interchangeably and have been accepted as one of the types of privacy rights that must 

be protected (Practice in the United States, European Union, Hong Kong and 

Singapore). 

c. With regard to e-commerce, “information” is more precise term than “data”, because 

in the cyber world data privacy can be accessed, manipulated and disseminated so that 

it may become new information for others. 

d. Scope of regulation must be clear. The object to be protected should be clearly defined, 

whether the information that may be accessed manually or electronically, since  in 

Indonesia there is no specific law governs the protection of personal information done 

through manual transaction. As for privacy in electronic transactions, it is arranged 

already in the ITE Law, although the arrangement is still too common. So, it would be 

better if the scope of arrangement covers both manual information as well as electronic 

information. It is very important to manage due to violations of financial information 
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especially credit card information in Indonesia that has made the dissemination 

practices of financial information on the Indonesian credit card holder without the 

knowledge of the information owner. 

e. In addition, the subject to be regulated by the law must be determined.  The question 

is whether the subject is all parties involved as in the EU, namely the government, 

individuals, and private, or sorted out as applied in the US.  Since Indonesia does not 

have yet a specific regulation on the privacy of personal information, then a regulation 

that covers the whole, namely the government, private sector and individuals will be 

more preferable. The regulation can be in general, and if there are other business 

sectors that need to be specifically regulated, then it can be dealt separately. 

f. Legislation should also set exceptions so that personal information can be disclosed, 

for example with regard to the purpose of national security, national defence, public 

interest and judicial process. 

4. Board of Supervisory 

To realize a good concept of regulation, involvement of both institution and process is a must 

(Kusumaatmadja, 2006). Karl Llewellyn, one of the leading legal realism of the United States 

argues that the law as an institution plays a very important role in the formation process of law. 

In the law-making process, the institution has an obligation to be able to carry out its duties 

properly and must always be accountable for all of his duties to the public (Freeman , 1994). 

In relation to the concept of information privacy regulation in Indonesia, the institution’s 

function is very important in carrying out the law so as to effectively oversee and resolve legal 

issues. The respective institution is divided into two types, namely: 

Public institutions consist of: 

1. The court as an adjudication institution is authorized to settle claims of the people’s for 

privacy violations; 

2. Information Commission has the duties to: 

a. disseminate the law to the public including the industrial sectors as to make 

them realize their rights and obligations with respect to the privacy of 

information; 

b. advise the Minister on matters related to the implementation of the law; 

c. conduct research on, and monitoring the development of the information 

process and technological advances in order to pay attention towards the adverse 

impacts of these developments on privacy of information; 

d. encourage associations and institutions in preparing and disseminating to its 

members the rules of practice (code of practice) as guidance for fulfilling the 

law’s requirements; 

e. as mediator to resolve information privacy disputes outside the court. 

Private institutions are institutions set up by the private sector to participate in regulating 

information privacy in the form of business associations and other private institutions that 

formulate the rules of practice (code of practice) in accordance with the mandate of the law. 

As for the process, is how the implementation of the legislation can be implemented and 

adhered to by all related parties that will lead to a legal certainty. Good process can be carried 

out through the approach in two ways: 

Firstly, through a top-down approach, where this approach is one of the effective ways 

to take, especially when the new regulation implemented in a country. Part of Indonesian 

people know already the term privacy particularly among artists and educated people, however, 

most people do not know yet so it needs socialization of the government to the public.  

By top-down approach, government and related industrial sectors must come together in 

socializing legislations, policies and rules of thumb (code of practices) and implementing 
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legislation by imposing forceful sanctions to violators. In this case, the industrial sector should 

also be encouraged to apply the rules of thumb consistently, i.e. to obey and implement the law 

and will take action by imposing sanctions against any violation committed by any of its 

members. Through the co- regulatory model, there will be a good cooperation between the 

government and private sectors.  

Secondly, through the bottom up approach, namely encouraging the public to learn and 

understand the law through education and publication.  Education can be done through 

counselling to the public by way of discussions, seminars and provides feedback mechanism 

from the community through non-profit organizations or educational institutions. In addition, 

publication organized by the academicians with regard to the information privacy law would 

greatly help the public's understanding (Chik, 2005).  

In most countries that have regulated the privacy (except the United States, Japan and 

Singapore), formed an independent institution that will oversee the implementation of the law.  

In order to perform their duties effectively, this institution must be able to positioning itself as 

an independent agency even though appointed and financed by the government. The agency 

has the authority to oversee the implementation of the law; issuing guidance on the privacy 

principles that must be adhered by each sector; investigating individual complaints and oversee 

the preparation and implementation of the rules of conduct (code of conduct) made by industry 

sector. Furthermore, this supervisory agency also acts as a mediator for resolving disputes out 

of court. In the event, such dispute cannot be resolved by the agency’s mechanism, then it can 

be submitted to and filed in the court. 

International and Regional Obligations 

As Indonesia has ratified and signed various international instruments, hence, Indonesia has a 

legal basis to make laws that apply at the national level. As an APEC member, Indonesia has 

followed the so-called APEC Privacy Framework 2004, in which its preface clearly mentions 

that “Potential of electronic commerce cannot be realized without the cooperation of 

governments and businesses as to develop and implement technology and policies that address 

issues including privacy”. The APEC membership is expected to stimulate the national 

legislation for balancing between protecting and promoting economic cooperation, particularly 

in the electronic trading among members. The European Union is a very attractive market for 

Indonesia as the largest market for the non-oil and gas exports, and so far, European investors 

also have been proven to be the most stable and reliable partner for Indonesia. So, it is important 

for Indonesia to overcome all the challenges and constraints that must be faced when doing 

business across the country. In other words, it is important for Indonesia to meet the EU 

standards regarding data privacy.  Not only for economic reasons, the privacy policy should 

also be introduced as part of the law concerning human rights. Privacy is a part of human rights 

and the protection of data privacy is one way to honour this right. In Indonesia, there are 

concerns about the protection of data privacy since there is no clear legislation yet. Therefore, 

the issues of data privacy have become an urgent agenda. 

Many countries establish laws that deal with this matter, but there is no law in Indonesia 

regulating this matter. Improvement and development of science and technology, globalization, 

and the power of the media have urged the need for data privacy. As Asian countries, Indonesia 

found it is quite difficult to define and regulate privacy. Most countries in Asia are not familiar 

with privacy. Privacy issues have not been considered as "serious" in Asia, including Indonesia. 

Most Asian people traditionally live in communal societies, which do not pay attention to 

privacy. Privacy terms as a human right derived from the West has become more and more 

important in the era of information and communication technology (ICT). 
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The 21st Summit of the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) was held in 

Phnom Penh in November 2012. One of the outcomes is the adoption of the ASEAN Human 

Rights Declaration by the ten member states. This declaration raised many criticisms from 

senior United Nations officials, human rights experts and hundreds of civil society and 

grassroots organisations at the national, regional and international levels; nonetheless it was 

still adopted by ASEAN leaders as an ASEAN human rights law and standard.(Human Rights 

Watch, 2012; International Commission of Jurists, 2012) For a long period of time the Asia 

Pacific region has been disparaged as the only geographic bloc not to have a regional human 

rights instrument.  Africa has the African (Banjul) Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights, the 

Americas have the American Convention on Human Rights and Europe has the European 

Convention on Human Rights.  Conventions bind upon States once they ratify it, that is, it is a 

legally binding treaty. A declaration, on the other hand, is not legally binding, but does carry 

moral weight. For example, the UDHR is not a binding treaty but over time has come to have 

enormous force and influence in international human rights law.  Furthermore, a declaration is 

also often the precursor to a binding treaty. For instance, UDHR led to the International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social 

and Cultural Rights, which are collectively known as the international bill of rights. So, the 

new ASEAN Human Rights Declaration should perhaps be viewed as a first step on the path 

towards greater protection of human rights in the region, rather than an end in itself. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The most suitable regulatory model for Indonesia is a combination regulatory model, or hybrid 

model. This regulatory model combines several approaches in regulating privacy particularly in e-

commerce. The reason behind selecting this model is due to the rapid growth of information 

technology, so that the personal information may easily be accessed, processed, compiled and 

distributed to others. Hence, the regulatory model must combine several approaches: First, through 

the legislation that applies the principles and international standards that will encourage the 
harmonization of the laws and to reduce the potential for conflicts between states. Second, through the 

market approach (market-based solution), online industries via their associations are encouraged to 

take part in protecting customers’ privacy, through privacy policy in the form of a statement that the 
industry will protect consumer privacy by implementing fair information principles. Third, through 

technology approach, on the reasons that the invasion of privacy in e-commerce is due to the 

advancement of information technology, so one way of protection measures is to take advantage of 

technology, among others with PETS (Privacy Enhancing Technology). Fourth, through corporate 

privacy rules approach in the form of code of conduct that applies to multinational companies 

especially those who doing online business. These practical rules should bind the multinational 

company and all of its affiliates. 
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E- HEALTH PROGRAM AND DATA PRIVACY PROTECTION IN INDONESIA 
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ABSTRACT  

Utilization of ICT for health (e-health) has become a global issue and is one of WHO's 

recommendations and is the Action Plan for ITU (International telecommunication Union) to 

connect health centers and hospitals use information and communication technology. E-health 

is an ICT-based application related to the health care industry and aims to improve access, 

efficiency, effectiveness, and quality of medical process. Because of the medical process, 

besides involving the organization of medical services in hospitals, clinics, health centers, 

medical practitioners both doctors and therapists, laboratories, pharmacies, insurers also 

involve the patient as a consumer. Indonesia also in the early stages of e-health program due to 

the provide better health services to the community and because of the increase number of 

internet user in Indonesia as a media for e-health program.   However, e-health program will 

also cause problems in the extent how far of the health providers in Indonesia can protect the 

privacy of patients' personal data that can be accessed, managed and disseminated by ICT since 

health data also classified in a very sensitive data that requires more law protection and not 

misused by others for commercial purposes. 

INTRODUCTION 

The development of information technology and the wireless business environment have offers 

considerable advantages in terms of efficient and productivity (Saad, 2005) and innovations 

that are changing the landscape  of disease prevention and control. The widespread availability 

of ICT technology including mobile technology in many developing countries such as 

Indonesia is an exceptional opportunity to expand the use of e-health (“ITU Report,” n.d.). 

Indonesia is a developing country that its economic growth accelerated by an average 5.1 % a 

year in 2016-2020 (The Economist Group, 2016) but has a number of problems and challenges 

in the field of public health. The development and use of e-health can help create opportunities 

for solving problems and challenges in the health sector. Various types of applications that can 

be used, among other things, recording, reporting and management of outbreaks, electronic 

prescribing, patient medication management, mobile telemedicine system, e-psychology, 

mobile e-health. The statistics shows the number of internet users in Indonesia in 2016 104.2 

million people were accessing the internet and the figure will be projected to grow to 144.2 in 

2021 (Statista, 2016) and the number of mobile internet users in Indonesia in 2016 is 56.25 

million people and this figure is very potential to support e-health program that uses internet 

as the main network for connections however the development of ICT also contain potential 

risk due to the modern technology provides access in seconds to limitless quantities of personal 

data and the possibility of creating personality profiles through the combination of different 

data files and e-health data is one of the data that potential misuse or use irresponsible (Saad, 

2005) and cause injury to data subject.  The legal issues here is how far the e-health provider 

will provide protection of personal data and confidentiality of the medical data that being stored 

in their system (Sarabdeen, 2008). The development of the practice of other countries has 

shown that there have been many cases of violations of the personal data of patients that have 

been detrimental to the patient because of privacy have been violated for example in Ohio, 

Millford has  announced the personal, health and financial information of 8,800 patients was 
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compromised when the health system put the patients' information into a Web-based software 

program that was not password-protected and in  Valley View Hospital in Glenwood, Colorado 

announced that  it had suffered a data breach when hackers introduced a virus into the hospital's 

computer system that took screenshots of 5,400 patients' personal records.(Elison, 2014) 

THEORY    

According the WHO  e-health defines as "…the cost-effective and secure use of information 

and communications technologies in support of health and health-related fields, including 

health-care services, health surveillance, health literature, and health education, knowledge and 

research..." (WHO Resolution 58/28, 2005) and together with ITU (International 

Telecommunication Union) WHO will assist the developing countries in harnessing e-health 

program and in delivering the responsive health systems. In order to support the system the 

ITU conferences has adopted resolution  78  on Information and Communication Technology 

Applications and Standards for Improved Access or E-Health and one of the commitments is 

to establish the Geneva Plan of Action and to promote collaborative effort of government, 

planners, health professionals and other agencies along with International organization for 

creating reliable, timely, high quality and affordable health care and health information system 

and at the same time respecting and protection citizen' right to privacy 2.  

Since the legal terms of privacy first stated by Warren and Brandheis then many legal 

expert trying to define privacy right,  according to Greenleaf Graham (2014) privacy is disputed 

concept  both in law and philosophy and can take many direction. Alan westin is the first 

scholar who define a very important concept, according to him privacy is the desire of people 

to choose freely under what circumstances and to what extent they will expose themselves, 

their attitude and their behaviout to others and his opinion is often define as information privacy 

or data privacy (Munir, Yasin, Karim , 2014) 

However, from international law perspectives privacy has recognized as one of the 

fundamental human right in Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) 1948, International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) 1966 or by regional instrument for example 

in European Convention of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedom (ECHR) 1950, American 

Convention on Human Rights, 1969, Cairo Declaration on Islamic Human Rights, 1990 and 

ASEAN Human Rights Declaration, 2012 (Rosadi, 2015). In e-health program the key 

component of data privacy is how far the user can have a control of their data which is collected, 

managed and distributed by the provider. 

DISCUSSION 

Data Privacy Regime in Global Context 

The relation between privacy with data privacy has not always been easy to reconcile and data 

protection is often viewed as a technical term relating to specific information management 

practices in contrast with privacy that is considered as fundamental human rights (Munir and  

Yasin, 2002). Similarly, Graham (2014, p.5 )  stated that privacy is disputed concept both in 

law and philosophy and it can lead to many directions however now the terminology that being 

used by the experts is data privacy and perceived as a set of data protection principles has been 

accepted internationally as a set of minimum principles plus additional principles in national 

law (Graham, 2014, p.5).   Now, at least 102 countries with data privacy laws that adopt 

international data principles such as: 

 

1. used fairly, lawfully 
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2. used for limited, specifically stated purposes. Personal data shall be only for one or 

more specified and lawful purposes, and shall not be further processed in any manner 

incompatible with that purpose or those purposes; 

3. used in a way that is adequate, relevant, and not excessive. Personal data shall be 

adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purpose or purposes for which 

they are processed; 

4. accurate. Personal data shall be accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; 

5. kept no longer than is absolutely necessary. Personal data processed for any purpose or 

purposes shall not be kept for longer than is necessary for that purposes or those 

purposes; 

6. handled according to people’s data protection rights. Personal data shall be processed 

in accordance with the rights of data subjects; 

7. kept safe and secure. Appropriate technical and organizational measures shall be taken 

against unauthorized or unlawful processing of personal data and against accidental loss 

or destruction of, or damage, to, personal data; 

8. not transferred outside territory without adequate protection. 

Protection of users in e-health program 

In the New Information era where the principal commodity is information such as data base of 

personal medical information have enormous commercial value and need appropriate legal 

protection, as Paul Hynes as quoted in Saad (2005). Personal information data base such as 

customer data base are having commercial value where the business to deliver customized 

marketing to individual based on profiling (Saad, 2005 p. 5). OECD (Organization for 

Economic Co-operation and development) has been released the report in 2010 which focuses 

on the challenges the health care efficiency stressed the need for legal framework which allow 

sharing of health information between health care profession within and across health care 

organization as well as across boundary without in conflict with the need for privacy protection 

regime of the patient in other side (WHO, 2012). 

In e-health program where the medical profession in providing the services will be 

potential  privacy right of the patients for example (Waldo, 2007): 

1. The use of electronic health information can allow providers to collect patient 

information and share information; 

2. More people have access to patient information, including medical caregivers, 

researcher, and administration in the health care system; 

3. Patient information is more easily accessible because it is increasingly stored in digital 

form and it can be transmitted more easily than in paper form; 

4. Patient information is held for a very long period of time and the longer it remains in 

existence the greater the opportunity for abuse; 

5. Patient information such as DNA information is being collected that has relevance to 

individuals related to the parents sibling or future offspring will be potential violating 

medical privacy. 

Patient Perspectives on Privacy 

In many developed countries like Unites States, United Kingdom and Australia that have 

specific law on Medical data privacy has protect data privacy and they place a concept of 

informed consent as a main concept thus health care provider are required to provide privacy-

relevant information to patients about how their personal health information will be used 

(Waldo, 2007, p. 224) and the principles also adopted by medical industry in the form of code 

of conduct for examples : 
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Privacy consent and notifications 

Privacy consent and notification as the first principle, which requires written privacy consent 

for the processing of sensitive data and allows data processing only within the limits of a 

general authorization issued by the data protection authority.  

Data controller, processor and sub-processor 

The roles of the entities involved in the handling of collected data cannot be left to the 

discretion of the parties; on the contrary, the data protection authorities are strict in defining 

these roles. In particular, hospitals are generally considered to be the sole data controllers, with 

sponsors acting as data processors and cloud platform providers acting as sub-processors. 

Sponsors will usually need to be qualified as data controllers in order to have a higher level of 

discretion in the processing of the data, but data protection authorities have challenged such 

qualifications in several instances. 

Processing of biometric data 

The use of remote patient monitoring systems may require notification of the data protection 

authority. This requirement will apply if such technologies are used either to create user profiles 

(which might include a profile of the user’s physical features) or to collect biometric data. 

Biometric data includes any data obtained from a person’s physical or behavioral features (e.g., 

fingerprints, facial characteristics, hand geometry, and retina and iris scans). Data protection 

authority has issued stringent requirements as to the modalities of biometric data collection, 

the security measures to be implemented for data storage and the maximum term of storage. 

Purpose of data processing 

A common mistake of medical device companies is to assume that once patients’ data has been 

collected, it may be used for any purpose and belongs to the company. This is not the case, and 

privacy consent – specific to the purpose for which the data will be processed – must be 

obtained from the patient. Therefore, except in limited circumstances to be assessed on a case-

by-case basis, personal data collected as part of medical treatment cannot subsequently be used 

in the performance of a clinical trial at a later stage without additional consent from the relevant 

patients. This requirement does not apply if collected data is then aggregated and anonymised. 

However, in this case the mere use of an identification code will not suffice if it is possible to 

connect a patient to the relevant code. 

Transfer of data outside European Union 

Data transfers outside the European Union can be the most challenging part of the assessment 

of legal implications, since it is necessary to know the role and location of all parties involved, 

as well as which servers are used to manage the platform distinguishing the roles between 

hospitals, sponsors and cloud platform providers. Based on the information collected, the usual 

solution is to implement ad hoc model clauses approved by the European Commission, but 

these must be tailored to the peculiarities of the case. For instance, a relevant issue is to 

ascertain whether the data processor that appoints the sub-processor is a European or non-

European entity. 

Potential liabilities 

The potential privacy risks cannot be underestimated, given the fines for breach of privacy 

regulations prescribed by most EU countries and the criminal penalties that some countries – 

including Italy – impose for breaches in some cases (e.g., if the breach has been performed to 

gain profit or causes damages). These penalties are expected to increase considerably as a 
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consequence of the potential implementation of the new EU Privacy Regulations and should 

therefore be taken into account in the development of new technologies. 

The Concept of Privacy in Indonesia 

In discussing the concept of privacy in Indonesia then it is important to noted from the cultural 

perspectives since privacy is originated from western culture (Graham 2014, p. 12-13) and for 

Indonesia culture community is considered to be more important than in western society where 

respect and status obtained by individual whereas in communal society put emphasize on 

community, collaboration, mutual interest, harmony, tradition, mutual goodness, 

respectfulness, and avoiding of being embarrassed. Specifically, in Indonesia the important 

collectivism values are familial relationship, mutual help, courtesy to guest, put high respect 

toward parents, teacher and lecturer by avoiding of debating them, etc. On the other hand, 
individualism culture emphasizing individual rights, responsibility, privacy, expressing 

personal opinion, freedom, innovation and self expression (Dedy, 2012). Since the reformation 

era in Indonesia where democracy and rule of law become country vision then the privacy 

become an important legal concept in Indonesia specifically after The Constitution was 

amended and has adopt international instrument of human rights then data privacy emerged as 

an issue of increased concern in Indonesia.  Privacy is perceived as a basic fundamental human 

right in Indonesia which is stated in Article 28 (G) The article states that: 

“each person shall have the right to protection of their personal selves, families, respect, 

dignity and possessions under their control and shall have the right to security and 

protection from threat of fear of doing or of not doing something which constitutes a 

human right” 

Constitution does not explicitly mention data privacy and Its only strongly recommends 

protecting human rights research by Palupy ( 2007). however, based on this article, Indonesia 

legal expert always apply article 28 (G) as a legal basis from privacy protection in Indonesia. 

Indonesia like many Asean Countries also place international law as an important source of 

their domestic law so there are tended to be a process of horizontal or comparative importation 

of international human rights standards through domestic law in Asean countries (Graham, 

2014, p.17) . 

Another significant factor of privacy recognized in Indonesia due to the increasing 

number of internet user and needs legal instrument for e-commerce protection therefore in 2008 

Indonesia enact Information and Electronic Transaction Law and the term data privacy is used. 

E-Health Program in Indonesia and Its Impact to Data Privacy Regulation 

Despite the commitments made to WHO the implemenantation of e-commerce is still minimun 

curently e-health program only develop e-health in 6 pilot project hospital that will be 

implemented this system, those hospitals mostly in Capital City such as the Cipto 

Mangunkusumo Hospital, Friendship Hospital, Maternal and Child Hospital Harapan Kita 

Heart Hospital Harapan Kita, Fatmawati Hospital and Cancer Hospital Dharmais. Technically, 

the system is expected to be integrated in all hospitals in Indonesia.  Indonesia health system 

has been comprehensively address in Law Number 36, Year 2009. This act attemp to deal with 

overall health care in Indonesia and had its purpose to provide a better health services for 

Indonesia people. Thus, the data privacy is also protected in this law and stated in Article 57, 

paragraph (1) of the Health Law recognizes the right of everyone with regards to his 

confidentiality of their personal health conditions that have been presented to health care 

providers. Furthermore, in Article 57, Paragraph (2) regulates the exemption on personal health 

confidenatiality that do not apply in the case of: (1) Authorization by the law; (2) A court order; 

(3) The public interest, or (4) Interests of the person. Unfortunately, this law is not strong 
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enough to protect data privacy and due to the various community concern over how far data 

privacy will be protected in Indonesia then the Indonesia Government under the lead of 

Ministry of Infocom try to draft Data Privacy Bill in 2015 and still under discussion until now. 

The Bill is intended to regulate the collection, processing and dissemination of personal data 

either by government and business or individual. The proposed bill also intended to give more 

protection for e-health program since medical data will be catogorized as sensitive data and it 

will need very explicit and more strict protection compare to general data. Similar with other 

Asean Countries like Malaysia, Singapore and Philipines, the draft bill also adopts the 

international principles that knows as international common standard by combining the OECD 

Guidelines, Europe Convention of Personal Data Protection and General Data Protection 

Regulation.  

CONCLUSION 

Indonesia in the early stages of e-health program due to provide better health services to the 

community and because of the increase number of internet user in Indonesia as a media for e-

health program.   However, e-health program will also cause problems in the extent how far of 

the health providers in Indonesia can protect the privacy of patients' personal data  that can be 

accessed, managed and disseminated by ICT since health data also  classified in a very sensitive 

data that requires more  law protection and not misused by others for commercial purposes. In 

addressing this conditions, Indonesia government has provide legal protection for medical data 

privacy  under the Health Law but it still can not  provide  maximal protection since the 

regulation only one article thus, Indonesia need a specific regulation in data privacy. In 

responding of the various concern of the community Government Indonesia in the process of 

drafting Data Privacy Bill that will adopt comprehensive model that will applies to government 

agencies, business and individual in collecting, processing and disseminate personal data. The 

bill also will protect medical data privacy record as a sensitive data that will need more strict 

protection than in general data.  
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ANALYSES: CANCELLATION OF WELLKNOWN MARK IN INDONESIA 

NUMBER 15 YEAR 2001 IN INDONESIA ( CASE IKEA VS IKEMA) 

DR. RIKA RATNA PERMATA1   

ABSTRACT : 

Trademark law has been regarded as the principle subject that clearlyprotects towards the 

registration of identical mark which causes confusion, similarity or resemblance. In Article 6 

Trademark Act No. 15 of 2001 in Indonesia, an application fortrademark registration has to be 

rejected if deceptive mark is similar or resemble with thewell-known mark. But most of 

Indonesian local businessmen with bad faith attempt to use the foreign well-known mark to 

obtain advantages. It is found in IKEA vs IKEMA.The dispute was submitted to the 

commercial court for the cancellation. In this level and appeal, IKEA succeeded, but in 

reconsideration IKEMA won. The research used analytical descriptive specification method 

and also to analyze case. In conclusion , Judges decided that IKEMA mark is not similar to 

IKEA. But IKEMA with bad faith used a similar well-known mark of IKEA. 

 

Key word : Well-known mark, registration, dispute, protection.   

 

INTRODUCTION 

Well-known mark is an Intellectual Property Right that plays an important role in goods and 

trading services. Well-known mark with its image and reputation aims for identification or 

distinguishing. This performs a function as the guarantee of products quality or services. 

Therefore, well-known mark should be given legal protection. So, the legal protection of the 

well-known mark in Indonesia must go through registration. When a company has already got 

a recognized mark that is well-known by public or consumers, many competitors often do 

unhealthy business competition by doing bad faith to make sense of imitation, piracy or even 

falsified marks of these products just for benefit. This happened in Indonesia which a well-

known mark is used by a local company without any allowance. This causes a well-known 

mark canceled. 

THEORY 

Legal Protection Concerning Indonesian Trademark Law. 

Trademark  is a kind of IPR that actualized in the form of pictures, names, words, letters, 

numbers, composition or the combination of such elements. It is an origin badge that must be 

distinctive and it is used in the trademark of goods and services. In assesing infringements, it 

must have functional item , namely, to distinguish the goods or services of the trademark owner 

from those of others (WIPO, 2012). 

 The elements should be considered accurately, so they will have their own 

distinguishing mark that will differentiate it from others. This prominence is very important in 

order to obtain the legal protection in doing the registration process.   Indonesian Law 

Trademark (Law Number 15 year 2001 about trade Mark) states two (2) kinds of registration 

system, they are: Constitutive System. The registration creates a trademark. The registered 

party is the only one who entitles to a mark and the third-party registrar must respect the right 

of the first one as it is an absolute right. Those who are not listed will not automatically accept 

the legal protection. So, in this registration system, the condition is necessary for the occurrence 
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of the trademark right or in other words, when a person registers the mark, then he is the one 

who was given the legal protection. The protection system is adopted from Indonesian 

Trademark Law No. 15 of 2001, Indonesian trademark Law No. 19 of 1992 and Trademark 

Law No.14 of 1997. 

Another system is  Declarative Register. This system is adopted from Indonesian 

Trademark Law No. 21 of 1961 is the one who uses the first mark then he is considered to be 

entitled to the mark. In this system, the first user is one who is used and does not stand on the 

registration. Registration is only regarded to give a prejudice according to the law.  The law is 

alleged that the person who signed as the first user who is entitled to the mark and until others 

can prove that he is as the first user of the trademark. This system does not implement the rule 

of law. It is seen in Article 2 “Trademark Law of 1961”, which states that Reviews are those 

who entitled to a mark is the first user. 

Based on that explanation, the benefits of registration according to Sudjana (2012), are 

as follows: registration is very important: firstly, it is useful as a testimony to the rightful owner 

of the mark. Secondly, the basic rejection of the trademark is being applied for registration.  

Thirdly, it is used as a foundation to prevent other people using the same mark in principle or 

in its entirety trade in goods and similar or dissimilar service 

 Sudjana (2012) also argued in his writings that in good faith in the legal terminology 

means as the state of mind of the parties in exercising their right to be honest, open and trusting. 

The state of mind should not be tainted by the intentions or deception or cover-up the real 

situation. Good faith in the Trade mark is stated that the registration should be done with the 

principle of good faith. In his explanation, he also said that applicants with good intention is 

one who registered its mark in a dignified and honest without any intention to hitchhike, imitate 

or plagiarized fame mark of others for the sake of business which resulted in losses inflict 

conditions of unfair competition, deceptive, or misleading the consumer. 

 Based on the issues, IKEA parties has registered its mark in Indonesia in 2007 for the 

classes of 11, 16, 20,24,35 and 42, so that the registration is done in accordance to Article 3 of 

the Trademark law in which Indonesia gives exclusive rights to IKEA as the mark owner to 

anticipate other parties with bad intention by doing emulation, plagiarism or ride well-known 

of IKEA mark that has been registered in advance in the public register of the mark. The 

protection of well-known mark in addition should be registered as well-known mark is 

undergoing expansion of trade that crosses the boundaries of the countries. 

 According to the theory of mark Protection of Intellectual Property Rights are: The 

theory of reward has a deep meaning in the form of recognition of the intellectual work which 

has generated by a person, so that the inventor / the creator or the designer should be rewarded 

as a counterweight to the creative efforts in finding or creating intellectual work; The theory of 

recovery states that the inventor / the creator / the designer who has spent the time, cost and 

effort in producing intellectual work must regain what has been issued; Incentive theory links 

the development of creativity by providing incentives for the creators / the inventors / or the 

designer ; Risk theory recognizes that IPR is a job that might cause some risks and allow others 

to invent some first aid to anticipate some incidents that might happen or to fix it, and thus it 

is reasonable to provide a legal protection against actions or activities that risk; The issue of 

Economic Growth stimulus recognizes that the protection of IPRs is a tool of economic 

developing. (Sherwood, 1990; Mayana, 2012) 

 Registration which done by IKEA gives some exclusive rights in question is the right 

granted by the Government to the mark owners in the form of economic rights and moral rights 

are also awarded based on the above theories. The registration conducted by IKEA means that 

IKEA gets a legal protection in Indonesia, namely, in 2007 which means that the impersonation 

did by the third party or piracy that emulates the existed mark which have been registered are 
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also considered as violations. IKEA as a wellknown mark can be evidenced by the various 

activities that have already carried out national and international media on a base regular, also 

the owner of IKEA has been doing the promotion by printing the catalog of goods mark product 

annually to share or are sold to the consumers. IKEA has conducted electronic publications 

with Information Technology base in a variety of sites and always updates continuously too. 

Besides, IKEA also has registered their mark as much as 215 companies in 40 countries by 

1300 forcing registrations for class 16. 

Well-known Mark Protection. 

The protection against the regulated internationally wellknown trademark is found in Article 6 

bis of the Paris Convention stated :firstly,the countries of the Union undertake  ex officio if 

their legislation gives the permission, or at the request of an interested party, to refuse, to cancel 

the registration or to prohibit the use of a trademark which constitutes a reproduction, an 

imitation, or a translation, liable to create confusion, of a mark considered by the competent 

authority of the country of registration or use to be well-known in that country as being already 

the mark of a person entitled. Secondly, to the benefits of this Convention and used for identical 

or similar goods. These provisions also apply when the essential part of the mark constitutes a 

reproduction of any such well-known mark or an imitation liable to create confusion there with. 

Thirdly, the period of at least five years from the date of registration shall be allowed for 

requesting the cancellation of such a mark. The countries of the Union may provide for a period 

within which the prohibition of use must be requested; No time limit shall be fixed for 

requesting the cancellation or the prohibition of the use of marks registered or used in bad faith. 

Associated with cases, it is found in article 5 Law Number 15 Year 2001 about 

Trademark states that it is not allowed registration in which there is an element of imitation by 

road of resemblance or similarity substantially. The mark is not able to be registered when it 

contains one of the elements (Article 5 of Law Trademark). They are as follows: 1) When it is 

found a contradictory to the applicable law, such as:  religious, morality, decency, or public 

order.2) When it has no distinguishing features, in accordance with the nature of the mark as a 

mark to distinguish goods and services. A sign refers to no distinguishing when it is too simple, 

like a dash or a dot, or too complicated. So, it is not clear. 

Well-known mark is an important aspect in the label. The economic importance of well-

known mark is recognized and the definition has been taken by WIPO. It is a mark that has 

been already known in a long period and considered well-known by the competent authority 

of a country which protection is sought for the mark.  A mark becomes well-known that usually 

takes a lot of time and effort, as well as the reputation of the mark should have the feature to 

compile a list. 

Harahap (1996)argued that the famous mark can be divided into three types based on the 

reputation: Normal, famous and well-known mark. Well-known mark is a label that has a high 

reputation. This mark has the power radiating magnificent and attractive, so such type of goods 

is directly having a familiar touch and bonding mythical context to all levels of consumers. 

Meanwhile, according to Nobuyuki Matsubasa, the well-known mark has the 

characteristics as a mark that is known in the business community while the famous mark has 

a reputation for higher levels of well-known marks. Its protection level is greater than the 

dissimilar goods. A famous mark is essentially a form of goodwill which is successfully 

obtained a label because of the ability of the owner or holder of rights to the mark to convince 

the consumers towards   guarantee quality of the products. So, consumers are adhered by the 

mark and back to its products. To be well-known is needed efforts or business with a lot of 

sacrifice and hard work. 

In June 1987, the Ministry of Justice issued Ministerial Decree No. M. 02 - IIC.01.01 

1987 concerning the well-known marks. Based on the decision, the well-known mark is a label 
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that has been known and used in a long period for certain types of goods in Indonesian territory. 

The registration trademark for the same types of goods that is similar to the well-known mark 

must be rejected by the Directorate of Patents and Copyrights. However, the decree has not 

been able to satisfy many foreign owners whom belong to the well-known mark. They want 

the well-known mark protection is not limited to the same type of goods, but also includes all 

kinds of products. 

Then the Minister of Justice issued a return Decree No. M.03 - HC.02.01 1991 is about 

rejection of the application for registration of well-known mark which is similar to the other 

owner or entity. This Decree extends the protection towards the well-known mark and also 

revokes the previous decision. This Decree eventually includes goods that are not similar and 

provides protection of well-known marks that are used in Indonesia or abroad.  Law No. 1 of 

1992 trade mark has provided special protection for well-known mark. (especially, for the same 

product class). The well-known mark in the Decree of the Minister of Justice 02:01 No. 1992, 

Article 1 are trademarks in general have been known and used in traded goods by person or 

entity, both in Indonesia or abroad. One of the main characteristics of a well-known mark is 

that the reputation should not be limited to the specific product or type of product. For example: 

Marlboro is a mark that is associated with a tobacco mark, but the mark is also used in clothing, 

then on October 27, 1993 to cancel the decree No.M.03 - HC.02.01 1991. Then Act of 1992 

regarding Mark amended return by Act No. 14 of 1997 on Marks which provides protection 

for all product classes. Article 6, paragraph 3 of Law No. 14 of 1997 on Marks gives special 

protection to well-known mark and this can be seen in the explanation: 1) to demonstrate the 

general knowledge of society. 2) The determination is also based on the reputation of its mark 

and obtained because of the campaign has been carried out by the owner. 3) It is included by 

registration proof of the trademark in several countries. According to Komar (2010), 

wellknown mark notion in a broad sense, including well-known in radio, television or other 

publications, although it is not yet used in its State and this can be seen in court decisions. 

The Setting of well-known mark in Law Number 15 Year 2001 on Trade Marks under 

Article 6 which contains application should be rejected by the Directorate General of the 

Trademark if: 1) It has a similarity in its essential parts or in its entirety with a mark owned by 

other parties which have previously been registered for the same kind of goods and services. 

2) It has the similarities in its essential parts or in its entirety with a mark owned by another 

party for the same kind of goods or services. 3) It has the similarities in its essential part or in 

its entirety with the geographical indication. What is meant by the well-known mark of the 

description above is not explained but the explanation of Trademark Law is described, they are 

as follows: In paragraph 1 of the letter in Trademark Law, what is meant by similarity is 

principally caused by the elements that stand out among the marks and other marks, which can 

lead to the appearance of a good equation on the form how is the placement, ways of writing 

or the combination among the elements or the equation utterance that are found on these marks. 

Letter bis the rejection of applications that have similarity in principle or in whole well-

known marks for similar goods and services are carried out with due regard to the general 

knowledge of the public about the mark in the field of business concerned. In addition, note is 

also obtained from the reputation of a famous well-known mark for a vigorous campaign and 

a massive investment in several countries in the world that are done by the owner. It is included 

by the evidence of the trademark registration in several countries. If everything is considered 

has not been sufficient, The Commercial Court may order the institution which is independent 

to conduct a survey in order to obtain a conclusion about the extent of the popularity of the 

mark on which to base the rejection. 

The regulations that are internationally well-known mark are the Paris Union Convention 

held on March 20, 1883 particularly, to provide protection of industrial property rights (the 
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Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property). Indonesia ratified the Paris 

Convention by Presidential Decree No. 4 of 1979 as amended by Presidential Decree No. 15 

of 1997. Paris Convention set the two important things, they are: The substantial basic 

provisions (the basic substantive rules). It contains principles that are mandatory guidelines for 

member states Paris Union Convention; Basic procedural provisions (the basic rules of 

procedure). It contains the basic provisions on procedures for the protection of industrial 

property rights. 

Besides, Paris Convention, TRIPs Agreement also regulates registered Well-known mark 

protection in Article 16.3 TRIPs only under the following conditions: 1) That the goods and 

services for which the other mark is used or is seeking protection are not identical with or 

similar to the goods for which the well-known acquired its reputation; 2) That the use of the 

other mark would indicate a connection between the goods and the well-known mark owner; 

That his interests are likely to be damaged by such use. 

The understanding of the wellknown mark is usually attracted to a third party for such unfair 

practices, impersonation, piracy and trademark counterfeiting can cause offense, this is due to 

the several things: 1) The benefit is more quickly and surely, therefore brand forged or imitated 

and is usually the brands of goods or services that are in demand in the market; 2) Do not want 

to bear the risk of loss should create a new brand become famous because of advertising cost 

and promotions are usually very large; 3) The difference in profits when selling goods or 

services with counterfeit brands is much greater if you sell the goods are genuine, because 

counterfeiters do not have to pay for research and development, advertising and promotional 

costs, and taxes, so that it can provide discounts to traders. 

METHODS 

The research used analytical descriptive specification method and also to analyze case for 

finding fair judgment. 

FINDINGS 

IKEA is a big furniture company incorporated under the laws of the Netherlands, which 

manufactures equipment and home appliances and office supplies. It is originated from 

Swedish. IKEA is the mark created by a Swedish, named Ingvar Komprad. It has a special and 

historical meaning that stands of four (4) letters, they are: I, K, E, A. 

- I, means Ingvar. It is the name of the company. 

- K, means Komprad. It is the founder of the family name company. 

- E, means Elmtaryd. It is the name of the farm where Ingvard Kompard was grown 

up. 

- A, means Agunanaryd. It is the name of a church where Ingvard Kamprad group 

becomes as a member. 

IKEA is a trademark in Swedish since 1943 with the registrationmarkas much as in 1300 goods. 

Particularly, the class of 16 that is registered for equipment production, home appliances and 

office supplies. It is a wellknown mark that aligned with Cocacola and Starbucks. 

IKEA mark has been registered in 76 countries, included Indonesia. It has a 

representative office, namely, IKEA Trading (Hong Kong) that is located at Simatupang street 

no. 40, South Jakarta. But IKEA store has not opened specifically. Even, the goods production 

has entered Indonesia through IKEA Trading Company (Hong Kong). 

Since 1943 IKEA has been operating for 68 years without any interruption to break up 

and has already possessed 237 stores. Those employ 100,000 people spread across 44 countries. 

Then IKEMA is known as PT Geese Power or Geese Ceramic Industry Power that registered 

in 2010. It protects some types of goods with the registered number class of 19. They are 

ceramic tiles and walls. 
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 On the other hand, IKEMA trademark has also been registered in class of 19. Even, 

both of the trademarks are not in the same class; IKEA argued that IKEMA has a bad faith to 

registered their mark. Therefore, IKEA did a lawsuit to IKEMA as they use the similar mark 

to IKEA. 

DISCUSSION 

Did IKEMA infringe IKEA based on Indonesian legislation about Trademark? On May 14, 

there is a trade mark known, IKEMA registered trademark offices on behalf of PT. Power 

goose) with registration IDM000247161 which protects goods in class of 19. The above 

conditions cause IKEA demanding IKEMA on grounds of similarity in principle or in the 

overall equation. The definite similarity in principle or on the overall equation in Indonesia 

Trademark law is stated as follows: The same impression is about the form, placement or a 

combination of elements and spoken rhymes contained in the concerned.  IKEA Party 

considered that: IKEMA has similarity in principle to the sound, because the word is based on 

the existing IKEMA same words with IKEA trademark. Finally, IKEMA Trademark is read 

and seen as if the IKEA tardemark; the word IKEMA is composed of the same majority letters 

as IKEA.IKEMA trademark has plagiarized or imitated either the letters or its layout. 

Judging from the fact, IKEMA can be considered in violation because there is a similarity 

in principle and can be seen in the Trademark law, Article 6. Paragraph 1, which states Article 

6: Application for registration of a mark should be refused by The Directorate General. They 

are as follows: If the relevant mark has a similarity in its essential part or in its entirety with a 

mark owned by another party which has previously been registered for the same kind of goods 

and/or services; If the relevant mark has a similarity in its essentials part or in its entirety with 

a well-known mark owned by another party for the same kind of goods and/or services, If the 

relevant mark has a similarity in its essentials part or in its entirety with a known geographical 

indication. 

Trademark registration request was rejected by the Trademark Office which has 

similarity in principle or in the whole with everyone else who is already registered in advance 

for goods or services included in one class. 

IKEMA aims to obfuscate or mislead consumers IKEA mark and IKEMA mark has 

registered his trademark in bad faith that is registered by resembling the well-known mark of 

IKEA.IKEMA is piggybacking the well-known mark and at least wants to ruin IKEA mark or 

to make the distinction mark between IKEMA and IKEA. 

IKEMA has similarities in principle because IKEMA produces ceramics, tiles and 

flooring while IKEA also makes wallcoverings for the kitchen area which has the same 

function with the tiles ceramic, floor tiles and vinyl the flaring, so that the goods of IKEA brand 

and IKEMA are the same, either class or no class, but the same goods products. IKEMA is 

malicious and it should not register a trademark that uses the Angsad mark that taken from the 

company name as well. IKEA has registered in advance in Indonesia and is a well-known mark. 

IKEMA has hatch-hiked IKEA mark reputation. 

In the court proved that if the IKEA mark and IKEMA have produced similar goods or 

whether they produce a different class but the class of the same type of goods. From the results 

obtained that the two marks have the similarity in principle or in its entirety but the same in 

originality, means of manufacturer and the purpose of usage goods between IKEA and IKEMA. 

After finding the evidence of the similarity in principle or the overall equation either in 

the sound, goods producing that is in the same class, IKEA also did the registration in good 

faith. 

At the level of the Commercial Court has passed a decision No. 39 / Trademark / 2011 / 

PN. PstJkt Law of Trade dated July 26, 2011, which shows that IKEMA trademark has the 
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similarities in principle with the IKEA mark and stated that IKEMA has a bad faith and 

cancelled IKEMA mark which has been registered. 

At the level of Cassation, it is upheld the ruling of the Commercial Court decided that 

IKEMA did the remembrance substantially and has done overall equation to IKEA. (Indonesian 

Supreme Court, 2012). On this basis, the parties filed IKEMA Appeals. A review carried out 

when the new evidence is found. Basic done by IKEMA that elements of similarity in principle 

contained in Article 6 paragraph (1) letter a. and b. of Law Number 15 of 2001 on Marks. 

The request that should be rejected by the Directorate General is as follows:   If the mark 

has the similarity in principle or entirety with another party brands that has already registered 

in advance for goods and / or similar services. If the mark has the similarity in principle or in 

its entirety with well-known marks that owned by other parties for goods and / or the like. 

Article 6, paragraph 1 letter a and b with the whole explanation in laws marks No. 15 of 2001 

on Marks requires that "a mark can be canceled because there is a similarity in principle or in 

its entirety with other brands that have already been registered in advance or by the mark that 

has already been famous if the goods / services of these marks is similar. 

So, that is relied upon by IKEMA, that the similarity of the elements in principle is for 

similar goods, and if it is noted that the goods produced is different that is the IKEA for a class 

of goods 11 namely equipment for lighting , heating , steam producing, cooking , cooling , 

drying , class 21 for tools and small containers of household or kitchen , grade 24, for textiles 

etc., while the IKEMA goods producing for class of 19 with the type of goods of all kinds of 

ceramic floor and wall tiles. Besides, IKEMA also argued that even though IKEA is a well-

known mark in the world. IKEA does not sell its production in Indonesia (IKEA already have 

a big store in Indonesia since November 7, 2013). So, it does not cause any confusion among 

consumers. Based on the court decision, IKEMA is different from IKEA. IKEMA goods 

producing are also in different types, so the rejection of IKEMA brand is not be able to be held. 

CONCLUSION 

Court decided that  IKEMA does not bear resemblance in principle to the group of IKEA and  

IKEA product are also different from the well-known types of goods produced by  IKEMA 

mark  in Indonesia . So, consumers will not be confused.  

IMPLICATION 

In my opinion, IKEMA has a bad faith to register the trademark because it is similar to IKEA 

as a well-known mark  that must be protected by law as it is found in Art 16.3 TRIPs :That the 

goods and services for which the other mark is used or is seeking protection are not identical 

with or similar to the goods for which the well-known acquired its reputation;  and also in 

Minister of Justice issued a return Decree No. M.03 - HC.02.01 1991 that is about rejection of 

the application for registration of well-known mark which is similar to the other owner or 

entirety. This Decree extends the protection towards the well-known mark which is covered 

not limited to the same types of goods but also includes all kinds of product. It might also 

intersect with the problem of unfair competition . Besides, the Supreme Court Justice has also 

misapplied the law on the principles of equation and equality. 
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4-AB10-2955 

THE EFFECT/ROLE OF LAW IN THE FIGHT AGAINST CORRUPTION IN 

NIGERIA 

MRS. CHINAWA ANTHONIA TOCHUKWU1   

Corruption is prevalent and has particularly serious economic consequences in Nigeria today. 

The country has experienced a share of this problem through a substantial loss of its common 

wealth to few privileged office holders, investors as well as foreign aid. In fact, it can be safely 

described as the bane of the Nigerian nation state as it has brought down the country from her 

once Olympian and soaring height (as the light and giant of the African continent), such that in 

the comity of nations, smaller African nations including those which gained independence 

recently are the ones now speaking for the continent. Thus, the country has taken decisive 

measures to eradicate corruption as can be gleaned from its anti-graft laws and institutions but 

despite these laws and the relevant institutions/agencies of government to administer them, 

corruption activities still thrives in the economy unabated. This study therefore examines these 

anti-corruption laws in a bid to determine its efficacy in the fight against corruption in Nigeria. 

To achieve this, the researcher undertakes a critical survey of the anti-corruption laws and the 

surrounding controversies that has watered down its efficacy in eradicating corruption in 

Nigeria. 

 

5-AB30-4198 

THE ROLE OF THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION IN ENSURING A 

COORDINATED GLOBAL HEALTH GOVERNANCE SYSTEM FOR BETTER 

PANDEMIC PREPAREDNESS 

MR. OMOWAMIWA KOLAWOLE2   

The global health governance system as headed by the World Health Organization (WHO) has 

being tested in recent times; most notably by the Ebola virus pandemic which affected much 

of West Africa. WHO has been blamed for the spread of Ebola due to its failure to declare the 

virus a health emergency quickly enough, as well as other systemic problems that became 

apparent during the Ebola pandemic. These problems include the loss of moral leadership of 

the organisation, poor organisational structure, weak monitoring and enforcement protocols. In 

addition, ineffective regulations, a fundamentally flawed institutional approach to pandemics, 

the pandering to special interests, inability to effectively work with emerging global health 

institutions and poor funding also resulted in the spread of the virus. These lapses proved fatal, 

as many affected countries received limited international assistance until the pandemic had 

spread uncontrollably and had to rely on limited local resources to tackle the epidemic. 

However, as recent outbreaks have proven, pandemics do not recognize geographical 

boundaries, and as such, there is need for international collaboration and cohesion in tackling 

the threat of pandemics. The need for a coordinated effort to prepare for pandemics is necessary 

now more than ever because many developing countries are still vulnerable to the next possible 

pandemic and are ill equipped to tackle them should they arise, due to weak health systems and 

limited monitoring capacity. While the players in the international health governance scene 

have increased, with several independent players with a lot of influence and funds, the WHO 

is by default the leader of the global health governance framework, historically and by virtue 
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of its mandate for the fulfillment of the right to health, and as such it has a key role to play to 

in pandemic preparedness.  

This paper addresses the need for a coordinated approach to pandemics globally. It 

focuses on the WHO as a strong global health leader to chart the course in health, especially as 

it concerns global pandemic preparedness. To this end, an examination of the key structures 

within the WHO will be made to determine how they can be improved to coordinate the efforts 

of both state parties and independent non state players in order to provide a unified approach 

in tackling pandemics. The paper will further address issues relating to enforcement to help 

ensure that all stakeholders are accountable. 

 

11-AB32-3089 

INTERNATIONAL CHILD RIGHTS LAW AND STATE SOVREIGNTY: THE 

CURIOUS CASE OF THE NIGERIAN CHILD RIGHTS ACT (CRA) 

MR. OLUWAFIFEHAN OGUNDE3   

One major method of determining whether a state has an effective child rights protection 

framework in place is the extent to which the standards of child rights protection as outlined in 

the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) are guaranteed in its domestic legislation. To 

this end, the Committee on the Rights of the Child has concluded that an obligation on the part 

of states exists to ensure that Convention provisions are given domestic effect and has 

particularly ‘welcomed the incorporation of the Convention into domestic law’ . The 

Committee also notes the fact that states differ as to the particular method of incorporation of 

the CRC into domestic law. It nevertheless observes as fundamental the need to ensure that ‘all 

domestic legislation is fully compatible with the Convention and that the Convention’s 

principles and provisions can be directly applied and appropriately enforced’.  

On its part, Nigeria signed the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) on 26th June 

1990 and ratified same on 19th April, 1991. In 2003, the civilian government led by Chief 

Olusegun Obasanjo went a step further in the child rights protection agenda by passing the 

Child Rights bill into law. The Child Rights Act (CRA) essentially aimed at principally 

enacting into law in Nigeria the principles entrenched in the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child. As is the case with the CRC, it contains civil and political rights as well as economic 

and social rights which presumably stems from the recognition of the interdependence and 

indivisibility of these rights. The aim of this paper is to assess the implementation of the Child 

Rights Act in the context of the Nigerian legal system, with particular focus on the Constitution 

of the Federal Republic of Nigeria (1999) which is the supreme legal instrument in Nigeria. In 

doing so, the substantive rights provisions of the CRA would be considered vis-à-vis 

fundamental rights as guaranteed by the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria (1999). 

In the event of disparities between the two pieces of legislation being highlighted, one would 

also consider possible ways by which such disparities may be addressed in order to ensure 

effective harmonization of international child rights protection standards espoused by the CRA 

and domestic law. 
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1-AB33-4381 

THE IMPACT OF ‘GIG ECONOMY’ CROWD WORKERS IN LARGE 

CORPORATIONS 

DR. ALISON LUI4   

The ‘gig economy’ started after the global financial crisis to provide workers the opportunity 

to do piecemeal work whilst the economy recovered. Seven years on, this sector has grown and 

looks likely to stay. Studies show that there are now 4.9 million crowd workers in the UK. 

Further, the crowd workers are engaged in a range of services from transport to professional 

services such as accounting and law. In America, a report by JP Morgan (2016) found that 

approximately 10.3 million Americans earn a portion of their income via the ‘gig economy’. 

Acordign to studies, only 13% of Britons believe they will be working in the traditional ‘9–5’ 

employment pattern by 2025. The growth of the ‘gig economy’ has created challenges for 

workers, employers and the government. Much of the extant literature focuses on the 

employment status of crowd workers and the lack of employment protection. Very little 

research has been conducted into the impact of the ‘gig economy’ on large corporations. Crowd 

workers offer flexibility and therefore small businesses which are growing would welcome 

such workers. Digital platforms also offer lower hiring costs. However, much has yet to be 

discovered in relation to the use of crowd workers in large corporations.  

This paper therefore focuses on the opportunities and challenges which crowd workers 

can offer to large corporations. In particular, the recruitment process and the opportunity of 

outsourcing work to crowd workers will be discussed. Whilst hiring costs are cheaper, large 

corporations may lose control over the hiring process to digital platforms such as Freelancer or 

Upwork. Large businesses can however, retain some control by offering competitions to 

potential workers. NASA, the space agency, is an example. It offered an online competition for 

solving problems which astronauts could face in an international space station. Outsourcing 

creative work such as marketing or professional services is also beneficial. 

PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) have launched a digital platform called Talent Exchange in 

February 2016, which directly connects freelancers with the company. PwC offer specific 

projects to the freelancers based on their skills and experience. Tapping into the global labour 

market can be easier with such digital platforms. Yet, the ‘gig economy’ poses regulatory and 

governance challenges to large corporations. With a large network of freelancers and small 

businesses, large corporations have to find effective ways of managing and monitoring a web 

of networks. Flexible and innovative training methods are required to ensure crowd workers 

feel part of the company and deliver its values. 

 

2-AB26-4046 

CAMEROON AND THE CORRUPTION CONUNDRUM: PROSECUTING THE 

OFFENSE OF MISAPPROPRIATION OF PUBLIC FUNDS IN CAMEROON 

PROF. AVITUS AGBOR5   

Beyond dispute is the fact that no political system is immune to corruption. Taking the form of 

an invisible enemy amongst people, corruption takes a great degree of responsibility for the 

parlous plight of underdevelopment, poor governance, crumbling institutions, stagnant socio-

economic development, resource scarcity, decadent democratic institutions and values. 

Theoretical and empirical studies on corruption reveal that it is much easier to describe than to 
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define what corruption is as it may be clandestine and protracted in nature, taking different 

forms and varying in perception from culture to culture. In Cameroon, corruption is deeply 

entrenched in state institutions, state-run corporations, and the private sector. Its normalization 

in Cameroon’s sociological landscape has assaulted democratic norms such as accountability 

and transparency. Elevated to a medium of exchange, corruption has eroded the confidence in 

the public service and brought to the people venal justice. With such unpalatable consequences, 

socio-economic and political development has been severely hindered, and democratic values 

and institutions severely compromised. Despite the numerous legislative enactments and 

institutional mechanisms in place to combat corruption, the absence of political will mustered 

and exuded by top political figures has been the biggest flaw in all her anti-corruption efforts. 

The presence of political will is not only important and urgent, but also a conditio sine qua non 

to any genuine efforts made in fighting corruption at all levels in Cameroon. Without it, all 

efforts remain inadequate, ineffective and shallow. 

 

3-AB48-4085 

TWIN PEAKS FOR SOUTH AFRICA: A CASE FOR THE ADOPTION OF A 

MODIFIED MODEL OF FINANCIAL SECTOR REGULATION 

MS. SILINDILE BUTHELEZI6   

Since the global financial crisis, policy makers around the world have been focused on mending 

the weaknesses the crisis has revealed in their financial regulatory frameworks. One of the 

main contributors has been the systemic failures across the financial industry. As a result, there 

has been a coordinated global effort to improve the way risk (especially systemic risk) is 

managed at both national and international level. Many governments around the world have 

been facing pressure and demand for reforms and regulatory improvements, and as a result, 

many of the regulatory authorities have implemented substantial systemic reforms. South 

Africa is one example of a country that has initialised such systemic reform.  

South Africa has substantially reformed its banking and financial sector regulation by 

adopting a ‘Twin Peaks’ regulatory structure through the enactment of the ‘Financial Sector 

Regulation Bill’. Under the Twin Peaks regulatory structure, two regulators will be established: 

1) a Prudential Authority operating within the South African Reserve Bank which will 

supervise the safety and soundness of the banks, insurance companies and other financial 

institutions, and 2) a new Financial Sector Conduct Authority which will supervise how 

financial services firms are to conduct their business and treat their customers. The South 

African Reserve Bank will oversee the financial stability, within a policy framework agreed 

with the Minister of Finance. 

The Twin Peaks structure represents a decisive shift from South Africa’s current 

fragmented regulatory structure and attempts to harmonise South Africa’s fragmented financial 

regulatory landscape. South Africa’s move towards a Twin Peaks approach has been largely 

motivated by the success of the Twin Peaks model in other jurisdictions such as the Netherlands 

and Australia, and more recently, the United Kingdom’s adoption of the Twin Peaks structure 

in 2013.  

Although the United Kingdom only recently adopted the Twin Peaks model (making the 

task of an accurate assessment of the success or failure of the structure difficult), South Africa 

has chosen a reform model of twin peaks which is very much similar (if not almost identical) 

to the United Kingdom reforms, particularly in respect of the clear and distinct role for the 
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central bank, a specialist prudential regulatory function within the central bank, and a separate 

market conduct regulator.  

This paper seeks to argue that there are notable factors which distinguish South Africa’s 

financial landscape from that of the United Kingdom which ought to be taken into 

consideration in the reform of South Africa’s regulatory structure. Some of the factors include, 

as expressed by Dr Michael Taylor (2011), the fact that the twin peaks model is favourable to 

the United Kingdom as the banks do not dominate the financial sector, but rather occupy the 

financial sector with other non-bank financial institutions, and further, that the United Kingdom 

has a highly developed consumer protection regime. Contrastingly, the banks dominate South 

Africa’s financial sector compared to the non-bank financial institutions which play a very 

limited role, and South Africa’s consumer regime is not significantly developed in that the 

National Credit Act was only enacted in 2005, and the Consumer Protection Act only came 

into effect as recently as 2011.  

The paper also seeks to argue that South Africa should consider a modified version of 

the twin peaks structure which is unique to South Africa’s individual industry structures and 

its particular circumstances. Within this argument, this paper seeks to explore the concept of 

South Africa having to first define its unique problem and thereafter creating South African 

solutions unique to the South African problem. 

 

10-AB45-4432 

GLOBALISATION AND RACISM: THE AUSTRALIAN EXPERIENCE 

DR. JANTHARAT PHAN-ATHIROJ7   

Changing demographics in the labour force is the result of globalisation. According to the 

United Nations (2015), Australia is one of the top twenty countries in the world hosting 

international migrants. While they can fill in the labour shortage and positively impact the 

economy of the destination countries, they are the most vulnerable members of society who 

are abused and discriminated against their race. This paper aims to report on racism in Australia 

and to propose strategies for racism prevention. 

Although Australia is a multicultural and multiracial country, many migrants have been 

suffering with discrimination in some Australian workplaces. For instance, a job applicant was 

not contacted for an interview because of their Middle Eastern name. An employee in 

Queensland was abused and threatened by a co-worker and felt that his employer did not 

respond to his complaint seriously. More interestingly, the co-worker was the subject of racial 

discrimination in the past. Another employee, a labourer in a manufacturing business, had been 

called by offensive names and treated less favourably than other workers because of his race 

and English language skills. Outside the workplace, other passengers humiliated an African-

American woman during her flight from Melbourne to Brisbane because of her skin colour. 

Furthermore, Muslims have faced racial discrimination since the Lindt Cafe siege in December 

2014. 

In 2012, the Australia Government introduced the ‘Racism. It stops with me’ campaign 

and the National Anti-Racism Strategy to be implemented between July 2012 and June 2015, 

but it seems that racism still remains. A recent research funded by VicHealth and the Australian 

Human Rights Commission found that racism costs Australian society approximately $45.7 

billion. Soutphommasane (2015) reveals that the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 does not 

punish racism; it instead protects people against prejudice and does not have the complete 

protection for Muslims and Aboriginal Torres Strait Islander.  
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To prevent racism, school curricula should contain balanced information on minority 

groups to induce more positive values and attitudes – the causes of racism, xenophobia, and 

other forms of discrimination – of young children. Both profit and non-profit organisations 

should raise their employee awareness on racism and the 1965 International Convention on the 

Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination as it is not only the responsibility of the State 

government. For Australia, it is perhaps time to review the 40-year old Act – the Racial 

Discrimination Act 1975.  

 

Keywords: racism, prevention strategies, Australia 
 

14-AB18-2840 

MEASURING PARLIAMENTARIAN; TOWARDS ANALYSING MEMBERS OF 

PARLIAMENTS (MPS) IN MALAYSIA 

DR. ROSYIDAH MUHAMAD8   

Democracies are premised on the idea that citizens can hold their leaders accountable for their 

actions by voting for or against them in regular elections. However, in order this ideal to be 

realized, citizens must possess a minimum amount of information about their leaders’ 

performance. Citizens should be made aware of the performance of their elected 

representatives. This study seek to analyse this critical information with special reference to 

Malaysian Parliamentarians (MPs). We adopted several existence Parliamentary Performance 

model with special reference to their performance inside the parliament. Among indicators 

used by the scholastic for analysing this performance are the number of bills proposed by 

parliamentarian, the number of proposals that would benefit their constituency, the number of 

speeches made by the parliamentarian during plenary and the percentage of laws passed among 

the proposals made by certain parliamentary. The broad goals of the study include the analysis 

role and the capacity of a representative body to accommodate the diverse claims and demands 

that are made on it. We find that overall performance of MPs are average. This is due to not 

only the background characteristic of individuals MPs but also the limitation of the mechanism 

provides in the Parliament itself. 
 

16-AB22-4044 

DELIBERATIVE PRACTICES IN THE MALAYSIAN PARLIAMENT: EMBRACING 

KAMPUNG-STYLE IN THE WESTMINSTER TRADITION 

DR. NAZLI AZIZ9   

Using a case study analysis, this paper explores the parliament-citizen relationship of the 

Malaysian Parliament from the eight to the twelfth parliaments (1990-2013). The Malaysian 

Parliament represents a case of a Westminster-style parliament in an illiberal democracy. This 

paper explores the extent to which the Malaysian Parliament via the Members of Parliament 

(MPs), utilise deliberative forums in and outside parliament to engage citizens and respond to 

their concerns, and how this facilitates political participation and engagement in Malaysia. This 

paper makes a contribution to the literature by filling the apparent gap and contributing to an 

understanding of the extent to which the Malaysian Parliament incorporate deliberations as a 
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means of involving citizens in the policy-making process. As such, this paper enriches the study 

of parliamentary democracy in Malaysia and the non-Western world.  

There are two basic characteristics essential to understanding deliberative practices in the 

Malaysian Parliament. First, deliberation in the formal micro-level deliberative forum in the 

House of Representatives is simply a state product. The deliberative practices are within the 

circle of the elite amongst the ruling government of Barisan Nasional by accommodating each 

ethnic group based on the premise that the government knows best. Secondly, deliberation in 

the informal macro-level deliberative forums in the public sphere is based on geographical 

boundaries, cultural values and the local social structure in shaping engagement of citizens and 

parliamentarians. Adopting the kampung-style (village-style), often the informal macro-level 

deliberative forums have been transformed into political insights that would force the 

government to re-evaluate public policy from time to time.  

This paper points out that deliberative practices in Malaysia taking place at different sites 

and in different forms which are often unconventional and unstructured in light of conventional 

understandings of deliberation in the Westminster systems of the liberal democracies. On this 

basis, this paper argues that deliberative practices in the Malaysian Parliament have been 

established and progressed through the balancing, adaption and modification of existing 

cultures, rules, norms and routines of the Westminster model. The deliberative practices in and 

outside the Malaysian Parliament are not necessarily in line with the idea of deliberative in the 

liberal Westminster systems.  

 

19-AB43-4422 

ECONOMICS IN CHINA'S GLOBALIZED ENGLISH LANGUAGE POLICY 

PLANNING: COSTS AND BENEFITS IN EFL FUNCTIONAL LITERACY - FROM 

CONCEPTS AND DATA ANALYSIS TO PROPOSED MODEL. 

DR. LUCIANA LEW10   

On May 29, 2015, the Wall Street Journal reported that about 8,000 Chinese students were 

expelled from American campuses due to falsified eligibility documentation and/or poor 

academic results. This headline is a reflection of the well-documented serious functional 

illiteracy plaguing Chinese graduates. China’s mandated English program from primary school 

through college is taught to the test via vocabulary memorization for comprehension, and the 

understanding of English grammatical rules, but without the language’s ultimate practical 

communicative application of speaking or writing in English. 

The significance of language in today’s integrated globalized economy has promoted 

utilization of economic concepts and models to concretize claims as testable hypotheses in the 

growing field of “Language Economics”. This research features second language and economic 

returns, language dynamics (diversity, bilingualism), and the rarer interaction of language 

economics and policy evaluation/LPP. Language economics facilitates the evaluation of 

language public polices as the analytics foster systematic identification and measurement of 

the advantages and drawbacks (expressed economically as “costs” and “benefits”) in each 

policy alternative for comparison and rational choice.  

The EFL program within China’s educational system – including the number of years of 

EFL learning, curriculum, class hours, materials, pedagogical practices, teacher training, and 

program assessment – is under State control and its ministries. China’s latest reform (first in 

30 years) of its once-in-a-lifetime college entrance exam (gaokao) has been heavily criticized 

for eroding the dominant status of English.  
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The hypothesis proffered here is that, not only has the Ministry of Education’s ex ante 

policy goals been misplaced and implementation misdirected, the ex post outcomes promise to 

be detrimental under the economic welfare theory. 

This paper advocates a long-overdue policy goal of introducing/enhancing a functional 

literacy skill component into China’s EFL program. Framed in a causal relationship, the 

proposed model adopts the policy-to-outcome formula with the policy measure (as 

independent/ “explained” variable) at one end and the policy outcome (as “dependent / 

“explained” variable) on the other. The value of the practical communicative competency 

(advocated policy goal and outcome) will be parsed conceptually and empirically, via 

triangulated data collection, to establish its societal benefits and costs.  

20-AB41-4436 

HONG KONG LAND USE POLICIES: INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS 

DR. KWOK C WONG11   

Land Use Policies in Hong Kong are unique: they still remain similar to those during its 

colonial days. Despite a population of 7.7 million housed within 1,100 hectares, the 

government still owns 90% of the land while 75% are not developed. 6 million people are 

crowded onto only 4% of the land. The consequences of this is of course high property prices 

and rents. This paper compares Hong Kong land use policies to those of Singapore, New York, 

China, and three other countries. It aims to explain why Hong Kong could not change its unique 

policy, and hence the implications on housing and economic performances. 
 

21-AB37-4413 

RAWLS, MACINTYRE, WOLTERSTORFF: THREE RIGHT ORDER THEORIES, 

WITH A NOTE ON RELIGION IN POLITICS 

MR. JASON GEHRKE12   

The purpose of this investigation is to understand the consumer habits that human beings have 

as a result of the highest level of communication and information they are exposed to; to try to 

find the brand´s efficient mechanisms in the conquest of their consumers. However, despite all 

the technological advances, the consumers are the ones that have changed the most. The new 

consumers know it all, they are able to access information of all the products they are looking 

for, and to compare them with the competition; they are more demanding because they know 

what they can get. It is a world where the consumer is no longer the naïve consumer it was 

once before; the Marketing experts are face to face with the Superconsumer. 

The process of investigation was done with personal interviews and by observing the 

person´s behavior, comparing different profiles (of age, gender and attitude) before, during and 

after the buying process. Comparisons were made regarding the buying methods used six years 

ago, and the current methods. While understanding the changes that have occurred thanks to 

technology and market knowledge. 

The current Superconsumer feels more empowered in relation to the brands, because of 

the ongoing war that is constantly trying to conquer his business. One of the most interesting 

findings is that all generations have entered the digital shopping process. This process allows 

the consumer to be informed, to compare products and it´s benefits, which lead to better buying 

decisions; ultimately knowing that the companies must answer to any problems they may 
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encounter. The Superconsumer is not age related, it is based on the buyer´s attitude when 

deciding what kind of product they want to buy, or what brand to choose. For this reason, the 

research was done to different profiles of consumers: students, professionals and homemakers; 

women and men; and young, adult and old people.  

The implementation of the results of this investigation will be to create correct marketing 

strategies, in terms of the quality of the consumer that the brand has, comparing them to the 

competition and to the new digital environment. 

 

22-AB31-4315 

ASSESSMENT OF QUEZON CITY AS A RAINBOW TOURISM DESTINATION AS 

PERCEIVED BY LGBT VISITORS 

MR. SHARIFF EBOY13   

It is a well known fact that tourism is a huge and vast industry, which keeps on growing and is 

becoming one of many countries’ bases of their economies. Many destinations have developed 

resorts, complexes, buildings, and so on, in order to fulfill the client’s needs and expectations. 

Nevertheless, there is a whole new market niche which is relatively new and is rising amazingly 

in such a rapid way. We are living at a time where discrimination is no longer part of our 

culture, nonetheless, many countries are still blocked and not fully opening their doors to this 

new type of tourism, which is Rainbow Tourism, by far, one of the most profitable in the 

industry. In this context, the researcher was motivated to explore and describe LGBT tourism 

in the Philippines setting, particularly in Quezon City. Exploring whether the Philippines is 

ready to provide the tourism products and services or to accept the gay market. Moreover, this 

study will attempt to assess the potential of Quezon City as a rainbow tourism destination 

through the gathering of base-information from the LGBT tourists. As a research output, the 

researcher shall propose some action programs that can be formulated for Quezon City to earn 

a strong mark as a Rainbow Tourism destination in the Philippines. 
 

23-AB35-4158 

ASEAN LAW HARMONIZATION OF FREE MOVEMENT OF GOODS, 

PROBLEMATIC OR AN ADVANTAGE? 

DR. SYARAVINA LUBIS14  MS. JULIA AGNETHA AGNESTA BR. BARUS. MH AND  

BERLIANA NASUTION, SH. MH 

The idea of an ASEAN Economic Community is not just a plan. But certainly, the practice is 

not easy. As we know that, ASEAN has never implement legally binding regulations. But 

regarding reviewing the free movement of goods, which is one of the five top elements of the 

ASEAN Economic Community, would be difficult to think of these elements in the absence of 

legally binding policy which would apply uniformly in each ASEAN member country to 

achieve the objectives of the ASEAN Economic Community. As well as the implementation 

of competition policy, intellectual property rights, consumer protection, taxation and e-

commerce. Which would remain us a question on why ASEAN still choose to continue 

applying a soft law than a hard law to enforce their free movement of goods policy. By all 

means, the idea of free movement of goods will lead to some new difficulties that would be 

experienced by the member countries of ASEAN.  
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Such as, first, how ASEAN ensure that free movement of goods policy have been applied 

in the respective member states if there is no legally binding therein? Given that soft law could 

result in unevenness in the application of the free movement of goods in each ASEAN country, 

which could end in failure to achieve the primary objectives of the policy as a whole. Second, 

what would be the potential impact if ASEAN used the hard law as an instrument to implement 

their free movement of goods policy? Ponder that ASEAN is not accustomed to the presence 

of legally binding law at the ASEAN level because it would be associated with partial loss of 

state sovereignty. That will cause the transfer of rights to make a set of legally binding policy 

at the international level rather than at national institution. Thus, in this research, will discuss 

on what makes ASEAN still determined using soft law in applying their free movement of 

goods policy. Likewise, what possible impact that would occur if the ASEAN using a hard law 

in implementing the free movement of goods in its member states? Whether is this possible? 

And while discussing the development of the free movement of goods policy of the ASEAN 

Economic Community, there will be comparison measures used in Single Market, which has 

long been owned by the European Union. The last but not least, the research will also elaborate 

the possible solutions for ASEAN while outlining the potential problematic impact of the 

harmonization of free movement of goods policy that would be legally binding in ASEAN 

member states. Keywords : ASEAN, Law Harmonization, Free Movement of Goods. 

 

Keywords: ASEAN, Law Harmonization, Free Movement of Goods. 

 

26-AB05-4051 

EMPIRICS OF THE DETERMINANTS OF CHINA`S OUTWARD DIRECT 

INVESTMENT 

MR. LI SHI15   

Since 2014, China has emerged as the Third-largest Country for outward direct investment 

(ODI) in the world. ODI contributes to economic growth of the ODI recipient countries, as it 

brings in not only financial resources for investment but also technologies and managerial 

know-how, which are important factors for promoting economic growth. Recognizing these 

benefits of receiving ODI, policy makers in ODI recipient countries have formulated various 

strategies to attract ODI.  

By using the Firm-Level data covering the period 2005-2015, and with the method of 

conditional logit model, this study examines the factors in the host country that would attract 

ODI by Chinese firm. The results show that the large local market, rich nature resource, and 

low-wage labor, is also important factors for Chinese firm`s ODI. In addition, high R&D revel 

and low corporate tax of the host country is an important factors making Chinese firm`s ODI 

decision.  

In particular, RMB`s exchange-rate is a positive factor, but the volatility is negative 

factor for Chinese firm`s ODI. 
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27-AB39-4249 

WHAT WERE THE GAINS AND LOSSES INCURRED BY THE ECONOMIC 

LIBERALISATION OF INDIA SINCE THE 1990S? 

MR. BRAHMA MOHANTY16   

Economic liberalisation encompasses decreasing state regulations and restrictions on the 

economy, facilitating the entry of private enterprises. This may lead to privatization of state 

institutions and assets, decreased tax rates for companies, lifts on restriction for foreign 

investment and a more open market.  

The economic liberalization of India began in July 1991 following decades of Soviet-

influenced socialist policy. Policies were characterised by economic protectionism with ‘the 

placing of barriers to foreign trade [and] limiting imports and promoting exports,’ with an 

imposition of high tariffs and quotas. Indian economic policy thus was illustrated by an 

emphasis on ‘import-substitution industrialization’ (ISI), advocating domestic production over 

foreign imports, and a stagnating growth rate of the economy through to the 1980s at around 

3.5% with a per capita income growth average of 1.3%. Although economic liberalization had 

been attempted in the 1970s and 1980s, they were according Harris ‘self-contradictory and self-

reversing in parts’ and by the end of 1990, India was confronted with a severe economic crisis 

with the climax of high inflation rates that had been climbing during the 1980s.  

The crisis deepened in 1991 with the Indian government pledging 20 and 47 tonnes of 

gold to the Union Bank of Switzerland and Bank of England respectively under the terms of a 

bailout deal agreed with the International Monetary fund, which also required the country to 

undergo significant structural economic reforms. This forced to government of then Prime 

Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao through his finance minister Manmohan Singh to trigger a 

breakthrough of economic reforms to bring India out of the doldrums of the economic crisis. 

This included a devaluation of the rupee by 20%, through abolishment of ‘export subsidies,’ 

lowering of tariffs, reduction in the number of public-sector industries and the ending of 

licensing for most industries, in addition to establishing a stock exchange. Thus, India gradually 

integrated itself into the global economy which paid immediate dividends; the annual growth 

rate in GDP reached 7% during the first three years of the reforms. By 2007 with the GDP 

growth rate then at an all time high of 9% (reaching 10.1% in 2010), India had asserted itself 

as the second fastest growing major economy in the world and attributed this to the sweeping 

liberalization reforms of the 1990s.  

This paper will examine to what extent did the economic liberalization of India during 

the 1990s provide gains and losses (or positives and negatives) for the country with regards to 

four distinct areas; the impact of foreign direct investment (FDI) and multi-national 

corporations (MNCs), the effects of liberalization on poverty and living standards, a close 

examination of urban-rural inequality, and finally the impact on the electricity and energy 

sector.  

It would be easy to simply be blinded by the increase in GDP growth rate figures post-

liberalization and instantly assume that economic liberalization yielded unprecedented and 

unquestionable economic gains. But critical issues persist, whether concerning the growing 

divide between the rich and poor, or energy supply which at times is often unreliable and 

lacking in accountability.  
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28-AB40-4425 

EFFECT OF SERVICE DIRECTIVE ON WHOLESALE AND RETAIL COMPANIES: 

DIFF IN DIFF IN DIFF EVIDENCE 

MR. VOJTECH OLBRECHT17   

Service Directive puts into motion free movement of service initiative, one of the milestone of 

the Single Market of the European Union set up by the Treaty of Rome that was neglected for 

decades by secondary legislation of the EU. Though very ambitious at its draft, several 

adjustments have been made and it is argued whether the final Directive can make significant 

changes. Removal of the country-of-origin principle and several exceptions made Directive far 

less innovative, but on the other hand its general applicability and proactive approach made it 

more useful than current case law. This article aims to answer the question of Directive’s 

significance by focusing on productivity of affected companies while comparing those with 

two distinct control groups (companies from unaffected industries but within EU and 

companies from the same industry outside of the EU) and employing Difference-in-difference-

in-difference research design on firm-level data from European countries within years 2004 

and 2013 that account for over 5 million observations nested within 1.3 million companies. 

The results suggest that the Service Directive significantly increased productivity of companies 

in the year of transposition by Member States and following and the results seem to be robust 

to other specifications and other dependant variables (both total factor productivity and 

labor/capital productivity). Even though article includes several measures in order to remove 

other effects that might bias the results, they cannot be labelled as profoundly causal because 

of the nature of the data and an issue of interest as is further discussed in the article. The 

research can be further developed by including careful consideration of cofounding effects 

which can further eliminate their impact on the results and, also by considering other qualitative 

data that may complement the results and by considering treating large amounts of missing 

data differently, possibly with the use of multiple imputation 

 

29-AB47-4317 

THE PACIFIC ALLIANCE IN THE CONTEXT OF REGIONAL POLITICS OF 

LATIN AMERICA AND ITS INFLUENCE ON GEORGIA-LATIN AMERICAN 

RELATIONS 

MR. BESIK GOGINAVA18   

In April 2011 Peru, Chile, Colombia and Mexico signed the Lima Declaration and launched 

the Pacific Alliance. As a new integration initiative the creation of the Pacific Alliance was a 

significant step in the process of Latin American integration, because it represents 37% of the 

region’s population and 35% of its total GDP and its main aim is for members to form a regional 

trading bloc and to promote the free movement of goods, services, capital and people, as well 

as to strengthen international ties globally, in particular with the Asia-Pacific region. 

At the 7th Pacific Alliance summit in Cali, Colombia the organization admitted observer 

countries. In July 2015 Georgia became an observer state in the alliance, which was an 

important step towards further deepening relations with Latin American region. 

As an observer country Georgia may play an important role within the Pacific Alliance. 

At the same time being an observer country might be beneficial in terms of better 
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comprehension of negotiated problems. It also gives opportunities to participate in summits, 

forums and seminars. 

Focusing on considerations of geo-political, international relations and regional politics 

aspects this paper analyzes what role does the Pacific Alliance play on regional and 

international politics of Latin America and how does it affect being an observer member in the 

alliance on Georgian-Latin American bilateral relations? 

 

Key words: the Pacific Alliance, Georgia, Latin America 

 

30-AB42-4289 

THE IMPACT OF INFORMATION ASYMMETRY ON THE SOVEREIGN BONDS 

MARKET AND THE BHAVIORAL FINANCE ON THE MICROSTRUCTURE OF 

THE BANKING INDUSTRY OVER THE TIME 

MRS. AMIRA HAKIM19   

This paper investigates the impact of behavioral Finance on the asymmetry of information on 

sovereign bonds market and the Market structure of banking and sector in economy over time. 

This paper reports an empirical assessment among GCC countries during the years of 2009-

2014. we evaluate the empirical relevance of information asymmetry in GCC sovereign bonds 

market. We estimate the level of asymmetric information in GCC bond markets and then we 

study the variations in information asymmetry across bond maturities and across countries. The 

estimation of permanant prices response to trades show the relevance of asymmetry of 

information in explaining the cross sectional variation of bonds yields across a wide range of 

bond maturities and countries. The study of cross section of bond yields find that investors 

demand higher yields for bonds with larger permanant trading impact. The impact of 

information asymmetry on bond yields is stronger during periods of increased market volatility. 

Our findings indicate that when facing increased uncertainty, investors require higher 

compensation for information asymmetry. The second part of the paper investigates the impact 

of the behavioral finance on the market structure of the banking industry over the time. In order 

the market power of the behavioral finance over the time. We opt for a methodology as 

proposed by Lerner Index based on a nonstructural estimation of the market power of the 

banking industry. We adopt two approach to study the impact of Behavioral finance penetration 

on banking competition. In the first step we investigates the market structure of Islamic banking 

industry. In the second step we estimate an equation linking Islamic bank penetration to general 

banking market competition. The empirical results confirm that the banking industry in GCC 

countries become more competitive during the last decades. Furthermore, an increase in 

Behavioral finance penetration enhances competition in these banking sectors. 

 

32-AB36-4405 

THE LEGAL STATUS OF TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS: ARE THEY 

SUBJECTS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW? 

DR. ERIKA LOUISE BASTOS CALAZANS20   

In the past, the state-centric approach only allowed states as subjects of International Law (IL). 

More recently, the contemporary legal literature widened the ‘subjectivity’ notion to include 

other entities: international organizations (recognized as subjects of international law in the 
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case of Reparation for Injuries Suffered in the Service of the United Nations); individuals; 

insurgents; national liberation movements; and certain sui generis or state-like entities. The 

increasing involvement of transnational corporations on international affairs, especially in 

armed conflicts and human rights abuses, highlighted the question of how they should be 

treated by IL. The status of transnational corporations as subjects of International Law is 

strongly contested, and in principle they have no international legal personality. This paper 

focus on the discussion of three interconnected issues. First, the different links made between 

international legal subjectivity and international legal personality. Second, the controversial 

status of transnational corporations in the international law doctrine. Some authors consider 

that transnational corporations have no international legal personality, while others count them 

among the subjects of international law. Third, reflect upon the usefulness or necessity of 

putting transnational companies’ in a “subjectivity box”. This paper concludes that different 

subjects may have different sets of rights and obligations under international law. The whole 

notion of subjects and objects has no functional purpose and its more useful and helpful to 

focus on the fact that transnational corporations are participants rather than subjects of the 

international society. As participants, it is important to establish what kind of right and 

obligations do they have under IL and how accountability and responsibilities are drawn to 

them.  

 

Key-words: transnational corporations, subjects of international law, participant, international 

legal personality, rights and obligations. 

 

35-AB06-2855 

CONTROLLING THE SOCIETY THROUGH CRIMINALIZATION: THE CASE OF 

INDONESIA 

MR. ANUGERAH RIZKI AKBARI21   

This study explores the practices of criminalization in Indonesia during the period of 1998-

2014 by investigating the tendency of the Indonesian government to criminalize behaviours in 

new legislations over the years. By using several online databases on the Indonesian 

legislations, a further analysis was performed on the preference on criminal law to govern 

society, the trend of criminalization, the types of criminalized conduct, the level of punitiveness 

and the seriousness of the offence. The results unveil that the Indonesian government has a 

strong dependence on criminal law to control behaviours. Furthermore, there is a consistent 

upward trend of criminalization from time to time along with more punitive arrangements of 

criminal sanctions. In addition, the criminalization was deployed primarily to establish 

regulatory offences rather than crimes which indicates a descending shift of the seriousness of 

the newly criminalized behaviours. Lastly, the practices of criminalization in Indonesia did not 

fully conform to the logical order with regards to the seriousness of the offence and the severity 

of criminal sanctions. As a result, reclassification of criminal offences needs to be done if 

Indonesia has the inclination for a better criminal law. 

 

Keywords: Criminalization, Indonesia, level of punitiveness, classification of offence, social 

control 
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36-AB50-1313 

MONEY LAUNDERING AND COMMERCIAL LETTERS OF CREDIT: HOW 

WOULD COURTS APPROACH AN ACTION FOR NON-PAYMENT?- A 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

DR. RAMANDEEP CHHINA22   

The paper analyses the bank’s ability to decline payment under a commercial letter of credit 

tainted by money laundering and the approach to be taken by courts in granting an injunction 

under these circumstances. The question is: whether the fraud exception or illegality is the 

ground for rejecting payment. Arguably, illegality forms a strong basis to reject payment under 

the English law, as evidenced by the United City Merchants case in which breach of exchange 

control regulations was held to justify pro tanto non-payment. However, there is still 

uncertainty as to the application of this exception to restrain payment in other jurisdictions, for 

instance, in Canada and United States, where the illegality exception has not been expressly 

recognised. How banks in these jurisdictions will restrain payment under credits used for to 

facilitate money laundering? Whether the bank’s ability to restrain payment in these 

circumstances will be then covered under the fraud exception in these jurisdictions? The paper 

will undertakes a comparative approach to analyse how the same question of restraining 

payment under a commercial letter of credit tainted by money laundering will be approached 

by different jurisdictions. 
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